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FOREWORD

Runaway House: A Youth-Run Service Project is

presented as an example of an initiative which may
be of interest to people concerned With Counter-
culture service projects. Very often youth decide to
"do their own thing"; nonetheless, they are fre-
quently enmeshed in a maze of bureaucratic require-
ments and standards, special legal statutes, and some-
times seemingly restrictive professionalism.

Without endorsing this or any other specific model of
a service project to meet a pressing human need, we
recognize that the experience in setting up and
operating a Runaway House as described here con-
tains 'elements which can be shared and which may
assist other young people in their quest for non-
traditional, nonprofessional routes to self-help.

In the field of human services, we are aware that
limittrd manpower resources call for creative and
innovative alternatives to traditional solutions, and
that these alternatives have frequently met with suc-
cess among the young. Research on such techniques,
however nonconformist they may appear to be, may
well yield helpful and useful clues to some of the
most dynamic styles of service for and among 20th
Century youth.

In addition to
project, this r

establishing th
parents woul
develop servi
knew how.

erving as an example of a youthrun
port may also aid communities in

it own service delivery systems. Many
be willing to pool their efforts to

s of help for their children if they

The report is presented here as submitted by the
authors, ith no attempt made to influence its
content, t rust, or style to conform to conventional
standards,i practices, or attitudes. Therein lies its
freshness 'and if we tune in to the experience of
these yo ng people, we may have something of value
to lear . This then, while it neither reflects an
endorse ent nor a position of the National Institute
of Me tal Health, is Runaway House: Report of a
Youth Run Service Project.

FLORENCE H. STOVER
Coordinator,
Child Mental Health Activities
National Institute of Mental Health
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CHAPTER I. SAJAA COMMUNITY OF
'YOUTH PROJECTS

On paper, Special Approaches in Juvenile (Assistance
(SAJA), is a nonprofit con.oration dedicated to
"developing and, implementing new approaches to the
problems that face many adolescents today, providing
free or low-cost services to adolescents and their families
in the Washington metropolitan area" ... and ... "being
in the vanguard of community mental health ... by
off sling programsand services ... lacking in programs of
traditionaf social service agencies ...." SAJA was
incorporated in November 1969 to establish nonprofit
corporate status for the Runaway House shelter/
counseling program and for any other projects that
evolved as the people in the organization saw needs
arising in the community. Since that time, SAJA has
grown to include the Runaway House, two group foster
homes, a free jobfinding co-op, a summer employment
progra..n for neighborhood young people, a free high
school. It also extends nonprofit status to associated
programs: a day care center, a free school information
clearinghouse, nd a free law school. Although the
articles of incorporation are signed (according to law) by
people called "directors," SAJA is run collectively by
the people within these various projects.

When we, its members, talk about SAJA we are talking
about a group of peoplea large, countercultural
collective, which includes the project workers and the
young people involved in the group homes and the free
high school. Each week we meet in a large decision-
making collective of all the project workers, which we
unabashedly call "superstaff" (the kids Er:9 getting it
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together to become involved in this group). The "super-
staff," about 24 people, make all the decisions that
affect the whole organizationdivision of money among
projects, initiation of new projects, special purchases,
etc.,and have input on decisions about major changes
within individual projects. Smaller project collectives
make decisions specific to the individual projects. Two
administrative- workers handle fund-raising, public
relations, a lot of agency contact, and attend the smaller
collective meetings to tie the whole thing together.

The Office

The two SAJA administrators work out of the SAJA
office through which flows much o4 the organization's
contact with the community, with jot applicants, with
funding sources, etc. The office fields a lot of outside
contact,' channels information to the projects, interviews
job applicants, and keeps SAJA's books. Working in and
out of the office, the two administrative workers
;oordinate the various projects.

As the organiiation grew, fr Runaway House and
one group home atithe end of 1969 to its present size by
the fall of 1971, administrative work involved in running
SAJA grew tenfold. The office was set up to more
efficiently manage the administrative work generated by
each of the projectswork that could, if necessary, be
taken care of by the workers in each project. We tried to
cope with getting routine paperwork done by hiring
various secretaries to manage the office. However,
straight secretarial work is terribly alienating, perhaps
doubly so in an organization dedicated to giving people
satisfying work situations. Therefore, we had a high
turnover rate among secretaries.

As the organization grew, the project workers became
less and less in touch with the total' picture of SAJA.
People's authority hangups got in the way and they saw
the administrators as different from them, not only in
function but in rank. People didn't see that the office
was not an entity unto itself, but existed only because of
the work generated by the projects themselVes..

In trying to cut down on 'this alienation, we have
;decided to sacrifice some of our efficiency. Everyone in
the organization- now works in -the office 1 day each
month so that everyone will understand better how the
office fits into. things and how it belongs to them. The
routine work is generated by all the projects and the
decisions made in the office affect everyone. Now all the



SAJA workers are involved'in both aspects Of course
this means that the jobs of the actual administrators are
more difficult because there is no one in the office all of
the time. Although we are still wrestling with problems
of continuity, lost messages, and letters that don't get
answered, we feel that the loss of efficiency is worth it
(and as people gain more experience, things should run
more smoothly) because this is a further extension of
the collective method.

Runaway House

The Runaway House is a temporafy shelter and
counseling program for young people under the age of
18 who have run away from home, reform school,
mental hospital, etc. These kids are allowed to stay at
Runaway House if they agree to work on the problems
they ran away fromdefining options and goalsor if
they look for amore stable, permanent living situation.
They are expected to accept the rules of the house. In
return, the Runaway House workirs agree to help the
runaways choose among the alternatives available to
them and to provide a safe living situation in which to
think things out. The Runaway House operates under
one basic premise: with a supportive atmosphere and
some appropriate advice, young people can make
practical decisions concerning their futures.

When fully staffed, five young adult counselors are
involved full time at the Runaway House, with four'
living in. With the SAJA directcr and administrator, they
comprise the Runaway House staff collective. This
collective makes all decisions concerning individual
runaways, house maintenance, and staff selection. Two
mental health professionals volunteer as consultants, one
for staff problems and the other for runaway counseling

support.
The counselors receive $50.00 a week plus room and

board. The whole operation costs $15,000 to $17,000 a
year, which includes rent on the building, staff salaries,
and food and maintenance expenses. This cost averages
out to less than $2.00 per night per runaway. There is no
chr.irge to the young people. We receive funding from
cf,urch groups, some private cpntPibutions, and local
foundations.

A runaway may contact his parents at any time Zo talk
with them or to arrange a family conference, but he is
not required to obtain parental permission to stay at the
Runaway, House. We do encourage him to make
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telephone contact with his parents to ensure them of his
safety. Although we give whatever support we feel is
necessary, the runaway himself is responsible to choose
his own course of action.

Most kids usually stay at Runaway House from 3 to 10
daysthough some with very difficult situations have
stayed for months. .

We keep information about people staying in Runaway
House strictly confidential. We do not reveal who is
staying at the' house by telephone or to people --
whether friends, parents, or police who show up at The
front door. While ws recognize the definite legal risks
involved in this policy, we have decided that this is the
best and only way to win the trust of those we are.trying
to help. Counselors will,not approach anyone connected
with a specific runaway without the runaway's express
permission and knowledge of each contact. This lays a
groundwork of trust upon which the counselor and
runaway can build a healthy, problem-solving relation-
ship.

The Runaway House day is relatively unstructured.
Counselors get the kids up for morning cleanup.
Group meetings are usually held in the morning, barring
interruptions or other commitments. The rest of the
day is devoted to individual wunseling and to meetings
with staff and consultants.

The house is closed for quiet hours from 3:00 p.M. to
6:30 p.m., in the summer, and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m., in the winter. This routine gets the kids out of the
house for a few hours (prying television addicts away
from the tube) and allows the counselors time for
themselves. Although this brief respite is often inter-
rupted by house dutiesmeetings, court appearances,
etc.it has proved necessary for the workers who would
otherwise be on duty 24 hours a day. The kids
understand the need for quiet hours and cooperate well.
Since quiet hours for the staff correspond with the
closing time for D.,C. schools, there is.little probiem for
the kids with the police during the hours they are out of
the house.

We do not.assume any responsibility for the runaway
outside the Runaway House. We are unable, and
unwilling, to do so. Runaway teenagers, by the act of
leaving home (or reform school, mental hospi6l, etc.)
have attempted to take control of their own lives and
must learn their capabilities through trial and error. We
let kids know what laws are and what parts of the city
are safe, but they are on their. own.

Runaways are required to get their own food, to observe
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house rules, to be in on time (midnight during the week
and 2:00 a.m., on weekends), and to be wOrkihg on their
personal problems. Kids have a tendency to live Up to
whatever expectations they are given. We expect kids to
take responsible care of themselves. They madly do.

Runaway House also ,acti as a youth advocacy center.
We provide information about,family counseling services
in the runaway's home community, help people with
foster home placement, and supply personal contacts in
the juvenile court and public welfare bureaucracies. We

' also supply infortnation about medical, psychiatric, and
educational services available to a runaway.

We've been doing these things for over 3 years. As of
1972, more than 3,000 people had stayed at Runaway
House; the present rate exceeds 120 young people per
month.

Group Foster Homes

The two group foster homes, Second arid Third
Houses, are a cross between a large family and a
commune. There are two resident workers and six kids
in each house, We ha.,e one support person who divides
his time between both houses and we are looking for
another. The workers and young people in each group
home share equally in all decisions that relate to the
house, including intake decisions on new residents.
Responsibilities for cooking and house cleaning are also
shared by everyone. The workers in the houses give
emotional support and attention to the kids and oversee
the practical work of running a houie. They also work
closely with the parents, caseworkers, and therapists of
individual kids. Unlike a normal family, a worker's
commitment is only for a year and the kids remain in
the house for varying lengths of time usually until they
can move out to live on their own.

We'accept young people between the ages of 13 and
17. We try to realistically assess who will fit into the
program, and will not take kids with a history of violent
behavior, drug addiction, or girls with children. The
young people in the houses are on referral from welfare
departments and juvenile services of five D.C. area
jurisdictions, as well as private meptal health facilities
and private placement by their plrents. These young
people either go to public or free high school or hold
jobs.

Group sessions are held weekly to deal with personal

and house problems and to maintain cohesion among the
group of people in each house. These meetings are
attended by a volunteer psychiatric consultant who
gives the house residents feedback on what he sees going
on. Each house has another xplunteer consultant who
works with the staff on the personal problems that arise
from working in such a setting.

The two resident staff members receive $50.00 a week
pl4s room and board. Support people, who work
full-time, but live outside the houses, receive $75.00 a
week plus board. The houses are financially self-
sufficient. We receive $350 a month as an institutional
stipend from referring agencies for eich young person
placed with us. At times this rate is reduced so that we
can take kids on private placement. Rent, food, clothing,
entertainment, allowances, staff salaries, etc., are all
covered by the house incomes:

We do feel more responsibility for these young people
placed in our care than we do for the people who stay at
Runaway House. However, we do not assume a parental
type of responsibility; the houses are not highly disci-
plined and structured. We rely on personal relationships,
and the medium of the group to support the young
peoplein getting themselves together.

The Second House has been in existence for 2 years,
the Third House for 1. We have housed and worked with
26 young men and women since Second House opened.
Several of these kids are now independent and are
supporting themselves. Twelve are still living in the
group homes. Others have returned to their families or
other living situations. Six did not work out in the group
homes and were referred back to the agencies that had
placed them with us.

Although our success has been varied and our project
is still somewhat young to evaluate, the basic concept of
a group foster home with a young staff in a minimal
parenting role seems to be a good one. The ways we as
workers relate to the kids and the structures within the
houses are constantly being challenged both by the
young people and ourselves. The group homes will
continue to evolve as the people within them grow and
change through the process of living together.

Job Co-op

The Job-finding Cooperative which began in February
1971 is; a SAJA project funded originally by a local
government grant and now maintained by a grant from
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Jewish Social Services. For the first 5 months it was
staffed with only one worker and has since expanded to
four staff members. Over 750 people have asked the Job
Co-op for help in finding work. Their ages have ranged
from 14 to 54, but,most are te lagers or in their 20's.
Each week, the Job Co-op helps about 20 people find
full or part-time work.

The Job Co-op provides an alternative to regular
employment agencies. We do not reflect people because
of appearance or arrest records, nor do we require tests
or extensive background information and references.
Our services are free to people Idoking for work and to
,employers, a, .ugh we do accept donations.

The Job Co-op works with people who often would,
not be accepted by regular employment agencies. We
help teenagers, runaways, and transients find temporary
employment. We also find jobs for people who live in
the area who want part-time jobs which will pay for rent
and food and still save free time for other pursuits. We
are also trying to work with job applicants and
employers in setting up jobs that are not alienating. This
may involve splitting one full-time job between two
people, or getting women into jobs traditionally reserved
for men and vice versa.

The Job- Co -op has provided new avenues for people to
earn a livelihood by establishing several workers'
cooperatives which are interrelated and coordinated with

other free community services. These include a bread
and yogurt-making cooperative, a natural foods catering
service, and a home repair co-op. In all of these
cooperatives, profits are shared and decisions are made
collectively. The aim of the co-ops is to allow people to
free themselvei, from the restraints of regular jobs by
setting their own hours and by being responsible only to
each other. /'

The Job Co-op staff functions as a collective. Tasks are
divided and decisions are made by everyone. The
workers solicit jobs through personal contact with
employers, interview People'rooking for work, and do
the research and organizing needed to establish more
cooperatives.

J
St. comer Programs

'In May of 1971, SAJA agreed to sponsor 25 young
people contracted thrbugh the Catholic Archdiocese of
Washington under the citywide Neighborhood Youth
Corps (NYC). program. This is a 9-week summer job
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program funded by the U.S. Department of Labor. Each
NYC enrollee is paid $1.60 per hour for 26 hours of
work per week.

Four staff people were hired to organize the program
and to work with the 25 young people who were
between the ages of 14 and 20. They recruited kids from
the Dupont Cirole/Adarps Morgan neighborhoods in
Washingtonwhite, black, and Latino teenagers, most of
whom came from low-income families or from the
SAJA group homes and neighborhood communes. In an
attempt to come Jp with interesting and meaningful
jobs, the workers contacted community-based activist
groups and nonprofit organizations.

In addition to their work- experiences, the kids
received tutoring in school subjects and personal
counseling .from, the staff members. There were also
regular trips to the SAJA farm near Frederick, Maryland,
and several parties during the course of the summer.

SAJA Farm

During the summer of 1971 we were given the use of,a
133 acre farm near Frederick, Maryland, about pn hour's
drive from the city. The farm provided SAJA staff and
kids and. the NYC kids a place ,to unwind. The workers
staffed the farm during most of the summer.. They
worked with people who came out from the city and
with three boys for whom the farm served as a summer
group foster home. These workers were not paid (being
on the .farm was seen, as a bonus, and we could rot
afford the money at the time), but received room and
board.

Foster Placement

Through SAJA's experience with young people in the
Runaway House and the group foster homes, the need
for finding individual foster ,homes has long been
apparent. Many of the kids we see are chronic`runaways;
they just cannot make it at home and badly need an

alternative to, reform schools and the streets. In May
1971 we.hired a iitfo.rner) to- set qp a foster placement
program in an attempt to find younger people in their
20's and 30'smarried, single, or living communallyto
be foster parents to these young people. She received the

regular salary$7,5.00 a weekfor staff members living
outside of the houses.
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The actual program never got off the ground. The
planner was working alone and had a difficult time
organizing the program. She was alp stymied by the
D.C. Welfare Department's licensing requirements.
According to regulations, we have to be set up like a
traditional social service agency to become a licensed
foster placement service. We must have the license to
receive the Welfare Departmedt's financial support for .

the kids we place in private homes. By the time this
roadblock became clear, we had located about 40 homes
with good potential foster parents. -However, we were
unable to place kids in these homes without financial
support from the Welfare Department. Thus, the foster
placement program is now at a standstill while we try to
discover a new approach that works.

The New Education Project (NEP)

SAJA's most ambitious undertaking since the group
homes is our free high school. Ever since the opening of
the Second House, we nave been aware of the inade-
quacies of the D.C. public schools in dealing with the
young people who live in the group foster homes. The
kids who we were trying to get out of institutions
and back into the community were being kicked out of
the schools for lack of motivation, absenteeism, and
misbehavior. The support we were trying to establish at
home was often undone at the public school. Our young
people were-labeled "troublemakers" and failures, .and
obligingly lived up to these expectations in the public
schools. The trouble that evolved from their hassles at
School was putting the whole foster home project in
jeopardy, so we had to come up with alternatives to our
requirement that all kidi in the, group homes go to
school.

We decided to develop a school, The Satellite Learning

Community, that would affiliate itself with ,the high
school in our area, but would offer separate courses for
credit that would apply toward graduation from pat
high school. We received tentative approval, clurin§Ithe
king summer of negotiating (1971), from the' school
superintendent and the majority of the D.C. School
Board. However, we came up against three problems:
lack of money, lack of support from the principal of the
high school, and a lack of confidence in our ability to
undertake such an ambitious educational project
without prior experience,

At this point, the New Education Project, a 2- year -old

free high school which had fallen on hard times, came
into the picture. They had one teacher, five students,
$1,400, and no building. But they did possess recog-
nition by the D.C. School Board as a degree-granting
high school., SAJA had a building, a good reputation
among younger people, the ability to raise money, and
two staff people who were qualified and wmted to teach
in the school. The solution seemed clear: SP,JA and New
Education Project would join forces.

With the support of the other members of the total
SAJA collectiveespecially the group home workers
these three staff people and 25 kids have developed a

school that they affectionately call "Bonzo.Ragamuffin
Prep." The young people are kids from the old NEP
school and the SAJA group homes and others from the
neighborhood.

The kids and staff work together to determine the
type of school they want. This is facilitated by weekly
meetings of the entire school community and by weekly
encounter sessions with a volunteer psychologist.

A number of courses. are offered, some by the staff
members and others by part-time resource people from
the community. These include literature, creative
writing, foreign languages, math, survival and woodlore,
psychology, history, anthropology, nutrition and
cooking, photography, drawing and painting, a theater/
dance workshop, and music lessons. The school also has
taken camping and field trips. In late October there was
a Homecoming weekend, complete .with touch football,
dinner; and allarnecoming dance.

NEP has developed a unique way of financing itself,
which should decrease its dependency on outside sources
of money such as foundation grants, parental contri-
butions, and large tuition fees. About half of the
students work five hours each. week in a nearby
SAJA-affiliated day care center called_ Oshkosh _Choo
Choo Children:s Center. The money from this project
goes toward supporting the high school and its staff.
Two of the students do support work at the Runaway
House. They work for their tuition and after that $25.00
is covered, they receive the rest of their wages in cash.
Students who do not work at the Runaway House or the
day care center are expected to pay $25.00 a month
which thuy earn themselves. The personal circumstances
of some students make raising this-amount of money
impossible. Therefore, we have t, id to be fairly flexible
about the amount of money they pay each month.

Although the amount of money raised by these means
is still not sufficient to cover the expenses of the school
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and SAJA funds have had to be used to make up the
difference, we feel that this is preferable to liking,
tuition of the parents. One of our main objectives is to
help students become aware of and respond to their own
academic and emotional needswhich is facilitated by
the kids, not their parents, footing the bill and con
trolling the school.

The school is still growing and changing. We are
struggling to motivate many people who have been
turned off br traditional education to enjoy reading and
learning. Experimenting with new ways to teach and
learn and share information and experiences is edu-
cational in itself. The academic work going on in
the school is only part of the picture. There is a
very strong en.phasis on self-expre;sion, interpersonal
relatiors, and emotional growth. The school is reaching
a firm footing and will probably be around for., quite
a while.

Associated Projects

As well as operating our own projects, whose workers
are closely tied into the SAJA "superstaff" collective,
we are willing to bring projects started outside of SAJA
under our taA exemption while control of such projects
remains in the hands of the people who, started them.
These projects are loosely tied to SAJA and the workers
do not usually attend meetings of the larger SAJA
Collective.

The People's Law Institute

The People's Law Institute is a free law school that
was organized early in 1971. Lawyers and other legal
experts teach various aspects of the law to community
people. Over 400 people have been involved in 20
courses during the past year. These included courses in
juvenile law, street law, student rights, landlardenant,
and military law. The People's Law Institute is also
attempting to serve as a lawyer referral service and as a
research and investigation staff for incarcerated people
who need outside help. Thestaff also did a great deal of
direct and indirect work on many aspects of the Spring
Offensive in D.C. (1971. The PLI is primarily volunteer.
Expenses are covered by donations and small grants
from community organizations.
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Oshkosh School (Choo Choo Children's Center)

The Oshkosh School is a day care center for 15
children, .2 .through 4 years old. It is located in the
Dupont Circle neighborhood and is self-supporting

through parent contributions. Several students from thei
'SAJA high schoolNEP work there.

Free School Clearinghouse

The Free School Clearinghouse offers information on/
educational problems and coordinates information
among area free schools. The Clearinghouse monthly
newsletter is mailed to about 800 people, half of whom
are students. The Clearinghouse has played an important
role ; helping two schools begiri. operation.
Clearinghouse, also helps the Runaway House (make
referrals for runaways' families, who need and can.afford
private school placement. The Clearinghouse is ashoe-
string operation.The person running it volunteers her
time, and costs are Covered by donations.

"The-Other Runaway HOuse

Although we enlarged the full-time Runaway' House,
staff to five plus two part-time student workers from
the New Education Project, things are still chaotic.
The building itself cannot house so many people:
The activity generatedby twenty people living to
gether, plus answering the phone and the door a
hundred times a day, makes uninterrupted counseling
difficult.

Some young people, simply do not get the kind of
attention they expect, need, and deserve. When there are
about 10 runaways in the house, ,the place feels .good
and has a sense of community. Much of this is lost when
the population doubles.10so the staff is forced into a

semi-traffic cop/worker _role just trying to manage the
numbers.

We are thinking of renting another house in the
neighborhood to serve as another Runaway House. We
hope to house no more than eight runaways at a time,
perhaps those who require more work and support. Most
would have permission from their parents or the courts
to stay there. .

Managing two Runaway Houses, finding the staff, and
raising the additional money needed (another $17,000



par year) will be difficult. But we must if we want to
maintain the quality of the counseling service that we
have been providing.

The Farm

We are looking for rural land within a couple of
hours of D.C., which we will buy in order to be able
to operke a variety of country programs which people
on the staff are interested in. SAJA workers want a
place in the country for their own personal needs, as
Well as the opportunity to acquaint the kids with the
great outdoors.' The farm would be a base for a
summer program and could also serve as a rural group
home. It also has great possibilities for use by the
school.

SAJA Training Program

'.We have Feeeived_a,grattit from the National Institute
of ',Mental Health- -for' a paraprofessional, training--.
program. The grant provides about $8Q,000 per year
for the;2year program. This program, will provide
training' for paraprofessional youth project worker;
from around the country, as well as new SAJA staff,
in project organizing and youth counseling. Trainees
will receive training in all of the SAJA projects:They

scan alsd plug into other paraprofessional projects in
D.C. and will meet with, professionally trained people
in the mental health field for further information on
individual, groUp, and family counseling. We expect
about 72 trainees per year. The grant covers all
expenses, including travel, trainee stipends, and staff
salaries.

Included in this proposal is a Clearinghouse for
information on youth service 'projects around the
country., Hopefully; the Clearinghouse will tie together
the network of paraprofessional youth projects in the
Nation.

At the end of each 8-month training program, the
trainees and SAJA training staff will get together
(expenses covered) for a 3-day conference in a city other
than Washington, D.C. We hope that these conferences
will be held in cities with a variety of nonprofessional
youth projects so that further exposure to different
ways of operating will be possible. At these conferences
the trainees will beable to evaiJate the training they

have received and discuss the prohlems they have run
into since their involvement with the training program.
These conferences will also give people the opportunity
to make further contacts among paraprofessional.
projects.

Future Plans

The SAJA collective has been discussing several new
projects that we feel are needed to help young people
help themselves. The final decision to implement these
projects remains with the SAJA "superstaff" collective
and depends upon financial resources,' finding property,
finding staff, and especially upon the interest and
support of the present SAJA members.

H6using Co-op

The Housing Coop will employ one worker at
$80.00 per week, as a free service helping young
people find a place to live.. Young people, freaks, and
groups are often discriminated against in housing. Also,

.Many, young people who have just arived in
Washington are often unable to find low cost housing
and are forced to turn to expensive rooming houses or
rip-off roommate referral services. We hope to work
with people looking for housing and with landlords,
bypassing roommate referral agencies and realtors. We
also want to help young people learn to.handle renting
property responsibly so that they will m.* be kicked
out by disgruntled landlords. This .servic,1 r,es in well
with the Job Co-op.

Alternative Noise

This would be an alternative to the D.C. Receiving
Home, D.C.'s juvenile "jail." We would initially work
with young people who are picked up by the police
for running away from home. The house workers
would then try to counsel the person and'his parents
before he went to court or went home. After gauging
how much work is involved in dealing with ap-

prehended runaways, we will begin to accept young
people who are truant, beyond control, or awaiting
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trial on soft drug offenses. This project will require s
staff of six: four house workers, one courtoolice
liaison, and a project director. It will cost around
$50,000 during the first year (we, plan to feed these
kids). We are now looking for funds to get it going.
After proving its worth, the Government can, be
expected to pay for the project.

Fourth House

This would be another group foster home in the same

neighborhood, based on the same model as Second and
Third House, It will be home for two workers and six
young people with a support worker probably living
outside the house. The cost would be around $25,000
innually. Fourth House would be financed as Second
and Third Houses areprimarily through support
stipends paid by welfare departments, private agencies,
or parents.
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SAJA, as an experiment in people livino and working
together in providing alternatives to traditioblel ways of
dealing, with social problems, has great potential.
However, none of us knows where it will lead. We do not
know how long such a collective effort can be
maintained, although the continual infusion of new
personalities and our selective hiring procedures should
contribute to its long-term succeu. We do not know'how
large we can grow-rhow many mare projects can be
Included in the collective before things become
unwieldy. So far, we have been able to work
pragmatically, meeting problems and dealing with them,
growing and changing as we go along. Perhaps when
things get too big, groups of i. ,ects will split off and
form separate organizations. SAJA is people. What
happens with SAJA in the future depend: upon the
people in it, their interests, their a' Jet, their
personalities, and their commitments.



CHAPTER H. RUNAWAY HOUSE

Runaway young people have long hair, wear
bell-bottomed jeans, watch television, and have problems
at hoine and at schooljust like other kids. Their
response to these problemsrunningis one way of
coping with a situation that is for some reason
intolerable. Other young people may have other means
of coping with similar problems, or other ways of acting
them out. Estimates of the number of kids running away
each year go as high as 1,000,000.

Take a random sampling of the kids who run away
from home and you will see a cross section of American
young people. Some are mature, know how to take care
of themselves, and leave home as the only reasonable
alternative to the problems there. Others have problems
that must be dealt with, but are not ready to care for
themselves, having neither .the information nor the skills
to do so. These kids need and want to return to a family
setting, eventually. Ctill other runaway young people are
severely disturbed, having left a physically or psycho-
logically brutal home, guided only by an instinct for
survival.

Runiways cannot be stereotyped by appearance or
personality. They are not all hippie types, nor do they
all have extensive experience with drugs. Many young
people who run away are leaving home for the first time.
Many are unacquainted with the street and drug scene..
A number of these kids are from strict military families
or demanding, religious backgrounds, who have run
away in order to assert their own identities. Some are
unbelievably straight and naive, isolated from what is
going on in the rest of the world in spite of the news
media and television. Other runaways are tough. These
young people have lived through all kinds of brutality
and perversion and have developed a highly defensive
exterior as a means of survival.

Many of these kids are frustratingly adolescent-the
same people one would run into teaching in a junior high
school. Friendships are made, and hearts are broken,
easily. Most of them have never had to think for
themselves or to be responsible for themselves. Perhaps
as many kids run away from homes_ in which they are
stifled by love j"being taken care of") as from
indifferent or cruel homes. Because they have never
made realistic decisions for themselves, runaways' plans
are often just daydreams. "Oh, I'm either ping to
Florida or I'll live with my aunt." "I'm going to Canada.
They can'tbust you in Canada, can they?"

Like a lot of kids of the same age, many runaways are
yotftigiold. They are struggling to define their own
identitiestrying on roles and different ways of relating
to people as if they were trying on hats. Behind the
heavy makeup or the shadowy mustache is often a child,
who is growing up, yet still needs love, a home, and
limits around him. Many of these kids seem bored with
the world around,them. Many leave home because there
is little stimulus in the suburbsjust a pre-cooked high
school education and doing dope at the local shopping
center for entertainment. These runaways, seeing

someone laughing .and playing naturally, may say, "Hey,
manare you stoned?"

The initiated can quickly spot a group of runaways on
the street. They move like illegal immigrants who just
sneaked into the country. These kids are on guard, and
get ready to run at the sight of a beat cop or a patrol car
slowly rounding a corner. Each runaway seems to think
that every street corner policeman has memorized his
missing person's report and has just finished talking to
his mother.

A new runaway at the door of the Runaway House
may be timid, questioning, and radiating distrust, or fie
may be bold, expecting to be allowed to crash at the
house with no limits on his behavior or length of stay.
He arrives with a duffel bag, a guitar, or a

knapsackalthough some kids show up with trunks,
stereos, radios, puppies, and kittens. "They told me this
was the Runaway House and that I could crash
here ... ?"

The runaway often shows spunk and determination in
the midst of the crisis and confusion in his life. He may
have hitchhiked hundreds of miles across the country,
alone. He probably left home with no plans, little money
and few belongings, yet soon learns to spot strangers
who will help him out. Although life on the-streets is
rough, he is willing to risk it rather than return to an
unchanged situation at home. "I don't know what I'm
going to do, but I can't stand to be at home when they
fight all the time."

For all his courage-in-having left home, a runaway is
.usually afraid of being caught, or turned in, and it takes
time to build ,trust. "You won't call my parents; you
won't tell them I'm here?" Slowly his story unravels,
usually showing problems that are very real although
they vary in degree with each individual. He may also
show pain, confusion and real fear. Some kids are really
paranoid. "I think that guy's a narc." "Why are those
cops ste iding across the street all the time?"

1 o
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It often takes a day or so for a runaway to trust the
setup and the people at the Runaway House. The other
kids have a lot to do with this as they bring the new
runaway into the groupsharing information about
themselves and what they arP trying to get together with/
the help of the house worker:.

/
It also takes some time for reality to hit the l'unawat/

squarely in the face. Scrounging money for food usually
involves panhandling from people on the street/ or
searching for odd jobs. It takes time to find out,that
panhandling is degrading and that work is hard to find.
It takes time to discover that it is all right .to be/14 and
to need people and to need helpand to need 7 home.
One has to learn that problems can be defined and dealt
withsomething the runaway has obviously not learned
at 'home. One has to find out that being oliiyour own
can feel a lot like being alone.

The majority of runaways do eventmly go home,
whether they happen to go to a runaway shelter/
counseling center or not. Many are arrested and carted
home by the police. Often runaways find themselves
entangled with the juvenile courts and probation
departments because of runaway busts. However, the
potential for a second or third attempt at running away
remains if the problems in the home have not been
recognized by the members of the family and if the
situation stays the same. The Runaway House staff
supports the runaway in breaking this cycle of returning
home and running away again by helping him to
define the probInms at home and to work out alterna-
tives in dealing with the situation. Usually this in
volves an attempt at resolution with the parents,
although some yourfg people leave truly destructive
homes and must look elsewhere for a healthy living
situation.

Most of the kids who show up at Runaway House are
initially looking for a place to crash. " ... have to get
some money together before I split for Florida." During
his first few days as a runaway, a young person may not
recognize a need for counseling and viable alternatives,
but he knows he needs a place to stay, So we strike a

bargain with the runaway. We agree to provide him a

secure place to live for a few days if he agrees to think
about the problems from which he ran and to try to
come up*with reasonable alternatives which will change
his present living, situation.

We make' this agreement with each young person
entering the, house. The agreement is vital to our
working with the individual and stems from our belief

to

that each runaway 4st take responsibility for his or her
/own life.

If he agrees to his part of the bargain, we provide what
the runaway, due to his legal situation, is unable to
obtain: shelter, lots of information, and counseling. We
try to make our expectations for the runaway very clear
and usually present them during the initial long rap with
him soon after he comes to the house. In presenting the
house rules, we explain the legal situation at the
Runaway House: we are actual:; "illegally harboring
minors." We point out the young person's responsibility
in keeping, the house from being closed down; i.e., no
sex, drugs, or liquor for minors in the house. The
runaway is to be in on time and to share responsibility
for maintenance of the house.

We,make it very clear to each runaway, first, that his
own position is subject to police action, and.secondly,
that the operation of a runaway house may itself be
technically illegal.

After a couple of days in the problemsolving
atmosphere of RH, kids are usually ready to start testing
options. However, if they want to keep on running,
instead of working things outas the I. Ching says, "No
blame." They are asked to leave the house, and are
assured that they can return to Runaway House if and
when they are ready to try possible solutions to their
problems.

Often kids need time on the streets. to learn about
jobs, apartmenti, and trips to California. They need to
test their capabilities and perhaps to discover the need-to
be taken care of in a homelike situation. Many who
leave Runaway House to try to make it on the streets,
return for help, with a much better grip on reality.

Background Information

The Runaway House evolved from ground work laid
by Rev. Tom Murphy, a free:lance minister with D.C.'s
Church of the Pilgrims near Dupont Circle. Murphy,
whose roving ministry included the hippies and runaways
of the Dupont Circle area, ran a coffee house called the
Mustard Seed. Tom worked with many of the runaways
who gravitated to the Dupont Circle freak community
looking for action and places 'to crash. He housed some
of these confused kids with his friends, but soon realized
that the community needed a specific place for
runaway to stay.

Bill Treanor, 24, was in D.C. during the spring of 1968



working with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference's Poor People's Campaign and Resurrection
City: Bill's checkered career included his own runaway
e pisode at the age of 17, when he made it from New
York City to California. He was busted, returned home,
and joined the U.S. Army. While "seeing the world"
with the Army, he first learned to wheal and deal.
scrounging coffee for his intelligence unit. (Thirty
pounds of coffee yielded him an extra day off.) Later,
Treanor attended Georgetown University in D.C. for'2
years. The next couple of years 1 spent organizing for
SCLC in the South and doing community work in the
District of Columbia. In 1968, Bill was back'in town for
the Poor People's Campaign. He and Murphy met
through a mutual friend and agreed to try to set up a
house for runaways, which opened in June 1968.

The house for runaways was founded to meet. a
definite need: to give runaways a place to stay.
Counselirig procedures, house rules, and policies for
dealing with' .parents and police evolved through
e xperience. The house was founded because runaway
teenagers were becoming involved in destructive sexual
experiences and drugs while on the streets of D.C. and
needed a iafe place to stay while they were in the
District.

-Bill and Tom found a big, old, five-bedroom row house
on 18th Street, two blocks from Dupont Circle. The
realtor was a friend of theirs. The house was ideal
because it had three flOors with a bathroom on each of
the two upper floors. The top floor-Was designated for
the girls and women counselors' sleeping quarters; the
men sleep on the second floor. The first floor has a large
living room, a room-size foyer, a dining room, and
kitchen: The house rents for only $385.00 a month,
including utilities. The first month's rent was covered by
money donated by the D.C. Friends Church Council.

Mary Lee Munger, a seminary student On summer
vacation, who 'hod originally been hired to work at the
Mustard Seed, agreed to work at the house for runaways,
instead. She and Bill opened the house in June 1969.
Murphy, who was still running the Mustard Seed, spent
part of each evening at the runaway center, informally
consulting with Treanor and Mary Lee, who had little
e xperience working with runaways.

Originally, all runaways were to be sent to the Mustard
Seed for an initial interview with Torn. However, this
proved to be very difficult, logistically. As Bill and Mary
Lee became experienced in working with runaways this
practice was discontinued.

1

A $2,500 grant to the Mustard Seed for work with
runaways, covered the rent on the building after the first
month. Mary Lee and the staff members that followed
her during the first year of operation held part-time jobs

to cover their food and persOnil expenses. Bill attended
Federal, City College, past-time, while living at RH and
was able to live on .the G.I. Bill. The house workers paid
phone bills and other house expenses out of their own
pockets. Nickel . and dime donations came through
periodically during the first 10 months, but the
counselors primarily supported themselves.

At the outset, Bill and Tom made the decision that
they were not going to require kids to pet permission
from their parents to stay at the house. They felt that
the kids who really needed help would be too angry and
confused to want to establish contact with their parents
right after they came to the house. This policy meant
that the hotise would probably come into conflict with
many parents and sometimes the police. However,
Treanor and Murphy decided, to risk it, hoping that in
any eventual court case they would be able to convince
the Judge that the house had to operate the way it did to
be effective. It was widely known that runaways were a
serious problem that no straight agency was able to deal
with and that the police alone could not solve. Because
of the serious need for someone to do something totelp
D.C.'s large population of teenage runaways, Bill Jnd
Tom hoped that the project would be tolerated by the
police and the courts..

Treanor felt strongly that the house should operate,
underground for the first few months; it did not even
have a name. Bill and Tom wanted to establish the house
as a place for kids to stay. They hoped to make more
contacts with influential people, favorably disposed to
the project, before-there-was -any-publicity. They felt
that publicity could only bring confrontation with the
police and the government bureaucracy before the
fledgling, project was well enough established to fight
back. Bill and Tom did rot go to anyone to ask
permission to house runaways, since the answer could
only be "No."

Thoughts on Why It Worked

You must carefully weigh the ramifications of
publicity when starting a counterculture youth project.
Will publicity bring in money and comm .nity support as
well as more kids to work with? Or will it quickly bring



about the death of the project? If you decide to hold
back on publicity, you can still get to know some
reporters so that you can get publicity when you want
it. Such friends can also publicize police hassles, or
movements to close down your program However, make
sure that any media people you give information to are
really your friends. And, make sure that they get the
story straight I

Treanor 'and Murphy did assemble a group of people
from the Dupont Circla community in case they needed
to say that the hOuse had a board of directors. These
people had no real power. They loaned their names to
the "Board" in support of the project and were willing
to help in a crisis. The Runaway House, and later SAJA,
has never had a functioning board of directors. The
project has always been governed by the people working
in it.

After almost 4 years of operating, we can see that
Runaway House took advantage of the peculiar
institution that is the District of Columbia. The
unresponsiveness of a presidentially appointed and
congressionally controlled Government permits a certain
amount of tolerance for countercultural programs. It is
difficult for the D.C. Government to move quickly and
do something about stopping a project. The local
government is primarily concerned (and rightly so) with
black people and programs for black kids. We are
working primarily with white, suburban kids. We get no
financial support from the city, but this lack of concern
allows us to exist. Most of the runaways we work with
are from D.C.'s Maryland and Virginia suburbs, which
places them under out-ofstate missing persons bureaus
and court jurisdictions. Getting a District search warrant
for an out-of-state runaway involves such a.morass of red
tape that few people ever come up with one.

We were able to stand firm on the "no information"
issue with parents and police, because of the D.C.
Government and geographical situation and because Bill
and Tom had extensive political contacts in the city. It is
pointless to go into a blow-byblow on how they
out-flanked the police, but we will offer a few
observations.

When you are looking for property to house the
project, make sure that the landlord is tolerant, if not
sympathetic, of what you are trying to do. If. the
landlord can be pressured by police, neighborhood
homeowners, or other forces in the community, into
not renting to you any longer, no one will have to try to
shut you down with some legal maneuver.
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Whatever contacts you have in important places should
be briefed on what is happening with the project so that
they can step in on your behalf if they get wind of
trouble. (At one point a friend of ours in the Deputy
Mayor/s office heard about our. hassles with housing
inspectors and, on his own, got the Deputy Mayor to
intervene.) You should feel out the sympathies of the
police. Will they be glad to have the runaway problem
taken Out of their hands or will cthey try to shut your
project down? Have y9u any chance of maintaining
anonymity long enough to become established and
community supported before a police confrontation?

Consider opening a project in the city instead of the
suburbs. City people tend to be much more tolerant of
strangers and of weird people wandering around eir
neighborhoods than are suburban people. There ar .;o

usually more buildings 'available for rent .in the cities.
You may also find fewer hassles with zoning boards,
housing inspectors, etc.

Because of the reputations of Huckleberry's in San
Francisco, Project Place in Boston, our ,project, and
others, the idea of a runaway shelter/counseling center
has some credibility that it did not have 4 years ago
when we started. There are runaway programs springing
up all across the country; some are even run by city
governments. Therefore people starting runaway youth
centers may not have to start at the rock bottom, with
little community support and recognition, as we did.

None of SAJA's programs have been based on police
statistics or sociological surveys. Every project that we
have organized has evolved from a need seen through
work in the community. "Solutions" artificially imposed
from outside the community have little chance of
success.

Tom Murphy and Bill Treanor were both well
acquainted with the Dupont Circle area. They also
shared extensive community organizing experience and
personal contacts with local politicians and community
leaders. Tom's clerical collar also lent some legitimacy to
the operation and helped when the house had to' deal
with parents and police.'

Contacts are made all the time through pariicipation in
the local community, although some may seem far
afield. Each minister you meet at a conference has a
congregation behind him which ,might be willing to
donate money to your project. A newspaper reporter
can be befriended at a party. The man at the corner
grocery might donate dayold bread to you. The woman
for whom you campaign for the school board may be



able to help you get a kid into high/ school later. If you
are working on a good project, people don't mind being
asked for support or help on a persOnal basis.

What if you are not into making community contacts
and playing poll ics in such a way/that the system works
for you? Do the members of your group want to work
Just with young maple? Do they become frustrated by
having to deal with bureaucracies? If so, find someone
who does enjo7 community contact and playing politics.
He can serve as a buffor betwken the group of people
working in the project and the police, the Government,
and the community people iWho must be dealt with
somehow as the project grows in strength and influence.

We feel that alternative youth services must have quite
a bit of independence. This means that the group
involved rr.ist be able to fund the project, must be able
to resolve internal conflicts, must keep the law at arm's
leryci- and 'lust not get Bung up with demands from
outside bureauc.3cies which divert attention and energy
from the ar.:tual project. The SAJA collective has found
it necessary to delegate. these responsibilities to two
administrators who are Willing to be front men to the
rest of the community. They serve as buffers so that the
rest of us can get on with working with kids. This also
helps the organization deal decisive!i with bureaucracies
with a minimum of contradiction and confusion. These
administrative position's demand people that the staff
can respect and trust to work in the interest of the entire
collective.

Treanor handled much of these contacts while he lived
at RH. He moved into an exclusive coordinator role
when he moved out of the house and started organizing
and funding Second; House. We finally hired a second
administrator to share this buffer/coordinator role in the
fall of 1970. These workers deal- with realtors, police
bureaucracies, funding sources, agencies and referrals,
handle the books, etc.

Working With Runaways

Working with runaways boils down to helping a
person, often accustomed to running from problems, to
sit down and grapple with them. It means helping him to
come up with solutions that he will be comfortable with
so he will not to run again.

A counselor is the advocate of reality. He has
information alternatives for runaways and skills at
helping kids set up good living situations. The worker
also gives emotional support to these young people. He

has to be able to think on his feet as situations and kids'
feelings change rapidly. The counselor is usually working
against time, hoping to help.a runaway get something
together before he is busted, or becomes disillusioned
with the whole process. He must be very perceptive...
Each new runaway- is different; each presents a unique
set of problems. The counselor starts at rock bottom
with each new kid. .

The questions you ask during the first couple of raps
you have with a runaway can gently, subtly give you the
information you need to start developing alternatives for
the young person. If you are skillful, you can, lead a
runaway through the information that you need to
know without his feeling that he is being grilled. Practice
listening very closely and learn to hang ono all the
information in your head. It helps to sit c.own every
night and write up the information gleaned each day on
each runaway. Then you have it for present and future
reference. This is helpful if the runaway goes home and
splits again. He will think that you are brilliant if you
remember his story from 6 months before!

We kept no records on kids for about the first 10
months that the house was open. We finally started
keeping a form- on each runaway for our own
information and for the kids' protection. We don't have
a long, involved information form, but do feel that it is
vital to have background information (which is

confidential) written down soon after the runaway
arrives at the house. This is necessary for emergency
situations. (We have only used this information when
trying to get kids into hospitals. Most hospitals will not
treat a young person without the parents' consent.)
There may be some problem with kids' lying on their
forms the first day, but these few usually come clean
once they learn they can trust us. (A copy of our form is
included at the end of this chapter.)

Believing that most adolescents are capable of
determining for themselves' what is best for them, the
house workers try to maintain a supportive, problem-
solving atmosphere which is more stable than the street
but free enough to allow for responsible, independent
decisions. The runaways help clean the house and
refrain from drugs, liquor, and sex in the- house. Aside
from these rules the real demand on the runaway is that
he use the relative peace of the house and the greater
experience of the counselors to try to understand the
-reasons for his running away and to develop a practical
plan of action for the future. `(Runaway House rules are
included at the end of this chapter.)
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Runaway House

As kids were referred to the house on 18th Street by
the Mustard Seed and by word of mouth on the street,
the names "Halfway House" or "Runaway House" were
often used. Runiway House finally stuck. There has
never been a sign to distinguish RH from the other three
story, grey stone, row houses on the block.'Kids can find
the house by asking people in the neighborhood, or by
consulting a hotline, or an underground newspaper.

The Runaways

Since June of 1968, over 3,000 runaways between the
ages of 10 and 17 have stayed at the Runaway House.
We are now housing about, 100 young pebple each
month. These 'kids come from every social class, religion,
and section of the country, although over 60 percent are
from the D.C. metropolitan area.

Runaways' problems range from fights with their
parents over hair, clothes and friend's, to incredibly
brutal, dangerous living situations. It is very difficult to
categorize these young people's situations for the
purpose of description, yet gioupings do form around
the seriousness of the problems' and the possibilities for
alternative solutions We have found that there are:

Kids who have problems but who can work out a
return to their families, eventually.

Young people, including kids that no one wants,
society's throwaways, whose problems at home are
so severe that another living situation must be
sought.

Kids in trouble witi the law for offenses other than
running away, for example, escapees from reform
schools and mental hospitals.

Kids from any of the above situations who will be
O.K. living on their own.

Kids Who Can Go Home

About 75 percent of the runaways who come through
the Runaway House eventually go hoine. The vast
majority of these kids do have problems at home,
ranging from haircutting hassles to heavy confrontations
on basic beliefs and lifestyles. However, these young
people have a chance to work things. out w:th their
parents. Each stays at the house for an average,of 3 to 4
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days, although some have taken as long as a month to
resolve a liveable situation at home. Each talks with the
Runaway House workers about what has been happening
in the home and how she can work with her parents to
change the situation.

A lot of kids who run away from home do not have a

clear idea of the problems from which they are running..
,Therefore, they are unable to communicate to their
parents their reasons for running away in thenotes that
may be left behind. We let the runaway ventilate' ier
anger, but try to.get her ,to really define the problem at
home. "Can you get a handle on what really bothers' you
at home? ... What has to change before you will go
home? ..., Is what you are deManding realistic? ... Do
your parents really know why you left home? (The.
answer often is "No.") ... Don't they have a right to
know?"

We do not require that a runaway call his parents for
_permission to stay ,at the house, and we have no
requirement. that the runaway call home within a set
period of time. However, we do expect most kids to
contact their parents sometime during their stay at the
house, to reopen communication with them. "Look, you
don't have to tell your parents where you are, but you.
should let them know that you're O.K. You should
probably tell them why you split, too, so they can start,
thinking about what they are going to do about all these
hassles. You can alio find out whether or not they have
called the cops ...."

If the runaway O.K.'s it, one of the RH workers listens
on an extension phone when he calls home. This gives
the counselor an understanding of the way the parents
and their son or daughter relate to each other in a crisis.
This information helps the worker in figuring out, with
the runaway, what to do next.

A lot of kids are afraid to call homeafraid that their
parents will talk them into going home. Often the first
couple of calls home go something like: "Hi, Mom? This
is Billy, I'm O.K." ... click! "Mom, this is Billy again,
just wanted you to know that ,I'm still O.K." clickl
Sometimes it takes 'a while for the runaway to have
enough confidence in himself to start a dialogue with his
parents. We just keep talking to him, keep supporting
him, and if the runaway is really procrastinating, may set
a deadline. "O.K., you've been here for 2 days and have
not tried to work anything out for yourself. If you are
serious about dealing with your family, as you say you
are, you will call home by this time tomorrow. At least
start talking to your parentsl"



Primarily through talking with the runaway, indi-
vidually and in group sessions, we try to help the young
person listen to himself. For example, "You've said, at
different times, that you: (1) love your parents; (2) you
don't want to hurt them;*but (3) will not cal them; and
(4) will never go home. This is really confwing to me.
Do you feel confused? ... Is there any way these
opposing feelings can be resolved?" of "Your mother is
domineering and stubborn? What about you, and /our
refusal to compromise? Sounds like you are as stubborn
as she isl"

Each runaway is unique and we respond to each
person in a different wcy.Some are terribly frightened
and need lots of emotional support. Others are
incredibly bull-headed or infuriating procrastinators for
whom we finally set "shape up or ship out" demands.
Some kids are extremely confused and need a lot of a
worker's support and attention in sorting things out.
Other runaways are very aware of themselves and their
Own needs and work out their own problems with very
little help from the RH workers.

The counselors' decisions about how to deal with a
certain runaway are very subjective. It just comes down
toWhat feels right in a given situation. Therefore, training,
degrees,, and background qualifications matter little
when we are hiring staff. We look for people, who can
intuit others' feelings and needs, who can handle a wide
variety of situations, and who enjoy bringing order out
of chaos.

There is sometimes more, to the problems at home
than the runaway is able to express. It is the worker's
job to help her to dig fr : what is really bugging her and
put it into words. "My parents don't like my
hair/clothes/friends" may mean that the young person
feels that her parents do not like, need, or love her. She
may have run away to find out whether her parents
actually do care about her. If the runaway can articulate
this to her parents, they may be able to develop a more
supportive, expressive environment at home.

We try to help these runaways figure out to whom
they can turn for help. "Is there anyone that both you
and your parents trust? A teacher, neighbor, relative,
minister, shrink, probation officer, social worker ...?
Would your parents trust us (the RH workers)?"

The outcome of these discussions and telephone calls
home is often a family conference. This family
conference usually leads to the young person's returning
home. (See the section on family conferences.) Often
the members of the family agree to :eek further family

counseling help. Other kids may just decide to go home
and do so, without a conference, and sometimes without
telling their parents where they have been.

Since we have no followup procedures at Of? time, we
have little information about what generally happens
when kids return home. We do know that many families
fall back into their old patterns of relating to each other,
because many kids run away again. (We have no
statistical information on how many run away again.)
The parents of a young person, who has stayed at Rh,
often call to leave a message with us because their son or
daughter has split again. Many families do not follow
through on their intention to participate in family
counseling. Many cannot afford private therapy and
public mental health agencies often have long waiting
lists for their low-cost counseling services. We hope to
get together a family counseling service, involving
ex-Runaway House staff and other qualified people, to
have something immediate to offer those families who
say they do want further counseling.

Kids Who Can't Go Home

As we meet each runaway, we usually start out with
the assumption that he can work something out with his
parents and can return to the family. However, as we
gather more information from the individual we may
find that returning home may not be best fdr. the
runawayat times it is out of the question.

"How many, times have you run away?"
'This is the fourth tithe this year. The last time I got

vested and my parents had the court put me on
probation. They said that if I ran away again they'd have
me sent up."

' What happened when the police took you home the
last the?"

"My beat me and threatened to have me sent

"Has anyone ever tried to get outside help for the
family?".

"My probation officer tried to get my parents to do
family counseling, but they said it's all my faultI have
to learn to live their .way and like it."

"How do your parents get along?"
"He's not my real father, my real father died when I

was 7. My mother is afraid of him, he gets drunk all the
time. I tried to get her to leave, but she won't because of
the kids."

9
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We usually ask these kids to call home to find out
what the parents are doing about their son or daughter's
running away. (We make no demand that they say where
they are.) We get the individual's O.K. to listen in, so we
can check out his dead-end interpretation of the
situation. There seem to be a couple of general reactions
from the parents in these destructive situations. Some
parents just do not want the kid at home any more and
tell him not to come back. We have worked with many
kids as young as 14 who have been kicked out of their
homes. Other parents, no matter how bad the situation,
still want to control "their" child. This may mean
forcing him or her to return home using all kinds of
threats or declaring the child incorrigible and having the
courts send him to reform school., This happens to kids
of all ages and from all social daises. (We worked with
one girl who had been sent to reform school for running
away from home at the age of eight.)

If the runaway's perception of the situation as

unworkable appears to be correct, we start checking out
alternatives while still trying to obtain more information
'about the family situation. Would her parents alloW her
to live somewhere else, or must'the courts be involved to
take the runaway from her parents' custody? Are there
relativesgrandparents, aunts, uncles, older brothers and
sisterswith whom the runaway could live? Has she
already been involved with the courts? Does she have a

probation officer, welfare worker, etc. who knows the
family situation? Would this person be willing to help
get the young p' son out of the home via the courts?
Could a clergy 'Ian talk to the parents and convince
them to let their child live elsewhere? Would it be
possible tc get the parents to declare the kid incorrigible,
asking the courts to take over her custody (using their
desire to have their child locked up)? When the case

comes to court could we, through the probation officer,
court worker or lawyer, offer the judge a more positive
alternative for the young person?

We never try to involve a runaway with the courts
unless we have everything set up beforehand. We are

extremely cautious'about this because we want to avoid
any possibility of the young person being sent to reform
school. We make sure that the runaway is willing to go
through the risk and hassle of court involvement. We
find a lawyer who will represent and support the
runaway. We find a sympathetic worker in the court, a
probation officer or intake worker who will back the
alternative that we find for the runaway. We track down
a healthy, alternative living situation (by far, the most
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dircult and time:consumingpart of this process). We
figure out how to get the case into court. The parents
may petition the court to declare their child "out of
parental control." We may be able to find a court
worker or child welfare worker who will investigate the
home and bring it to tha attention of the court. Or the
runaway may be 'busted, and refuse to return to her
parents, which brings the case automatically to court.
When possible, we try to ensure that the case will come
before a nonpunitive, sympathetic judge.

To learn how to wendoyour way through the maze of
your local .jurisdictions, ask juvenile court laWyers,
probation workers, court intake workers, and judges to
meet with your staff. These people may also be willing
to help, out if kids you are working- with become
involved with the courts. Since most of the kids we work
with come from the D.C. Metropolitan Area, we have to
maintain such contacts in at least five jurisdictions (we
sometimes work with outlying jurisdictions which would
bring the number up to seven).

It is extremely difficult to find alternatives for many
of these kids. Most people who want.foste, children are
looking for young children, not teenagers,with histories
of tunning away. Some people who will accept teenagers
into their homes are looking for built-in babysittersa
set up that doesn't do the young person any good.

Money is another problem. .Some good families are

willing to take kids but cannot afford to support them.
Welfare foster support stipends are often insufficient and
welfare departments often have absurd licensing
requirements fOr foster families. So kids sit in crowded
detention homes and other institutions while the welfare
department quibbles about the number of square feet
per bedroom in,a private foster home.

It is important to familiarize yourself with the
alternatives that are 'available to these young people.
You must know the court system. Find out how to get
lawyers for the kids. Know what private agencies in the
area are doing foster placement. Perhaps they will place
kids for you in private or group homes so that you do
not have to deal with obtaining a foster placement
license if one is required by your junsdictiori. Know the
welfare department's procedure for placing foster kids.
Know theigood boarding schools in the area. This is one
way to get a young person out of the home. Know what
psychiatric facilities are available for kids in need of such
a placement.

There are so few alternatives for the kids nobody
wantsAmerica's throwaway children. Therefore, people



working in youth projects find that they must create
their own. We 'receive many requests for information
about our itprojects from people around the country.
Several couPter-cultural youth service organizations are
setting up group homes and foster placement programs.
Established agencies are becoming aware of the success
of such nonhistitutionalized approaches to working with
young people. Traditional agencies and representatives
of several city governments have contacted us for
information about noninstitutionalized alternatives for
kids. Counter cultural youth sell/ice programs can
spearhead change in their local communities by showing
that many kids with problems can be helped within the
co.nmunity. They do not have to be shipped away and

-institUtionalized.
It often takes weeks, even months, to come up with an

alternative"' living situation for a runaway. This causes
problems for the Flunaway House, During the first year
and a, half that the house was open, several kids stayed
for many Monthsone girl for a yearbecause there
were, no alternatives for them. It is very easy for a
runaway center to let these kids stay. However, if the
house fills up with long-term kids, it loses the
crisis-intervention atmosphere and becomes more of a
reiidentill center. This interferes with work with
short-term runaways. We opened Second House, our first
group home, originally to provide, a place for more
longtterm runaways to stay. As you will read in the
group home chapter, the group homes have
evolv.jd away from this purpose, so we are planning to
open another Runaway House. This house would
probably handle longer-term kids sent over from
Runaw ay House I.

Therd may be four or five long-term kids among the
group of 15 or 20 young people staying at the Runaway
House. This can cause problems, with the runaways who
can or should work things out with their parents. Thesc
young people do not see why they should move on since
the long-terms get to stay. Things are not as cool for the
long-term runaway as other kids think they are. Kids
who stay at the Runaway House for a long time are
continually forming close friendships with- new people
who come in, and then their close friends leave again.

The house population is very transient and tends to be
pretty noisy. The kids sleep in dormitory typq rooms,
there is little privacy. A young person who stays at RH
for a long time may feel lost in the shuffle as the
workers are continually spending more time with thc
new kids. He may not get the personal attention that he

needs and deserves. If this happens, he may start causing
trouble to get people to pay attention to him.

While other runaways are actively working something
out with their parents and spend a lot of time talking
with the workers and using the groups as ,. medium for
sorting things out, the long-term runaway must mark
time. He-knows what he wants to do and must just stick
things out until that elusive alternative turns up. Each
day he may call his caseworker or P.O. tolind out if
anything has been 'found, but is usually told to wait
some more. We try to get the long-term runaway to
structure his time somehow to lessen the chances of his
getting; into trouble or being bored to tears. Often these
kids getlobs through the SAJA Job Co-op.

The ,,runaway counseling center that must require
parental permission to work with a young person may
see few kids who come from really destructive homes.
These runaways are too frightened to contact their
parents and would rather risk running. However, you
might reach =some of these kids if you let it be known,
via the undergrsiup4, that you will work with kids who
are unwilling to contact their parents but will not house
them. At the same time make it clear to all interested
parties= (like, the police) that you will not apprehend or
detain any runaways for them, nor will you give out
information about runaways who have contacted you
bUt have decided not to stay at your piece because of
the parental permissior'thing.

Kids in Trouble.With the Law

We ha've worked with ,kids on the run from reform
schools, from commitrnent in mental hospitals, from
drug possession charges -even a couple of young people
wanted for ,murder. These kids feel able to approich
Runaway House because we do not require permission
for them'to stay with us. Runaway centers which must
require legal permission to house runaways will work
with few of these young people.

It should be recognized that this practice might come
under the legal definition of -. "harboring fugitive
minors," but again, we have seen no alternatives strictly
within the law to providing this service.
There is little that we can do, however, for kids who

are already in trouble with the law. Many do not belong
in reform schools or mental hospitals at all. They were
placed there due to a lack.of alternatives or because-they
had no one to go to bat for them. However, by running,
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they have made things worse for themselves, The risk
Involved in seeking help is very high for such a runaway.
The possibility that he will be incarcerated for a longer
term because of his running away is, overwhelming to thi
young person. Contacting a probation officer or hospital
caseworker in the hope that a more positive alternative
can be worked out is such a slim chancel Many of these
kids are so frightened and feel that their situations are so
hopeless that they decide not to try to search for
alternatives and just keep running.

Kids who have run from mental hospitals, especially
State hospitals have often been propped up on
"therapeutic" drugs for so long that they go into drug
withdrawal after a couple of days away from the
hospital. These kids contact the hospital and ask to.go
back because' they cannot operate without the tuppnrt
of the drugs. This is a terrible process for us to Watch,
yet there is little we can do to help. The most that we
can do is to talk with the runaway's shrink or social
worker at the hospital. Hopefully he will work out a
better program for the young' person. We can also talk
to the-runaway's parents and try to convince them to
find better help for their son or daughter. (This is
done only with the kid's permission.) This is just
talking. There is little action that we can, take in such
a Situation.

Once in a while, a runaway comes through the house
who is obviously too emotionally disturbed and/or
self-destructiOe to function within the Runaway House,
let alone in the streets. We can usually convince these
kids that they need more help than we can give them
and, they either return to the mental hospital from
which they ran or we help set up a psychiatric
placement. On a few occasions involving very suicidal
or dangerously' violent kids, we have taken over and
temporarily placed runways in psychiatric facilities,
until longterm help could be found for them. We
work closely with our' psychiatric consultants in these
Situations.

Sometimes we are able to act as youth aditocates
for kids 9n- the run from reform schools/ or drug
busts. We can help the runaway contact his lawyer,
case worker, or orals:Ilion officer, to try to work out
a better deal for the young person. Again, this
usually involves our doing the legwork and coming
up with an alternative, which must satisfy both the
court and the needs of the runaway.

Because of the fear and distrust that many of these
runaways feelfear of a system that has betrayed them
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once alreadymany of these kids stay on the ftreets.
Often they are busted and reinstitutionalized, with
nowhere to turn for help.

-Kids 0. K. on Their Own

Every once in a while, a 16 or 17 year olgirLy or girl
comes through the house who is competentfio takecare
of himself and to live on his own. Ttlis;Voung person
may have developed such resourcefulnelf 't an early age
because no one at home cared about him nd he had to'
learn to take care of himself. Or he me9.ha e been raised
in a really fine home where hel;t;vas t ught to be
responsible and then a death rid remarriage in the
family, for example, may 40 change the home
situation drastically, forcing hi791 to leave.

Other kids have to try to Oke it on their wn because
of untenable legal situa)fons, A 17yea old reform
school'escapee who, if caught, may be to stay
behind bars until she is)21, may opt for the isk'of living,outside the law until er 21st birthday. This is difficult,
but not impossibleVSome young people who are not
emotionally distuji/6ed are committed to mental hospitals
by their parentlafter they have run away from home.
This is an ugpermiddleclass means of dumping the
family probliern on the youixi person defining him as
"Crazy" ansfshipping him off to a mental hospital. Some
of these Os leave the hospital and are able to live quite
well, supporting themselves, if they are old enough.

Few.;Youngpeorile under the age of 16 are able to get
jobsr:find a 'place to live, and supportihemselves. Few
people under the age of 46 should have to.-Mast young
piople under 16 want some kind of supportive,

,omelike situation if they cannot live at homea foster
' hoine, a group home, etc. Most kids under 16 are just

too youngand look too youngto make it alone.
In the first place, a runaway has very little information

about how to live on his own. He usually knows nothing
abOOt Social Security numbers, working papers,
apartment rental, electric bills, etc. He finds it nearly
Impossible to enrolls in a public high school without an
adult pulling strings for him. The adult would probably
have to lie, saying he is the young person's guardian,
which could lead to legal trouble for the adult later. The
runaway usually does not know how to budget his
money or how to make it from one paycheck to the
next. He may not even know how to cook his own
meals, do his own laundry, or sew owl* own buttons!

This young person has a lot working against hini. He



has to remain outside the laW until his 18th birthday,
which makes It very difficult for him to find a job and a'
place to live. Many people are unwilling to have anything
to do with a runaway teenager out of fear of
"contributing to, delinquency" charges. Many cities
require that people under age obtain working permits.
This is virtually impossible for a kid on the run, unless
someone will help him obtain identification and working
papers illegally. Otherwise he must find an employer
who will hire him on the sly. Such employers often hire
runaways so that they can pay extremely low wages and
exploit the young people as much as possible.

Finding a place to live is extremely difficult. The
runaway is not of legal age, therefore, he will find it
impossible to sign an .apartment lease without an adult
to cosign. LandlOrds don't want to rent to young people
because they cannot legally be held' to a lease. Often
young people don't know how to take care of tae place
in which they live. K:ds have a reputation toy turniriy
their apartments., into noisy, crowded cash pads.
Rooming and 'boarding houses are usually, expensive
rip-offs and because of his legal situation /61e runaway
has no recourse against abuses by his lapdlord. People
over the age of 18 and members of communes are often
leery of sharing Jiving quarters with a runaway, because
they do not want to be caught "harboring a minor."

Because of his status outside the)aw, often the only
people who will associate with ,e runaway are also
hiding from the police for one reason another. This
opens broad avenues of trouble the runawayoppor-
tunities to become involved in stealing, drug traffic, etc.
Therefore, kids plust be fairly independent and not
easily railroaded into other 6eople's pathologies to be
able to take care of themselys in a he. .hy manner.

A girl has a more difficuilt time making it on her own.
A runaway girl can easy become invulved with men
looking for a "housekeeper"and soon discovers that
sleeping 'with her 9mployers is included in her

housekeeping duties. /She 'is also prey to drug pushers
and pimps, who may fry to hook her on heroin to tie her
to a prostitution /mg. While it may be easier for a
runaway girl to stay on the run-there are so many men
willing to "help'' her -she he4 an even more diffit lit
time finding a lgitimate job and a nonexploitive place

/
to live than does the male runaway. Landlords and
employers are extremely reluctant to deal with a female
runaway an she must continually make sure that those
people wh do offer help do not have predatory
motives.

When we run into a young person who is able to and,
for some reason, must live on his own, we try to support
him in finding a job and a place to live. The counselor's
role is to help the young, person realistically understand
what he is up against. (It is the worker's responsibility to
know what problems a young person trying to live on his
own will run into in the city in which the project is
located.) The staff member must support the runaway
without, : "taking care" of him or setting things up for
him. Such a runaway is usually allowed to stay at the
Runaway House for a short period of time, but is

encouraged to find another place to live and a job as
quickly as, possible so. that he will not have to be
dependent on the house. Our Job-Finding Co-op is often
able to help such r,unaways find employment and we
hope to establish a Housing Cooperative soon, so that
people ,under 21 will receive help in finding non-
exploitive places to live.

We try to help the young person find a way that he
can legally live on his own. For example,_iffi his parents
have kicked him out of the house, and have said *.;lat
they do not want him toscome back, he may be able to
get them to sign a notarized statement that he has their
permission to be living on his own. Once in a great while
the juvenile court will "emancipate" a 16 or 17 year old.
This process assures him that he has the rights of an 18
year old and will not be subject to laws that require that
those under 18 be supervised by.heir parents. However,
it is usually difficult for a young person to get such
parental permission, or court emancipation, and most
kids must live on their own illegally.

We encourage few kids to try to make it alone. We
s port only those runaways who. are old enough and
app mature enough to have a good chance at success.
We enco age only those who either have no alternative,
or have a ver strong will, as well as the ability, to take
care of themselv

Many kids come Runaway House saying they are
never going home an to "get a job and an
apartment." But most of them e on a different trip
from those actually ready to.start ganizing their lives
and taking care of themselves. T ese young people
refuse to deal with the alternatives ailable to.,,them and
just want to keep on running, liv g on the streets, and
crashing where they can. ,

After attempting to impress upon these kids what they
are up against, we turn them loose, saying, "O.K., if you
want to keep on running and living on the streets, you
might as well start now. This is not a crash pad. Good
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/
luck." This policy may seem harsh to people into
helping young people, but each of these runaways must
discover for himself how rough the reality of the streets
is before he is ready to start looking for alternatives.
Many of these kids return to Runaway House - admitting
that they don't like the life of a runaway and are ready
to sta sorting out options for change, in their lives.

Family Confertmas

Each step irrthe counseling process at RH has evolved
from demands within the counseling situation. Early in
the game, kids who decided to go home requested help
in dealing with the initial contact with their parents, so
we developed family conferences. We also do impromptu
famlly counseling following unnerving scenes when
either the parents somehow get into the house (door left
unlocked), or some other conditions force a con-
frontation.

We never give out information about the people in the
house. However, this infrequently backfiresas in the
case of kids who surreptitiously let their parents know
that they are at RH, though at the same time we may be
at the front door refusing to tell the parents anything
about their child, These kids invariably want to go home
very badly but areunwilling toi lose face by admitting it.
They set up a confrontation in,which the issue, is forced.
For example:

Waiter's parents showed uriat the front door one
night, extremely angry, demanding to know if their
13-year-Oidson.was there. They returned in less than
10 minutes with 12 policenlen. It took %ler an hour
to handle the,confroritation and to get them to go
away. (They were not sure That he was at RH.) This
was ,accomplished amid threats of arrest, etc. We
maintained our refusal to

1

give out inforMation and
would not allow the police or parents in without a
warrant. They left to get one.

Meanwhile, Walter sent a note to his parents through
a friend, telling them thatt4e would not go home but
that they should send hi money at the Runaway
House. His parents returned to the house (accom-
panied by a police captain) and showed us their
proof that Walter was at FtH\

While one, counselor kept \the parents and police
occupied on the front porch; we collared Walter and
told him that his game was over. He had told his
parents where he was (we did not) so he had to deal

' with them.

This led to a late night family conference. Walter_
agreed to go home with his godfather, who had come
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with the parents. Walter came back to visit a week
later and said that things were O.K.; he was glad to
be home. He should have been he set the whole
thing upl

Fortunately, most family conferences come about
under more controlled circumstances. Runaways who
have contacted their parents arrange a time for4the
parents to come to the house to talk things outAgein,
while we demand that kids work on their problems, we
do. not demand the family conference or the return
home. The runaways make these decisions themselves,
and they must take the initiative to arrange the family
conferences.

We are not family counselors. Wedo not try to solve
the problems that led to the runaway incident at one
sitting. The family conference is an attempt to set up a
situation in''which the runaway is able to return home.
We may try to arrive at an agreement .)etween the, young
person and his parents under which he can live with
relatives, go awey to school, move into a foster home, or
lhae on his own, if necessary. However, most family
conferences have centered around the runaway's
returning home, because that is what he wants.

The parents' view of us, the staff and Runaway House
itself, greatly influences these conferences. If the parents
are hostile toward us, and whatever they may think we
stand for, these family sessions can be extremely
difficult. It is vital that the cc.unselor acting as mediator
be trusted by both the rum way and the parents.
Therefore, we sometimes bring in other people to
participate in Particularly difficult family conferences
(with the O.K. of the young person involved). For
example, we know a, really together nunwhom kids
trust immediately upon meeting herwho sometimes
,helps us' with counseling strict Catholic families. The
Parents may be willing to trust herand us in association
with heralthough they would have nothing to do with
us before she came into the picture. Other people who
may be able to help out with difficult conferences are
ministers, rabbis, priests, professional social workers, hip
psychiatrists and psychologists. If parents are turned off
by the atmosphere (and the graffiti) at the House, we
may hold the family conference elsewherein ethurch,
for example.

Manipulating the environment for the family. con-
ference to make the setting as comfortable as possible
for everyone involved is appropriate 'as,' long as the
interests of the young person ate maintained. If the
parents would be threatened by counselors in jeans and
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sandals, staff members can dress "straight" for the
conference. The young person will underitand this; he
has been living with his parents for years! He knows
what situations will offend his parents and can clue in
the house workers. Then staff members and the runaway
can decide -.hat setup will encourage the most
communication during the conference.

Before the conference, the counselors help the
runaway clarify the things he needs to explain to his
parents-why he ran away, how he feels about home and
parents and what he wants in the future. It also helps_
immensely if the individual can determine what his
contribution to The problems at home has been. In the
process he can learn to accept responsibility for his
actions. The can also help the runaway figuie
out what his went; are up to, and why.. If the
kid can see his parents as real human beings, with
feelings, doubts, and problems of their own, he may

_be a_ ble to let down some of his barriers tc communi-
cating with-them.

The purpose of the family conference is to promote
communication among people who often have forgotten
how to talk with each other. it is not the counselor's
role to run the conference. They do not work things out
with the parents for the runaway. They do not talk for
the young person. The house workers support both the
parents and the runaway in expressing feelings, opinions,
and what each person feels his rights should be in the
situation.

The counselors do not allow the discussion to be
directed toward them. Often, parents, or the runaway,
try to justify their actions to they counselors. "I
restricted him because, he ..." "I ran away_ because

they ...." The workers continually turn the discussion
back to the family. 'Tell your son why you are angry."
"Tell your parents why you ran away."

The staff members are again the advocates of reality.
"Something has to change if you don't want your
daughter cunning away again." "You've got to give too,
if :you want your parents to change."

RH workers may comment on what they see

happening and encourage people to talk about it.
"Penny, you have been letting your parents talk about
you as if you weren't in the room. You haven't said a
thing; you look really Why?" "Andy) your mother
is crying, how does that make you feel?"' "Mrs. Smith,
how did you feel when you found out that Sandy had
run away? Did you feel anything more than the anger
you are shbwing noW?"

0

The counselOrs help people clarify what they are
trying to say. "You say you want Tom to be more
responsible, what does that mein to you? ... Tom, what
does being responsible mean to you?"

In heavily emotionaj situations, parents and kids tend
to fall babk into the games they played in the past--roles
that probably contributed to the split between them in
the first place. The workers can discuss these roles with
the members of the family and try to get them to
understand why th.,y must play these games. "Mr.
Collings, yow argument doesn't seem to hold much
water; what would happen if you just admitted you were
wrong ?" ,"Shelley, it seems that you are trying to set
your parents up to be so angry that the problem will
never really be discussed. Why?"

The ambivalences of child-rearing come into play.
Many parents teach their kids to be independent, to
think for themselves, and are then appalled When the
product of such thinking produces disagreements on
lifestyles, values, etc. Parents often want their kids to
show maturity and responsibility, yet by governing their
entire livis they refuse the young people these options.,
So the kids react to this hypos ,sy by acting immaturely
and-irresponsibly.

Young people want freedom and the opportunity to
experiment and to make mistakes, yet yearn for their
parents' approval and support. If these conflicting
desires can be verbalized and clarified during the
conference, the individuals involved can come closer to
understanding each other. Helping this evolve is the Job.
of the workeis.

The counselors must ofteldput a lot of energy into
keeping these sessions from deteriorating into battle-
fields for flinging accusations. This can best be

accomplished by keeping the discussion present and
future oriented. There is no point in going into past
history and placing blame. The conference is used to
define the family situation as it stands and to come up
with future plans. Since the normal family setup has
been disrupted by the young person's running away, this
is the best time to discuss options for change. The
parents may be much more receptive 10 suggestions for
change because of the crisis situation in their lives. It is
very important that all members of the family admit
that there is a problem-a familyprc- .... If the parents
just want to repossess their

On

. Ale no need for
change, you're in trouble. On the other harjd, if the
young person will not accept responsibility for his

contribution to the situation, putting all the blame on
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"them," it is difficult to arrive at any solution. Everyone
must come around to seeing the problems as those of the
family unit (this may include problems with othe;
brothers and sisters). For example:

Carol, age 14, had been acting pretty crazy at home
and at school and had finally run away from home.
She eventually set up a family conference. Although
Carol had originally told us that she left home
because her, parents were too strict with her, it
developed during the conference that most of her
problemi centered around her younger, adopted,
brother.

The 11year-old brother was severely emotionally
disturbed and often acted violently. He commanded
all of the parents' attention as they tried to keep him
from hurting himself or a younger sister. Carol,
herself, was afraid of the boy. She had also
discovered that the only way she could get her
parents' attention was to act crazy herself.

The parents had not realized the effect that their
adopted son's behavior was having on Carol. In the
past they had demanded that she stop being childish
and act like a mature, older sister toward the bby.
During the conference they agreed to get .profes-
sional help for their son -and counseling for
themselves and Carol to help rebuild their
relationships.

Family conferenc.,. do not solve family problems.
They area means of working toward that end.Most of
our family conferences wind up with an agreement
among the members of the runaway's family that they
will seek further counseling. The RH workers usually
suggest agencies and private therapists from the family's
home city if it is in the D.0 metropolitan area.
Sometimes we even offer to contact an agency for them.

We've found that it is very helpful if the counselors
can maintain contact With the runaway and his family
after he has returned home. (This is very difficult for us
to do because of the present work load and
corresponding staff shortage.) It is important that the
family receive support in actually following up on plans
for further counseling. If tne family does not actively
work toward ()gelling communication and changing the
situation in the home, its members may fall back into
their old roles after the crisis feeling has worn off. This
sets the stage for another runaway incident. The family
counseling service that we are developing will provide
this followup and support.

It is vital or staff members to receive training in
family counseling. The family conference is perhaps the
most volatile of the counseling situations in,a runaway
house, In the family counseling situation, one must be
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able to think on one's feet. The information that comes
out in the family conference may show that the
runaway's version of the situation was entirely false.
Counselors must be able to handle this. They must also
be able to deal with anger, hostility, and emotional
outbursts. The workers, as mediators, must be able to
stay on top of what is happening with the three people
confronting each other, and must not get caught up in
the emotions of the situation. These situations require
trained and experienced workers.

Training in family counseling may be found in
universities or from professional family counselors who
are willing to volunteer as consultants. It is especially,
productive if staff members can observe family
counseling sessions run by a professional. One of our
consultants, a social worker with Jewish Social Services
who contributes,2 days a week to the Runaway; House,
often participates in our family conferences.

Family conferences are extremely, difficult and it is

impossible to determine their "success." This can often
be a bummer for. the staff people involved. However,
sensitively handled discussions, which aim at clarifying
problems and developing alternatives for future counsel-
ing can be useful to the runaway and can help him ease
more comfortably back into the home situation.

Groups

Group sessions at the Runaway House evolved from
house meetings. For the first year and a half, meetings of
all the kids in the house were called only to deal with
inhouse problems. For example, if people repeatedly
failed to ,keep the house clean, we would call a meeting.
Eventually, we learned that these meetings could be used
not only to deal with RH problems, but also as forums
in which the kids could give each other help in working
out their individual problems. We also found that daily
group discussion sessions helped to mold a cohesive
house groupwhich we could more easily manage.

We learned group directing skills from one of our
consultants who is an excellent group therapist.
However, while working with her, we got carried away
on a therapy trip, as nonprofessionals working with
groups. Although this was not particularly destructive in
the short-term situation of the Runaway House, in the
long run, it was not productive and actually got in the
way of the work at the House. (It was a very bad idea in
the group homes. See the foster home chapter.)
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In a short-term, crisis-Intervention situation, there is
neither the time nor the secure environment necessary
for delving into a person's emotional history, his games,

and his defenses. The best one can do is to deal honestly
with the individual in the existing situation. If you feel
that the games a runaway is playing with his family
obstruct his dialing effectively with the problems at
hand, tell him so. But confront him as a friend,
frustrated by his behavior, not as a therapist who will
spend houri,, in and out of group, on the historical
origins of his behavior. The problem-solving approach
seems to work best in the crisis-intervention counseling
situation. There, Just is not time in the transient group
setting of a runaway center to do extensive "therapy"
with individuals. This takes too much time eway_from
the other kids.

A person who is very highly defensive, or who is
.heavily involved in playing pathological games, does so
for a region. He has developed these mechanisms to
survive in the environment in which he has been
living. It is, extremely dangerous to meddle with these
defenses to any depth. Recommend therapy; know
people who can help. Have names of trained thera-
pists whom you can all if a runaway freaks out.
But do 'not do therapy numbers on a kid, or with a
group, unless you are thoroughly trained to handle any
consequences.

Groups at the ffunaway House,are usually held in the
morning, after clean-up so that everyone will be there.
All the Kids in the houte are expected to attend group.
Kids who, often skip out on group find that their reasons
for staying at the Runaway House are seriously
questioned by both the staff and the other members of
the group. Mott of the young people who stay at the
houte develop a real interest and involvement in having
daily groups.

These daily meetings provide continuity in the
househelping workers stay on top of what is happening
with each Individual. The information that comes out
during morning groups often sets the stage for the rest of
the diy. Afternoons and evenings are spent working with
runaways on the developments :hat have corns out in
group. Holding a group each day he:,:s to maintain the
problem-solving atmosphere of the house. The level of
chaos rises If we allow several days to laps between
groups. The place quickly becomes a circus. The
percentage of kids who are "lost" rises' when we let

,groups slip by. Groups are especially vital when there are
15 to 20 kids In the house. When there are so many
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young people, it is difficult 'or the counselors to
compare notes on all runaways aod some kids may get
lost in the shuffle.

Eight to 10 people are the maximum for a workable
group. When we have more than 10 people in the house
we try to split up into two groups. The same people
meet in a group with the same house worker during the
time that they are at RH. New members enter one of
these groups as they come into the house and then stick
to that group for the duration. Sometimes we also hold
men and women's groups. This is another way to. cut
down on numbers and also a good forum for discussion
of more personal problems. These groups are also
effective In dealing with any sexual games going on in
the house; guys who,pick up new runaway girls as soon
as they come into the house, or girls who are acting out
seductively.

We do hold large groups, which may include over 20
people, if most of the runaways are new to the house. In
this way, they can get to know each other and can get a
feeling for a large, cohesive house group. After about
20 minutes in. the larger group, we split into smaller
groups to work on individual problems.

It is awkward to put an individual on the spot by
plunging into his problems at the outset of the group.
"O.K., Billy, what is happening with you?" People will
often get into a discussion of themselves more
comfortably from an indirect route. For example,
people can get to know each other better if the
discussion starts with each one telling five things about
himself. Name, age, hometown, and school attended are
out, so the five. things must be more information about
the person himself. These descriptions often evolve into
the runaway's talking about his situation at hothe with
little prompting from the group.

A- more general discussion can also get things rolling
and easily moves on into talking about personal
problems. For example, a conversation about responsi-
bility to Runaway House and the people versus

possession of dope in the house, can flow in many
directions. It can lead to a discussion of responsibility to
self and others, then turn into a conversation about
individuals and their relationships with other people
and hence to a dialogue about the runaways'
relationships with their parents.

In one of these flowing discussions, the worker
involved does not necessarily run things, but he can pick-
up on points that he feels are important and can support
other people in elaborating upon them. The counselor
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must be aware of what he is saying. It is very easy to
dominate the conversation yourself rather than to turn
back to the group for elaboration and clarification of the
issues being discussed. It is important to allow the will of
the group to prevail in the flow of the conversation, but
the worker can help to mold the conversation so that
important points are not missed.

You can learn a lot about the runaways you are
working with through group settings. Of course, a lot of
factual information will be brought out as each person
discusses his home situation. There are more subtle
forms of information to be aware of too. For example,
watch how individuals within the group interact with
their peers. See who supports other members and who
detracts from them. Watch for people who withdraw in
groups. Learn which runaways cannot 'handle direct
questions in the group setting; find other ways to draw
them into the group. There may be times when a

discussion of the actual dynamics of the group will be
fruitful. "Hey, wait a minute, it looks like Joe is
attacking Tom, and Sally is defending Tom, while Tom
does not lay anything. I don't see that this can go
anywhere toward Tom working out his problems. Does
anybody else see this as a setup?" or "I know that there
is a lot going on with each person in this group, but no
one seems to have anything to say. Maybe we should
talk about what the group is for and how it can be
used."

You don't have to wait for training to start groups in a
runaway house; a lot of group techniques are not
necessary. Initially the groups an be used for general
discussion and for reviewing what is going on with
individual runaways. Meanwhile find a consultant to
work with yOu in reviewing the groups and the way you
handle problems that arise in these daily meetings. He
can help you improve your skills in dealing with groups
on an ongoing basis. If you arein this line of work, you
already know how to talk to people. You've probably
been involved in all kinds of groups yourselfmeetings,
classes, etc.so do not.be intimidated by the idea of
running a group.

Groups and group dynamics are of en fascinating. A
consultant on groups can help you t be-"CorQe aware of

the 'various levels of interaction that take place in the
house groups. The more subtleties that you are ablq to
pick up, the more you will know about the people
within the group.

When discussion centers around the runaways'
individual problems, the workers often support the other

0
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kids in the group in helping the individual sort Ahings
out, rather than directing questions on a oneto-one basis
to the runaway himself. "Tony, what do you think
about Bill's decision to split for California?" (The
counselor knows that one of Tony's runaway friends was
arrested on his way to Florida.) Sometimes a runaway
will become a respected 'leader" in the house. He can
often be supported by the house workers as an advocate
of reality in group. His opinions may carry more weight
than the counselors' because of peer relationships.

The workers may use role playing techniques. "O.K.,
Brenda, see if you can react as your mother would if you
called home. I'll be your father and Sara will play you.'1
Since the workers and the other kids have been living
with this runaway, they can easily act his role. Often
role playing can point out behavior that the runaway has
shown which he is not aware of. These exchanges and
mock telephone calls home can help the young person to
understand his parents' feelings and actions. "Come on,
Ted, how would you feel if someone called you and said
he was angry at you and refused to tell you why?"

Groups can be directive or nondirective depending on
what you want toJio, the amount of time available, and

.your own personality. The nondirective method .puts
more responsibility upon group members themselves in
helping each other deal with inhouse issues,contributing
to kids' taking responsibility for the upkeep of the
house, and maintenance of the rules. If house counselors
are seen as members of the group, rather than directors
of the group, the runaways may be able to bring up
problems that they. have with the staff and work these
out in the group setting.

PlaciRg responsibility on the group also cuts down on
the workers' authoritarian role and counselor/kids,
we/them confrontations.

"Hey,..,pounselors1 The other kids are ripping off my
food."

"... Well, what are you going to do about it?"
"Uh, aren't you going to do any,thing?"
"Seems to me you can handle it."
"Uh, O.K., guess I'll call a group."
Maintaining a cohesive group feeling helps to cut down

on antisocial behaviorstealing, cliques, lying, and
breaking rules. Using the group as a forum for dealing
with such problems keeps people's authority hangups
from coming between the workers and the runaways.

If the kids in the house feel that the group session is
valuable, they may call groups themselves. Recently,
runaways called a house group while a confrontation



with parents and police was underway on the front
porch. They talked the frightened son of the parents at
the door into meeting with his father, and then.helcta
group that included the father. The kids supported, end
confronted, both individuals. Father and son were able
to clarify many of their differences and eventually left
together that night, having agreed to seek; further
counseling.

Staff members can be trained in dealing with groups
by consultants and through university courses. George
Washington University, here in D.C., offered us a tuition-
free undergraduate seminar as part of its community
involvement program. The professor came to Runaway
House 2 mornings a week during the summer term and
we each received 3 hours of undergraduate credit. Staff
members desiring graduate credit had to write a paper at
the end of the course. We chose adolescent psychology
as a general field oeinterest. However, such a course
could cover more specific training in group work or
family counseling.

It is helpful to have more than one consultant on
group work. There is less tendency to fall into a specific
theory of group technique and more opportunity for
learning a variety of methods if different professionals
are consulted. The more training you have had and the
wider the variety of group skills you know, the more
comfortable you will be in tt.a group setting. And you
will be more capable in handling whatever erupts during
a group meeting.

Consultants

At first, our use of consultants was very informal.
Reverend Murphy, a professionally trained counselor,
functioned as our counseling consultant. Professional
volunteers in the counseling, legal, and medical fields,
involved in Murphy's Mustard Seed coffee house, were
sometimes called upon for help by the Runaway House
staff. During this first year of operation, Bill Treanor
met other profesSionals interested in the work done by
Runaway House who volunteered to work wish staff
members on improving counseling skills andlo consult
on staff problenis.

About a year after the house first opened, we began
working with our first volunteer consultant on a regular
basis. A psychiatrist in a children's hospital came to the
house for an hour and a half on Mondaysprimarily to
talk about individual kids. He taught us to detach

ourselves from difficult situations to realistically assess
what we could actually do for individual runaways. Ike
would often ame:emotionallyjnvolved with a young
personup to hii ears in troubleand would want to
"make things.better for him." Trying to work magic for
someone can actually keep you from being able to help
him at all'.

This consultant taught us to figure out'what we really
could do, but even more importantly what we could not
do, so that we would not make unrealistic promises to
the runaway or to ourselves. We learned that we should
not set expectations for ourselves that we could not
fulfillexpectations that could only end in debilitating
failures. He also taught us to have confidence in what we
could do through Runaway House. With his support we
were able to do a better job in dealing with courts and
welfare departments and in setting up new living
_situations for kids. We were also more confident in
handling confrontations with police, parents, and
troublemaking kids.

As we became awa.e of the need for group sessions at
Runaway House, we sought a second professional
consultant. A couple of staff people met a psychiatric
social worker at a Transactional Analysis (T.A.) (re. Eric
Berne, Games People Play) conference whom we asked
to train us in working with groups. This woman also
worked with our staff, as a group, in ironing out
intrastaff conflicts. She was an excellent group therapist,
and taught us a lot about working with groups and about
working as a group ourselves.

However, we became much too involved with her and
too enamoured whir her brand of Transactional
Analysis. Five of the seveA people on the SAJA staff
(February through October, 1971) became involved in
private therapy with this consultant and also joiners he
therapy groups. Having gotten into T.A. and this
woman's emphasis on the historical origins of mental
illness, we found all sorts of emotional problems within
ourselvesin much the same way a high school student
studying cancer is sure he has at least three varieties of
the disease. The members of the staff spent a lot of time
analyzing themselves, their relationships with other
people, and the historical background of all their
personal problems. Naturally, this carried over into the
counseling situation, and we tried to use this woman's
highly structured form of Transactional Analysis inr
working with kids. (This is discussed further in the group
home chapter.) So far a while at RH, although the
emphasis was stir: on problem solviny, we spent too
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much time delving into kids' emotional problems, family
4

history, etc. We spent much more time rapping than
actually doing things for kids.

Transactional Analysis itself is an interesting approach
and has many valid theories. Our mistake was going
overboard on this 'particular consultant's trip and in
attempting to do "therapy" without appropriate
training. We could have avoided much of this hassle if we
had maintained a check-andbalance among volunteer
consultants, working with people who adhered to
different theories of counseling, and, group work,
therefore balancing the pressure from a particular type
of therapy.

At the present time, three professional consultants
work with the RunaWay House. Each has a specific
function. We receive support and recognition frorii the
agencies employing these volunteer professionals. All of
Ifiern are able to take time out from work to meet with
dei.. A psychiatrist who has worked with R. D. Laing in
England advises the Runaway House workers on
aSunseling.techniques and on working with individuals.
A \psychologist spends about 3 hour's per week as a
perional consultant for the house workers. He helps the
staff' members deal with the conflicts that arise among
them, giving the workers' support in expressing their
feelings to each other. This is extremely important to
the wellbeingiof the staff members who must live and
work together under the intense pressure of Runaway
House. This psychologist works for a District of Columbia
Mental Health Clinic. His work with SAJA is seen as part
of the Clinic's community involvement.

A freak social worker with Jewish Social Services
spends about 2 days each week at Runaway House
working with the counselors and at times with individual
kids. He observes the daily operation of the house and
counseling sessions, providing the workers with feedback
on the work they are doing. He is given the freedom by
Jewish Social Services to 'do what he feels is most
appropriate in community work. JSSA feels that some
Jewish kids who will not be reached by traditional
agencies can be helped by the Runaway House and
therofore'support us. (They also pay us.$5.00 a night for
each Jewish runaway who stays at the House.)

All of our professional consultants have been
volunteers. We feel strongly that it is unnecessary for
lowbudget, nonprofessional youth projects to pay
consultants. The money saved can be better used
elsewhere. Since the Runaway House has become fairly
well known over the past 4 years, many professionals
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approach us because they are interested in becoming
involved in something less structured and more creative
than their regular jobs.

Professional psychiatrists, psychologists, and social
workers will be willing to volunteer to consult with a
paraprofessional project if it. is innovative and exciting.
It is important that you feel O.K. about asking
professionals for help. If you are honest and together
and your project is interesting, many professionals will
jump at tip chance to work with you. A consulting
session need only last a couple of hours each week, so
there does not have to be a huge time commitment.

You might want consultants to serve different
functions. Some may offer specific trainingfor
example, in group work, individual and family
counseling. Others may work as personal consultants,
helping to iron out staff problems. Some may provide
support in regularly scheduled. weekly meetings. Some
may be called upon to run weekend training sessions,
but may not be able to meet with you on a weekly basis.

We figure out what area of work in which we need
support and then track down a professional who is
willing to meet that need. The need comes first. There is
no point in having a consultant just for consulting's
sakeso that you have to conjure up things to talk
about. (We've gone that route. It is terribly awkward.)

In tracking down consultants we depend on personal
contacts, luck, and our reputation. We have found
professionals, willing to work with us, among the
universities and public and private mental health
facilities in the city. Some we met as we were trying to
get help on specific problems or for individual young
people. Others we met through personal contact. Often
after there is publicity about the project, we receive
calls from professionals wanting to volunteer time.
Publicity also helps when we approach professionals, for
they have already neard about us. If necessary, we go
out and find someone new, calling around and talking to
people we know until we come up with the name of a
professional wh sounds qualified to help us fill a
particular need. Then we approach.him.

Know what you are looking for in a professional
consultant. Don't waste time working with someone
whom you do not trust, do not really need, or with
whom you are not comfortable.

It is also important to try to find people who are
comfortable in the informal setting of a paraprofessional
youth project. It is really a pain in the neck to have 'to
play professional protocol games with consultants. Fm



example, It-wo of our psychiatric consultants once
expressed a desire to meet each other. Yet it took nearly
10 days to get them together because each psychiatrist
felt that the other should contact him first. We finally
had to setlup their meeting for theml

You may evolve through consultants. There may come
a time wren a consultant has taught you all he can teach
you. Or you may discover that you no longer have
anything ,to talk to him about. For example, our first
consulter-It taught us to hpndle certain kinds of problems
so well is personal fortethat we no longer had these
problem For a couple of months we fumbled around
during oar consulting time with him trying to redefine
his role and finally mutually agreed that we would no
longer consult together.

Eventcfally, we found another shrink with whom we
worked pn individual kid's problems. Her viewpoint and
abilities were more generalized and topics of discussion
did not ry up as they had with the first consultant. Shescil

left Wa ington after working with us for several months
and not long after that we kcated the psychiatrist who
is presently working with Runaway House.

You y run into professionals who would like to
'volunte but are unable to do so on a regular basis. See
if you n keep these people on tap in your files for help
in ific situations. For example, shrinks may
volunte to do free psychiatric evaluations of kids in
order to help get them psychiatric placements.
Clergy+n may be willing to help with difficult family
counselpg sessions. Lawyers may advise you during
police Sasales or may volunteer to represent kids you are
working with in court. You may find doctors who feel
O.K. about being called in the middle of the night when
a kid takes an overdose of drugs and during other health
crises.

Professional consultants are invaluable to para.

profeis onal project Workers.' They can provide advice,1

suppor , and training. However, make sure that they are
serving their proper functionthat they are consultants.
If a p+ect becomes over-dependent on its consultantS,
or if it seems that the consultants are actually in control
of the project, it is time to reevaluate and reconstruct
their roles or that of the project.

Staff n9

Soor after Runaway House opened we placed an ad in
"Vocations For Social Change" (Canyon, California,

94516), a counter-cultural, job-finding magazine,
looking foc "hip but not hippy" counselors. Since then
we have advertised for staff in the Vista and Peace Corps

newsletters and through university placement offices.
(As time went by we dropped "hip but not hippy" from
the ad.) Perhaps half of our staff members have
answered these ads. The others were known to people
already on the staff, went through our regular trial
procedure and were hired. (See staff hiring and training
in the collective chapter.)

For the first 10 months our workers were not paid.
They held part-time jobs to cover their expenses. We
were finally able to pay $25.00 a week plus room
by the summer of 1969, which went up to $50.00
plus room and board by the spring of 1970where it
is today.

Like many other counter-cultural youth projects, we
have a high turnover rate among staff members. Staff
members at RH have usually stayed 4 to 8 months. We
presently ask for a 6-month commitment. However,
some people find that they cannot handle the pressure
of the job or have to leave early for some, other reason.
We seem to be chronically understaffed.

The average number of kids staying at the house each
night has risen gradually and as this number has grown
we have had to hire more staff. In March 1970, we were
averaging seven to 10 kids per night with three staff
people. By March of 1971, the average was 10 to 15 kids
at the house each night and we hired a fourth worker to
help take the load off the other workers and to start
doing followup on kids who had gone home. This
followup never got off the ground. One of the RH
workers moved to Second House in April, another quit
at the end of May, and only two people covered the
house during The ,summer.

Summer time is notoriously slow at Runaway
Housekids run away to the seashore or hitch around
the country, they don't split to the inner city. In the
summer we average four or five kids a night. However,
the fall of 1971 hit us with only two staff people
handling up to 20 kids a night. We finally hired a third
worker in October.

By January 1972, we had decided that we needed to
further expand the house staffhopefully to include five
fulltime workers. We also hired two young women,
students at SAJA's NEP free high school, to work
arttime at RH. These part time workers are members
of the collective and work with runaways both
inCidually and in groups. For a long time we were leery
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of hiring people so close in age to the runaways. We've
had to pitch our prejudicesthese two young women are
really effective.

We are constantly short of staff: This is due to the
highly pressured working situation and low pay (people
just can't stay for a long time) and because we are very
selective in hiring people. As a group, we have decided
that we would rather be shorthanded than hire people
we cannot live and work with well in this 24hour
situation.

We are caught between the needs of the program we
are trying to maintain at the Runaway House and the
needs of the individuals on the staff. We want to have a
small staff that lives in the house to provide continuity
and support, for the runaways. We do not want to have
the house covered in.shifts, nor do we want to use a lot
of short-term volunteers. However, the staff members
living in Runaway. House need relationships beyond

-those in SAJA; +hey need privacy and time away from
the house. People leaving the Runaway House staff at
the end of their stints are often burnt out. They have
over-extended themselves for months, and withdraw
from this kind of work in order to get themselves
together again.

People working at RH have to be able to handle all
kinds of crises at any timeyet there is little support
built into the chaos at Runaway House. The only
emotional support is that among the workers themselves.
If there are intrastaff problems, and a lot of energy has
to go into staff relationships, morale in the house drops
and the whole counseling procesi falters. This is why.we
are so selective in hiringand also why we use personal
consultants to help resolve personal conflicts.

Collective

The Runaway House workers pla one of the SAJA
administrators make up a subcollective of the larger
SAJA collective (see collective chapter). These people
make all the decisions governing the operation of the
house in weekly meetings of the collective. They
determine house policy, make any major decisions about
individual kids (how far do we want to stick our necks
out for a runaway?), and hire new Runaway House staff
members. The collective meetings are also used to hassle
through problems that people have in working/living
together.

Money to run the house and pay the staff comes out
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of the general SAJA pool of monuy. It costs us about
$17,000 a year to run the program with three counselors
and one house. An enlarged staff, running the two
houses we,are proposing (we hope to open another RH)
may cost around $35,000 for a year's operatiori.

Although Runaway House has no actual income (the
group homes are financially self-sufficient because of
child support stipends paid by welfare departments
placing the kids), it actually makes the rest of the SAJA
projects possible. RH is well knoWn and has a good
reputation which makes it fairly easy to get foundation
grants to cover expenses. The RH reputation makes it
possible to fund and organize new projects.,,

How We Deal With Parents and
Police Confrontation

At the knock on the door, a runaway peers through
the venetian blinds overlooking the front porch and
shouts, "Counselors! There are cops and somebody's
parents at the front door!"

In a scramble for the windows each runaway dashes to
.see if these are his parents. This can be disastrous. If the
parents see their child staring at them from behind the
RH blinds they have proof that he is in the house. The
house workers quickly take action to keep chaos from
breaking out and to get the kids away from the
windows.

Runaway House does not require people to get
permission to stay at the house, so periodically parents
arrive at the front door looking for their errant child,
often with police in tow. Oddly enough, we have the law
on our side during these initial confrontations, for the
police cannot get into 'the house without a search
warrant. We try to defuse these situations so that the
parents will not attempt to get a warrant and come backs
It is extremely difficult, for parents to obtain a warrant
to search the Runaway House because of the support we
have in the D.C. court and because most of the kids are
from a suburban jurisdiction.

When the parents and police arrive, we do not even

open the front door. Ideally, two counselors go out the
dining room window to the porch of the row house next
door and walk around to the parents and the police
standing on our front porch. One staff member speaks
with the parents while another worker moves off to one
side) with the police (sort of divide and conquer ...).
Each worker makes it very clear that we do not give out
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any information about kids in the house. We try to
remain at noncommittal as possible, showing no
knowledge of the individual runaWay. We don't want to
lie to the parents (or the police), for we may want to be
able to work With them at some later date. Therefore,
we give no information at all.

We explain the way that Runaway House works: to
operate effectively, we cannot reveal who is inside
without the kids' permission. We wil: not betray the
trust that these people place in us while staying at
Runaway House. We do offer to take a message from the
parents to place on our message board "in case the
runaway shows up.'; Under the same "in case" heading,
we sometimes request more information, asking
questions about the young person and the family. We
may try to find out what the parents are willing to do if
their son or daughter is willing.to try to work things out
with them (all hypothetical' discussion), and we may sug-
gest alternatives other than strong-arming the runaway
back home. We may discuss the possibilities of family
counseling at this timein the abstract. Often we discuss
these possibilities even if we have never seen the kid; he
may show up at the house later, or the parents may be
able to use the information we give them if the kid does
show up at home.

The main thing we are trying to do in this situation is
to calm the parents down and to remove the element of
confrontation from the situation. We do this primarily
by remaining calm and firm ourselves and by refusing to
be frightened by threats of arrest and demands to turn
the runaway over to the'parents,or police. If the parents
refuse to talk rationally, wet quickly terminate the
discussion, saying that we are not willing to deal with
threats and unfounded accusations. We may offer to
speak.with them.at another timeafter they have calmed
down.

We are not anti-parents. We try to be as supportive of
the parents as we can be without revealing any
information' about the runaway and without betraying
his trust in any way. We are youth advocates and
therefore mist be able to work with parents in a positive
way. These 'people at the front door are frightened and
distraught. They have read nightmarish stories about
hippies an communes and the drug scene and often
picture their 14-year-old lying in a gutter somewhere. If
possible, we try to reassure them about the program at
Runaway House, so they will not be threatened by us.
We may suggest places where they can leave messages for

their child We may assure them that the majority of

k I
runaways eventually return' home:. Wp deal with each set
of parents in terms of wilat feels right in the situation.

While one worker is talking to the parents, the other
staff rjiember - engages the police io a different
conversation. The police are under pressure to
apprehend the runaway when they are with parents.
Often the police feel dorripelled to act tough and
threatening under:thecirkumstances. We have a better
chance to appeal to the police when they have been
separated from the parents. Often these are beat cops.
who have been pulled off the street by the parents and
they haven't the foggiest idea about what is really going
on and what Runaway House is. We explain that over
100 kids per month come to the Runaway House for
shelter and counseling. We point out that this may divert
them from the police/juvenile court route, saving the
police time and trouble.

We try not to be hostile toward the police, remaining
calm, but firm in pointing out that they cannot legally
enter the house without a warrant. Things have gotten to
the point these days that the police may respond, "Hey
lady, you know we can't get a warrant on this. place."
Hostile cops can, however, hassle us by busting kids as
they are entering or leaving the house. We have been able
to deal with this pretty well by having contacts among
their superiors, who tell them to lay off.

It may be very hard in other places to repeat our..
experience. in outflanking the cops. However, it is

important to know what your rights are, maintain your
cool, and not let police intimidation routines get you to
give out unncessary information or concessions.

Agency Contacts

The Runaway House plugs into the system of
traditional social services in many ways that are
beneficial to both our project and to the community
itself. We often refer individuals back into the system,
by helping young people who are afraidor uninformed
to find the appropriate agency to help them with their
problemscourts, welfare departments, public and
private psychiatric facilities, etc. The staff members also
have contacts in these agencies so that they can cut
down on the amount of delay, and red tape that the
young person has to deal with. Acting as youth
advocates, both in and out of juvenile court, we may
arrange foster or psychiatric placements for runaways
who come to the house. This relieves the burden on the
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often overworked caseworker who may not have the
time to search for an appropriate placement for an
individual who must be removed from his home.

We have established agency contacts in two ways. We
have attended general meetings of agency staffs
(especially welfare departments), introducing the
Runaway House to the agency workers and explaining
the program and how we can see ourselves working with
the particular agency. We have, more often, developed

'contacts within traditional services, by working with
individual staff members in an agency on the specific
problems of individual runaways.

General meetings with agency staffs can do little to
establish the effectiveness of a project and the reliability
of its workers. Respect for the project will come about
only as individual agency workers deal with project staff
mambas individually. However, such meetings do
provide exposure to the youth project and you may find
that you can obtain heip on specific problems more
easily if the agency workers already have some
understanding of your project. Setting up a. attending
such meetings takes up a lot of time and, naturally,
diverts energy from the actual work in the project itself.
So it may be counter-productive to put a lot of time into
agency relations when you are still 'struggling to get a
youth service project off the ground.

It takes initiative, persistence, and selfconfidence to
track down individual workers within an agency for help
on specific problems with kids. Know what you
needwhether information or specific helpand keep at
it. If you sound like someone who must be dealt with,
confident in your purpose, you can track down a

worker, via the telephone, who will be willing to give
you the help you need. It the first person you contact
can't help you, perhaps he or she can recommend
someone who can. If you hit a dead end, think of
someone you know who may have contacts himself, that
he would be willing to tie you into.

You will need a background in what agencies exist in
your area and what their purpose and function is. The
local mental health association may have printed
material that describes the nature of some of the
agencies In town. Lawyers can give you a,background on
the setup in juvenile court. Even the phone book can be
a 'starting point. Look up social, service agencies (both
private and city government), call .the general number
and ask them what they do. Keep such Information on
file so that everyone in the project has access to it.

Getting real help for a runaway involves finding a
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persoh within an agency (court, public and private social
welfare, counseling, etc.) who will know how to cut
through the red tape of his agency to 'help the young,
per*. This worker usually leads to several good
contacts that he knows in other agencies. This slow
accumulation of contacts, developed while trying to help
indiVielual kids, Is the most effective way to build up
resource information. Dealing with bureaucracies is a
hassle until you find somebody who says, "I'll take care
of it." Soon the runaway is in a residential treatment
center, or going to juvenile courtior a custody hearing,
or problems with probation are resolved.

The people with the most individual power, in the
juvenile court systems are the judges. Knowing a Judge,
whO respects your project and your workers, Is Very
helpful when trying to set up an alternative for a young
person through the courts. However, since much advice
and information on individual cases is recelived from
court intake workers and probation officers, people
starting youth advocacy work must make contacts
within the intake and probation sections of the court.
The people in these, sections are usually much more
accessible than judges. Many court workers are young
and very concerned about the lack of :alternatives
available to kids who become involved with the courts.
They are often willing to support youth acd,vocates who
have alternatives to offer these young people. Contact
court workers and see if they will meet with you to
exchange information. You can learn howito deal with
the courts and what kind of help you can4expect from
the court workers. They can become familiar with the
goals of your project and can become acquainted with
your people so that they will be willing to help out when
you turn to them.

Although Runaway House operates outside the system
and has a freaky looking staff, this has not blocked our
building contacts with traditional social services. A
masters' thesis surveying traditional agencies' (police,
mental health, welfare agencies, and courts-in D.C. and
its suburbs) responses to the Rudaway House showed
that those people who had actually worked in
cooperation with the RH staff were favorably, disposed
to the project. However, the survey also revealed that
those people who had heard vfliFI, but who had never
actually had contact with the staff, believed a wide
variety of rumors about the project. Some had heard
that Runaway House was a very good place, others were
under the assumption that it was a freak commune; that
there was a lot of drug traffic In the house, etc. The



thesis shows us that we still have a lot of.public relations
work to do to work most effectively with such agencies.
However, acquainting agencies with our project in a way
that maintains our integrity and effectiveness takes a lot
of time away frail, the actual work we are trying to do
with runaways. We are primarily sticking to ,making
contacts individually and letting our good reputation
build itself. Much of Runaway House's legitimacy and
credibility comes from longevity and experience. We
have been working with runaways in this city for nearly
4 years.

Because we work with several jurisdictions we must
maintain contacts with a wide variety of agencies. This is
especially difficult because of staff turnover. Staff
members have to be very careful to transfer information
about personal contacts they have with agency workers
to newly hired Runaway House staff. This is another
reason that we keep all agency contacts on file.

Other Contactssr_

Tom Murphy arid'Bill Treanor were already involved in
the Dupont Circle community when they started putting
together the Runaway House. They knew people in local
politics, as well as the local church leaders and people
who were beginning to organize projects in the "freak"
community. Murphy and Treanor's involvement in the
community made starting RH much easier because they
knew so many people in various segments of the
community who could help in keeping the 'souse open.
Personal friendships with local politicians and people in
the D.C. court system'had a lot to do with keeping the
police from shutting the house down during the first
year of operation.

A counter-cultural youth service project must maintain
a strange balance in the community. It is pretty hard to
be on good terms with the police without the local
freaks distrusting what you are doing. The freak
"constituency" is important to us because so many kids
re referred to Runaway House by people on.the street,
by the Free Clinic, and by area Hotlines and
Switchboard. Periodically we have problems with
Hotlines, etc. giving out misinformation about Runaway
House (ex: that we call parents and/or police about kids)
because of rumors they have, heard and also because they

do not understand how we can operate the way,we do
without some kind of collusion with the police. Yet we
need to be able to deal with the straight people of the

community politicians, churchmen, agency peopleto
be able to run the house the way we want to. All that we
can do is be honest with everyone, letting police,
parents, politicians, freaks, and kids know exactly where
we stand and how we do things. Then we hold our
ground, we refuse to be manipulated by anyone.

It is helpful to build contacts among.

Local politicians: Get someone to introduce you to
these people and explain your program to them. If
they like you they can help cut down on all kinds of
bureaucratic hassles. If someone tries to shid you
down with picky inspection requirements or
obscure laws you can turn to friends with political
pull.

Local lawyers: These people can help with the
cases of individual kids and are invaluable during
police hassles. If you know your rights and are not
intimidated by police confrontations, you may find
that you and your lawyers can eventually work out
an. accommodation with the police that will not
compromise the work you are trying to do.

Clergymen: Churches often give financial support to
youth projects. They also can throw the support of
their congregations behind you during problems
with ,police or the local bureacracy, lending
legitimacy to your program.

Local bureaucrats: If you make a friend in Licensing
and Inspection or on the zoning board, etc. you
may avoid a lot of problems. If this person cannot
provide fctual help, he or she can at least warn you
ahead of time if someone is going to try to close
you down on a licensing infraction.

Police. Police departments in large cities operate
bureaucratically. It may be impossible to get to know
allthe beat and patrol cops in your area. However,
if you have a friend in the middle of the
bureaucracy, ifiyou know the lieutenant or captain
who controls the beat cops in your neighborhood,
you may be able to influence many of the street
cops you have to deal with..Be honest with police,
but approach them carefully. Find out if they are
sympathetic by asking them for small .gestures of
support before .yoU.decide, to depend on what they
say to you. For example, the police may be willing
to let you know what has happened to a runaway
you were working with who got busted.
Presently RH is regarded with some favor by the
Youth Division and Missing Person's Division of the
D.C. Police Department because the cops do not
like dealing with runaways and distraught parents.

The neighborhood Patrol Division has been
instructed not to hassle RH without first calling a
superior officer to the scene. However, we are still
having problems with Special Operations Division
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policemen, who do not fall under the same
superiors. These cops are still busting runaways and
staging front porch confrontations. `However, they
are aware of the fact that they are unable to get a
warrant against Rune Way House because of our
contacts in court. The house is not in danger, but
We want to work something. out because so many
kids are getting busted when they walk out of the
Runaway House.

Future

The Runaway House program is presently over-

burdened. Even with five full-time and two part-time

2
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workers we cannot handle the load. It is impossible to
run an effective crisis-intervention program whin there
may be as many as 25 people living in a five-bedroom
house.

Our only answer is to open another Runaway House.
We are looking for a building in the neighborhood and
for money to fund this new project. Although plans are
not finalized, the other Runaway House will probably
take longer-term runaways off the hands of the RH
workers. The two houses' will work closely together,
sharing the burden of the work that needs to be done
and equalizing the numbers in both houses.



PROVISIONS OF THE RUNAWAY HOUSE

This house is a temporary place for you to stay while deciding what you will do in the future.
You are welcome to stay as long as you are actively trying to solve your problems. The usual length

of stay is approximately 1 week. The counselors are )re to, help ypu in any way that you will let

them. .

1. Counselors will not contact parents or any authorities without the knowledge of the runaway.

2. If you enter the Runaway House with illegal drugs or use them on Runaway House property,
you will be asked to leave immediately and will not be allowed to return even for a brief visit.

Rolling paper, water pipes, pipes, needles and other drug equipment are not allowed in the

house.

3. No alcoholic beterages are allowed in the house.

4. Girls are not allowed in the boys' bedrooms, and boys are not permitted on the girls' floor
without explicit permissibn from a counselor.

0 .
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5. The front door: must be closed and locked except when a counselor is present on the first
floor. (This is essential to your protection.) You should open the door only iyou know who
is there. Strangers are admitted by a counselor only.

6. You shouldrefer all questions asked about the house and about runaways to a counselor. This
particularly includes giving out information over the telephone.

7. Everyone is responsible for the maintenance of the Runaway House. Beds should be made,

ashtrays should be cleaned, soda bottles thrown out, and dishes should be kept clean and in
their proper place. If ;'le kitchen is not kept clean, it will be locked.

8. You are requested not to litter the front of the house.

9. Pets are not allowed in the Runaway House.

10. You must be back at the Runaway House by-midnight weekdays. On weekends, no one will

be admitted to the house after 2 a.m. (The city has a 10 p.m. curfew on unaccompanied
persons under 18 years old. Many runaways are picked up by the police for curfew violations,

especially in the Dupont Circle areas and on Wisconsin Avenue in Georgetown. Runaways are
also often picked up by the'police for panhandling, hitchhiking, shoplifting, and loitering.)

11. No guests are allowed fh the house after midnight.,

12. Each individual is responsible for getting his own food.

These guidelines were written so that you will know in advance what is expected of you while

you are staying with us. Everyone who stays at the Runaway House has implicitly accepted these

conditions. Unlike your home or school, the name of the game here is not to see how much you can

get away with. We trust you and want you to regulate yourselves.
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

FOR RUNAWAY HOUSE USE ONLY

Full Name Date

Nickname Date of Birth

Father's Name and Address

0

Phone
(Streit)" (City, and State)

Mother's' Name and Address .

,
Phone

(Street) (City and State)

Date Left Home
Age

School Attending or Last Attended
Grade

0

Religious Affiliation of Parents (if relevant)

Person to contact in case of emergency

(Street) (City and State)

CAN WE READ WHAT YOU WROTE?
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NICE THINGS TO DORUNAWAY HOUSE

1. It is useful ,to get endorsements from leading people In the community to use in case of
hassle. NOT necessary to be donebefore opening.

2. Get residential rather than business phonesIt's cheaper.

3. Install a pay phone for kids to receive calls and to make outgoing social calls. To govern the
flow of information about the house, we don'. let the kids answer our house phonesparents
and police often call those numbers in an at.empt to get information about kids In the house.

4. If staff is on a subsistence budget, find doctor or a clinic willing to give free or reduced rates
on medicarcare. Ditto dentists, etc. Consider medical insurance for your staff, see if someone
outside your organization is willing to pay for it.

5. Check out library programs to get large numbers of books on loan-

8. Find plumbers, electricians, mechanict, etc. who are willing to give free labor arid/or to show
you how to do things. (Our doctor has an electrician license.)

7. Christme, Thanksgiving, and Easter,are good times to get organizations end church groups to
donate dollirs, food, appliances, dishes, etc.

8. If ANYBODY says, "If there is ever anything I can do, let me know ..." file his name and
addreIs and take him up on it.

9. Make a friend in the media who will feature your project periodically and who will publish
stories about police hassles, etc.

10. Make a.friend of someone who owns a truck or a van so you can pick up donated furniture,
appliances, etc.

11. Learn the art of getting things for free or at reduced rates.

12. Make friends, in the neighborhood so you'll have support if there are hassles with other
neighbors. (When the lady across the street called the police about too much noise at one of
our group foster homes, the man next door went over and told her to quit picking on us.)

13. Have a message board for runaways where parents can leave messages for kids who might
come to the house.

14. Know where to refer people not eligible to stay at your placeswitchboard, crashpads, other
counseling centers.

15. Keep an upto-date, clearly catalogued, phone file. File the names of anyone who could
possibly help you out in the futurewith a description of how they could be helpful.

18. Decide what kind of records you want to- keep and how to handle them in the least
cumbersome fashion. Make sure that your record keeping is not intimidating to the kids you
are working with. It is important to get parents' or guardians' names and phone
numbersonly for extreme emergency. It is nearly impossible to get a kid into a

hospltaleven treated In anemergency room without parents' consent.

17. Students doing master's thews really love compiling your information for you and reserrching
the effects of your program. Am./ever make sum that they do the work, not your ital. DO
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not waste time spending hours being interviewed by students who just want to describe the
status quo.

18. Annual reports are often required by 'foundations and other organizations donating money.
Make sure adequate records of your project are kept.

g,19. If you are in a university town you maybe able to get the school to offer a tuition-free, credit
seminar in psychology or theory of groups for your staff.

20. 4:00 a.m. SundayMake sure your staff gets plenty of sleep-
21. Know your city well. Be able to tell the kids where not to hang out, how to avoid busjs, what

local police look out for. Advise them about curfews and any local laws about school hours.
Have info about safe parks, free concerts, things to do with their time.

22. Know possibilities for employment, part-time jobs, necessity for working papers, etc.
23. MAKE SURE you have a clear, good working relationship with those people that give out

information about your projectswitchboard, Hot Line, underground papers, etc. If they tell
kids your place is a bummeryou arein trouble.

24. See if the local mental health clinic will define your kids as local residents. They may be
willing to see your kids on a drop-in, no babkground info required, basis.

25. There may be times that you will need a psychiatric evaluation of a kid to help with a court
case or something; see if you can set up a way to get these freelocal mental health clinic orprivate shrink.

26. Know what to do if a kid freaks outknow how to call an ambulanceknow emergency
psychiatric and medical facilities. Find out how you can get kids (suicide attempts, bad trips,
etc.) into psychiatric care quickly. (Often youi consulting psychiatrist can help thereset it
up so that you can reach him in the middle of the night if necessary.)

If an emergency comes down the wire and you can't get a kid admitted under regular
procedures, promise, anythingyou can work that out later. BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE
SITUATIONS THAT YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO COPE WITH AND DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THAT QUICKLY.

27. Make sure that your house is secure against break-ins. Parents, cops, and burglars climbing in
second story windows only add to the daily confusion.

28. Establish a daily routine that counselors and kids can count on. Consider closing the house
for a few hours in the afternoongive thekids and counselors a respite.

29. When establishing rules for the housemake sure that they are clear, concise, and that you are
willing to enforce theM. Make sure these are rules that the kids can understand and handle
responsibly.

30. Develop a means of staff selection and stick to it. It may be helpful to have the person being
considered for a job work in the house for several days on a trial basis so that staff members
cdn live/work with him before making a selection. It is, we feel, vital that the staff as a whole
decide with whom they will live and work.

31. Separate refrigerators and food cupboards for the staff and kids help cut down on food rip-
off. The kids seem to respect the belongings of staff members.



32. If you have nonprofit status, see about getting a tax number so that you will be exempt
from local sales tax.

33. Separate floors'in the house; one for boys' sleeping and bathroom and one for girls, with
cOunselors.of the same sex living on eachthat cuts down on problems of supervision.

34. Figure out an effectiVe way- to keep and transfer information and messages for staff. A
calendar book anchored by the telephone- is--a big help. in keeping track of phone calls,
attempted and completed appointments, who s off duty, etc. -Also, a message bodrd by the
phone is helpful.

35. Maintaining the office of the organization in a building other than the project house or in the
basement, with a separate entrance, will cut down on the traffic in the house.

36. Consider writing up a printout that describes simply the rights of juveniles in your and
surrounding juriidictions and what they can do when and if they are apprehended and where
they can turn for help.

37. Sometimes there are parents who will refuse to recognize the legitimacy of counselors because

they are young, non-professional, or of a different race or religious faith. Therefore, it is
helpful to know, professionals, nuns, priests, rabbis, ministers, etc. who can reach people who
refuse to deal directly with your staff.

38. `While an extensive program to entertain and occopy kids is difficult (and probably
counterproductive) some activities are fun. Consider a orice-a-week introductory class in yoga
or an occasional night of candle-makingparticipating with the kids in these things is another
way to get to know them.

39. Check out grocery stores and see if they'll donate food that they usually throw out (not
spoiled food, food like day-old bread).

40. Have an idea (filed) of good schools, private, public, and boarding schools in the area. Know
how to help a kid who is living on his own get into school, rehabilitation programs, etc. You
may have to be willing to sign for him to get in.

41. Know about reform schools, mental hospitals, detention facilities, etc. Thi '1111::you a

background of information when you meet a kid who has ru_n_awav from one of these
institutions and knowledge to help when trying to keep kids frolFbeing sent them.

42. Suggest that kids, with their parents' permission-to be on their own, get a notarized paper
stating this to carry with themalso abirth certificate for identification.

43. Check out the local Travelers' Aid Society. See what services they offer that :::.,', !e used by
your program. (ex: Travelers' Aid may be able to help kids from distant tow is get the money
together to return horde.)

44. Consider holding a monthly open house for all those people who call up and want to see your
project. The op n house can cover many of these people and you won't have to spend several
afternoons a we k chatting with ladies from church groups, etc.

45. Solicit small monthly contributions. Ten dollar contributions from individuals, clubs, and
churches do add U. ,

0

46. When working with runaways who arrived at the house in a group, make sure to work with
them individually. They always have separate problems. Often, kids with real problems talk a

0 .
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friend into splitting from home just for the hell of itit is important to separate these kids
when trying to deal with the individual's problems.

47. Watch out for travel groups forming within the housedestination usually California. Often
kids who are just roaming the country wile others with real pcublems into trucking wound
with them. These large expeditions often result in the whole group getting bustea by the side
of some interstate.



Chaptei III. GF.JUP FOSTER HOMES

Annie came to the Runaway House in the spring of
the year. A 15-year-old with raggedy red hair, she
arrived with a suitcase and a fantastic story about
having been a runaway for several months, just
stopping in D.C. on the way north from Florida. A
couple of days later, we discovered that she was
from an extremely. abusive home in suburban
Virginia. After some pressure from the RH
counselors, Annie agreed to call her parents to assure
them that she was alive and well. Much to her
surprise, she discovered that her parents had
disappeared! They had split from Virginia the day
after Annie did, taking their other five kids with
them, and could not be found.

We learned from Annie that her parents often
moved abruptly, without telling the kids in advance
and that she had attended twelve different public
and parochial schools. Later we learned that Annie's
father was a petty criminalsomething the kids in
the family did not know. The police were after him
for forgery. To keep their location a secret, the
parents often kept their kids out of school for
months after moving to anew town.

We had a devil of a time finding a jurisdiction
which Would claim Annie. D.C. would not recognize
her as its problem and the suburban city she ran
from was not willing to take her into custody
because her parents were no longer residents of the
town! We finally badgered the Virginia jurisdiction
into taking Annie into the custody of its child
Welfare department, but the entire, process took
neatly 6 weeks.

About five percent of the kids coming through the
Runaway House (four or five a month) are kids like
Annie, society's throwaways. These are kids with no
alternatives nowhere to go, no one who wants them.
hey come from hostile or indifferent environments and
are at a loss as to where to turn. Because of the shortage
of foster homes for teenagers, there is great likelihood
that they will,be institutionalized if arrested for being on
the streets.

During the first year and a half that Runaway House
was open, we ran into many of these throwaways.
Several of them spent extended periods of time at the
house, some lived there for 6 months to a year. The
transient nature of RH wasn't particularly good for these
people, but there were no alternatives.

With this population in mind, we decided to establish
an alternative ourselves. a group foster home. The idea
was that the house would be a fall time residence -a
homefor these "throwaway" kids. Annie was

eventually placed in this home by a juvenile court judge.
We thought that most of the kids would live the $.-T a

fairly short time (2 or 3 months), until a su,..ble
situation, perhaps a foster family, was found. We found
that those "suitable situations" were scarce, and the
length of stay was extended to 6 months and finally
extended to the 18th birthday, or to the time when the
young person could take care of himself.

We were planning to house a population similar to that
which came through Runaway Houseblack and white,
male and female, young people between the ages of 13
and 18. We felt that this mixture would provide the
greatest opportunity for service and would lead to a
positive living/learning experience for the kids. We did
not want a "Boys' Home" or a "Girls' Home," but a real
family experience. In accepting both sexes into one
group foster home, we've given the young people the
opportunity to develop friendships other than the
narrow dating relationships that often prevail during
adolescence. We've' had few problems with the kids
exploiting this living arrangement. On the contrary, they
seem to need and enjoy the brother/sister relationships
that'have grown among them.

In planning the "Second,Hous (RH is obviously the
first), we decided to have two staff members, one male
and one female, as full-time residential counselors.
Running a paraprofessional project the way we do means
cutting expenses to the bare minimum, i.e., hiring live-in
counselors rather than paying three, 8hour shifts.

Even more important/than the financial necessity for
:ive-in staff is the recessity for a "homelike" situation,
Male and female staff members Jiving in the house
contribute to a natural, rather than an institutional
environment. The two counselors are male and female
models fOi- the kids. This home environment provides
much security and stability that these young people's
lives have lacked. People are living in the house
togetherit is their home.

Our feeling is that most of the kids who are removed
from the community, "sent up", are removed at a
detriment to themselves, to the community, and to the
people who actually do need to be institutionalized.,
nese kids can live in the community, they can live with
people. They need love, families, and the experience of
living with others. More programs housing "throwaway"
kids would alleviate the incredible overcrowding in
detention facilities and in public residential treatment
facilities, alid would allow these institutions to better
serve the people who really do need to be removed from



the community. Kids can be cared for in group foster
homes at a much lower cost than in institutions. The
money saved can be used by the community for other
purposes.

Establishing a House

When organizing a paraprofessional, low-budget group
foster home, three things must be done simultaneously:
you must assemble a staff, find the actual building to
house the project, and track down financing to cover the
initial months of operation. You can't open for business
until they fall together, yet there is nc chronological
order.'

Many people organizing youth service projects try to
get funding before staff, or house, or skids. We feel
strongly that lack of financing does not have to halt the
project. You can start the house with almost no money
and ask financial sources to dcrate money to keep it
going. You'll probably need about $5,000 to cover the
first 3 or 4 months. We creamed seed money for Second
House from foundation grants to Runaway House.
Anyway, you can pull together staff and real estate
while looking around for seed money.

When searching for project housing, it helps if you
make a friend who is a real estate agent to tip you off to
listings, and housing and zoning codes. He can help you
to understand the ins and outs of renting and buying
.Property. '

The Origins of Second House

In November of 1969, we hired Judy Tobin, 24. Judy
had a year's experience as a child welfare worker in
Cincinnati, and a year's work as.a D.C. Youth Division
policewoman. She was tired of established social welfare
work and agreed to be the woman counselor at Second
House. Judy spent November familiarizing ;terse)/ with
the counseling situation ancithe kids at %glary/ House.
We tentatively hired a seminary student to be the second,
counselor. November was spent tracking doyen a house
and financial backing.

We searched for a house for a long time and could find
nothing in the Dupont Circle neighborhood, e RH is
located. Judy happened to be going with an Sigma

Alpha epsilon; fraternity member who kneW'that the
SAE house in the neighborhood (1856 19th St.) was
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failing and that the fraternity was looking for someone
to take the house off its hands..We were able to rent the
four story, 10-bedroom house for only $225 a month,
which covered the owner's taxes and insurance. This i; a
perfect example of how personal contacts, luck, and just
talking to everyone you know pays off.

The staff, money, and building for the project all fell
together about the first of the year. Judy and the
seminary student moved into the house around the first
of December.. One thing that slowed progress was the
extensive remodeling and repair work required on the
19th Street 'louse. This took a lot of staff time and
energy, and slowed the process offilling the house with
kids. The building had been a party house for the
fraternity and was in a shambles. It took time and even
more effort to make _the house liveable to meet the D.C.
requirements for rooming and boarding house

licenses ... which we had to have to house and
feed the kids legally. When we opened our second
group foster home, Third House (we've never been
very creative in naming projects) in 1971, we were
vary careful to obtain a house that did not require
extensive repair.

Jay Berlin, 22, a Georgetown University Foreign
Service School graduate, was hired to replace the
seminary student as the second counselor during the first
pet of January.

At that time we were operating under a minimum
number of assumptions. We knew that we wanted to
serve the population of "throwaways." We were
planning to have a male and, a female counselor and
about 10 kids. We felt that we would need a psychiatrist.
We were not sure how he would fit in and left that
decision to the future. Bill Treanor had previbusly
contacted the National Institute of Mental Health. A
psychiatrist in their adolescent program, working with
runaways, was very interested in working with Runaway
House. When Bill discussed the idea of a group foster
home, the psychiatrist agreed to work with es.

Having run into so many throwaway kids at Runaway
House, we knew there way a great need for this group
foster home, and felt that it would be easy to fill, the
house. We still thought that the length of stay would be
from a few weeks to a few months. We had worked well
with throwaways at RH and expected a high rate of
success.

These assumptions were tested as Ser.ondi House
evolved. In some ways, as you will see, they were very
naive, but we were correct in assuming that there was a
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need fora group foster home, and that we could make it
work.

Filling/OeHouse

Bill Treanor took a 4-month leave of absence and
traveled to Mexico in January. So it was up to the
counselo4rs tot make Second House work. The house had
been establiih. ed to take care of throwaways ::ho
showed up at Runaway House, yet we had to find a way
to cover expenses. We also wanted Second House to be
legitimate, i e., legal. Therefore, it was decided that kids
who came through the Runaway House, who were to tie
placed at Second House, would have to be placed there
legally. The Runaway House counselors, with the
consent of the 'individual involved, Would take the kid to
court, have hiM placed in the custody of his local
welfare department and then placed in our group foster
home. This is not as difficult as it sounds. There are few
alternatives for kids of this type. Judges are usually
happy that we have everything set up in advance and are
will i ta ke these kids wf their hands. In this way we
are able to receive child support stipends from welfare
departments for kids referred by Runaway House.

In cases where the parents were closely rnyolved,And
recognized a need for foster placement for their child,
the RH counselors arranged for child support from the
parents.

The most certain way to make sure that the house was
self-supporting was to take not only kids who came
through Runaway House, but also kids on referral frOm
other agencies such as public and private social welfare
agencies, psychiatric facilities and juvenile courts ... and
from parents. We decided to do this for monetary
reasons more than anything else. We also wanted to have
the house filled to capacity' as quickly as possible
because we wanted to work with the maximum number
of people that we could help at one time. We knew that
welfare departments in D.C. and the surrounding
counties would be able to pay to place their kids on
their caseloads with us. These kids are throwaways who
would normally be placed in mental hospitals or
overcrowded detention facilities.

We typed letters of introduction announcing our
presence as a new resource for teenage placement and

nt them to all the appropriate agencies (public and
private, religious and nonreligious social welfare
agencies, counseling services, mental health and

\
psychiatric facilities). We found these in a ,directory
published for our area. We tried to .cover the five
jurisdictions that most of the Runawa' Housed

population comes from, the four counties su rounding
the District (Arlington and Fairfax in Virginia,.
Montgomery and Prince Georges in Maryland), and the
District of Columbia itself. We followed up these letters
with phone calls asking for personal appointments so
that we could describe more fully what we were try-
ing to do and what services we offered. We asked
for suggestions and found out what the agencies' needs
were;

In, the process of these interviews, we actually trained
ourselves in making contacts and working with agencies.
As our awareness of the needs of the established agencies
grew,_ we were able to incorporate this information in
our proposed .program. In this way we acquainted the
community with our project while acquiring referrals.

In ,making .agency contacts for referrals, the best,
peOple to deal with are the actual caseworkers whohave
kids needing placement. Try to arrange a monthly
meeting with caseworkers and supervisors. You'll find
these caseworkers on the staffs of 'venile courts,
welfare departments, and private agencies. Also make
yourselves known to public defenders and otter lawyers
who handle juvenile court cases. It is important to have
the supervisors present at these meetings so that yo...: can

answer their questions and meet any objections or
doubts in their' minds. But the real source of referrals,
and access to the system, is the workers.

Most caseworkers, especially those working for public
agencies, have unbearable caseloads. Yet they really
want to find good placements for all their kids
placements which are not readily available. If you are
offering something that makes sense, is with ih their
financial reach, and is good for the kids, the caseworker
will try to use your house and may even buck his
superiors if necessary.

This is the process that we followed to build up.the
group at the Second House. It took us too long to fill
the house to capacity (nearly nine months) because we
had to feel our way along. However, if you make a point
of sending out letters and following them up with
personal appointments with supervisors, and if you
address meetings of caseworkers, and pursue every lead
you ge should be able to fill a house with six to
eight Ace you have a staff, etc., in a couple of
months. We were able to do ,this when we opened Third
House, a year later.
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When we applied for Government funding, we had to
have letters of endorsement from the agencies placing
kids at Sec Ond House. We found that these letters were
very helpful In getting other agencies and influential
people to back us. It added greatly to our credibility.
You can do the same thingget letters of endorsement
for your project from mental health facilities,
psychiatrists, judges, and public welfare. departments.
Each letter you receive can be used to support your
request for the next one.

Dealing With the System

It is important to note that we did not ask anyone for
permission to open Second House. We decided, at the
very inception of the project, that we would comply
with the laws and regulations necessary for the
maintenance of the house, but would find ways to get
around those laws and regulations that were totally
unreasonable or detrimental to the kids.

It Is almost always possible to get around anything.
These are our organizing rules of thumb: 1) never ask
permission; and 2) lain to get around obstacles. We
establish a project, start working with kids, and !eave the
burden of responsibility for enforcing regulations on the
bureaucrat. We deal with laws and regulations when we
run into thembut do not go looking for trouble by
seeking permission, In this situation the contradictions
in the system can work to your advantage. You can
juxtapose the judges and caseworkers placing kids
with you (as 'their only alternative to institutionali-
zation) against the bureaucrat hassling you about the
triple kitchen sink required for a boarding house
license. The District is somewhat unique In that there
is no specific licensing procedure for group foster
homes or halfway houses. It is not clear how much
our experience can help people in other parts of the
country.

In seeking referrals from the District of Columbia
Welfare Department, we discovered that they referred
kids on a contract basis negotiated between the private
agency and the welfare department. Child care stipend,
type of case referred, services rendered, and maximum
number of cases to be referred, are enumerated in the
contract After 9 months of negotiation, inspection, and
attempts to meet. the welfare department's varied
requirements for the boarding and rooming house
licenses (we could not afford a dishwasher or heavy
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metal fire doors) we were accepted . by the welfare
department under license pending status.

Perhaps other paraprofessionals starting group foster
homes or halfway houses in jurisdictions which have
specific licensing procedures for this type of Service
project can get around requirements for professional
degrees, supervision, etc., by becoming "boarding houses
for youth" instead.

We went to all the trouble of obtaining the.contract
with the D.C. Welfare Department for several reasons.
We wanted Second House, to serve not only the white
population of the suburbs but the black population of
the community around us as well. We wanted D.C. kids
who come through the Runaway House to have the
option of Second, Housewhich was available through
D.C. court placement via welfare department custody.

We also sought a D.C. contract to gain legitimacy with.
the surrounding suburban jurisdictions and with private
agencies. The suburban jurisdictions have no means of
licensing a facility that is not within their territories and,
therefore, use the existence of our D.C. contract as a
quasiliceose. Consequently, we became ,a placement
facility with the D.C. Welfare Department, even though
the stipend that the welfare department was willing to
pay per child per month was inadequate and even
though this stipend was less than what we were charging.
It was vital that Second House L recognized by the
District as a foster care service.

It is important to arrive at the proper monthly stipend
as soon as possible. We originally charged $200 per
month per child, but that figure was more arbitrary than
realistic. There are two criteria for determining monthly
rates. The first, of course, is a determination of actual
operating expenses, prorated over the number of kids to
be housed. Before you send out letters stating your
costs, do some research and find out what similar
projects in your area are charging in order to determine
what the trafficwill bear.

Two-hundred 'dollars a month was inadequate to cover
our expenses and we presently charged $350 a month
per person. We don't get that from everyonethe
District doesn't pay us that much, although we are
attempting to revise the District rate. When we take kids
on grIvato contract from their parents, we negotiate.,1
cqdtract with the individual parenu, arriving at an
afnount based on what we need and what they can
afford to pay.

Three hundred and fifty dollars per month is an
institutional rate, which we qualify for because of the



services and supervision we offer and because we have
professional (volunteer) consultants. This is much higher
than the monthly rate that families receive when taking
a foster child.

Our two group foster homes just about, support
themselves. At full capacity they each post about a $350
surplus, which evens out over the long run during the
weeks that the houses operate under full capacity. This
also covers the discrepancy in payments for D:C. kids
and people on'private placement.

Building Up the Group

We built up a group slowly. The first Second House
resident was placed there by her parents, a 15-year-old
girl who came through Runaway House in January,
1970. The girl needed to be out of the home while her
parents went, through a painful divorce. This private
referral gave us credibility in seeking public referrals.

The second person we took was also a girl, aged 14,
referred by a psychiatric facility. She had been in
residential treatment for over a year and her living at
Second House was seen as a way to ease her back into
the community.

We then took in a boy on referral from a suburban
public welfare agency. The welfare caseworker, whom we
had met during our initial meetings, referred the
17-year-old to us. The next boy, age 16, came through
the same suburban welfare department.

Two girls, ages 18 and 15, came to us in the
summertime via, the Runaway House. RH counselors
handled the job of tracking down financial resources.
One of these girls was taken into suburban court custody'
and then placed with us. We were able to take the other
girl when a private individual agreed to provide $100 per
month for her support. Both girls were the throwaway
kids that Second House was established for.

During this time, January through August of 1970, we
were trying to solicit outside funds as much as possible,
but the money from referrals was keeping us alive. We
were not actually self-supporting until the contractwith
the D.C. Welfare Department went through in
September. At that time, three black kids from D.C.
were placed with us, two boys, both 14, and a
17-year-old girl. This filled the' house. Second House
operated at a deficit of $8,000 during the first year.
This was covered by extra money raised for Runaway
House.

In September 1970, Dodie Butler, 21, moved into
Second House to replace Judy Tobin who had enrolled
in Catholic University's School of Social Work. Dodie

had worked for Runaway House for the past 7 months
and therefore, as a member of .SAJA's extended family,
knew the kids and the Second House routine. The
transition period evolved naturally, as Judy became
involved in her class work and gradually moved out of
the house.

Developing Intake Procedures

Not long after we openedSecond House, we decided
that we needed some way of screening the kids who
would live there. It was at that time that we began to
work with our psychiatric consultant. After some
discussion with him, we decided that it would be wise
for him to interview the candidates-for the house. We
discovered that most referring agencies have tested and
evaluated the kids on their caseloads and that, as a
placement agency, we had a right to see the tests. So we
asked for a written social history and a psychiatric
evaluation of each person referred to Second House.
When kids are referred by Runaway House, the RH
counselors arrange for evaluations by volunteer psychia-
trists or the local mental health clinic.

This step is used to screen out people who are
inappropriate for the programfor example, kids with a
history of violent criminal behavior, addiction to hard
drugs or girls who are pregnant or with dependent
children. These are kids we cannot help due to the open
nature of the house and our own limited skills as
counselors.

Unless this written material shows that the case is
totally inappropriate for Second House, we arrange an
interview conducted by the consulting psychiatrist with
the counselors present. The purpose of this interview is
to meet the young person, to find out how he feels
about hirmalf, how he handles problems, and to
determine his needs. It also serves to acquaint him with
what Second House is and what we have to offer him.

We decided at the very outset of the project that we
would only take kids who wanted to live in our group
foster home. No one can be placed with us Against his
wishes.

By the time we make a decision on admitting a
young person, we have received four sets of information.
the social worker's initial contact with the runaway
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which usually includes a description of the young
person from the worker's .subjective point of view, a
written psychological evaluation, a written social his-
tory, and a personal interview with the psychiatrist
present. After the interview the counselors meet with
the psychiatrist to discuss what they saw, what they
thought the kid was into, and what they felt about living
and working with the individual. Then in consultation
with the psychiatrist, we set initial expectations for each
individual entering the house.

The admittance decision determines the composition
and the focus of the foster home. It also influences, to a
large extent, the eventual structure of the house. If the
counselors accept young people who are into acting-out or

whose behavior is, self-destructive, their relationship with
the kids will involve giving permission, physical controls,
and other restricting measures. If the kids entering the
foster home have few needs for external controls, the
staff's role can be more flexible. The counselors must
assess themselvet and their own capabilities in dealing with

these kids and must decide what relationship they want
with the people in the house.

This admissions procedure is critical from the young
person's point of view. Kids want to make it in the group
foster home. Admitt'ng someone we could not cope with
would be tantamount to setting him up for failure. We
can't promise that we'll be able to handle every kid we
accept into The house, but evaluating our abilities
accurately can prevent our causing more damage to the
individual. Usually we can win a young person's affection
and admiration rapidly.

Each new resident has a 10-day 'trial period in the house.

This gives him a chance to see how he feels about the group

living situation, and we can get an idea of how he will fit
into the house. If it were to become evident during this
trial period that the situation was unworkable, we would
make ether living arrangements for the new person.

At various times there have been suggestions that the
kids in the house have a voice in the selection of new
membersnone of which have really stuck. We leave the
admission decision to the house counselors and

psychiatrist who, hopefully, have a more long-range view
of the situation.

Actually Running the House

By October 1970, things were finally together! We had
everyhing we needed, including kids, and then all we
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had to do was to run a group foster home. But it was not
as easy as all that.

Second House was established because of a need we
found in the Runaway House. Several throwaway kids
had lived at RH for extended periods of timetwo girls
for nearly a year. We felt that it was inappropriate for
kids to live at RH for so long. Although we had had a
few behavior problems at RH, we did not anticipate the
behavior problems that we eventually ran into as kids
were placed in Second House.

Runaway House is a very transient place and the
environment is, for the most part unstructured. Kids
who live at RH for extended periods of time have to
fend for their own food and obey house rules, but few
demands and. little responsibility are placed on them.
There must be a survival mechanism within the chaos of
Runaway House to hold intact those kids who have been
abused so much of their lives. At Second House, where
there is a higher level of demand and responsibility
placed upon themplus a much higher level of
securitythat mechanism disappears and the kids often
act out their emotional .problems. This acting out
involves running away, sometimes severe drug abuse,
outbursts of violence directed. at theOounselors and at
each other, and destructive sexual relationships.

Our original assumption had been that taking a kid
from an unhealthy home and transplanting him in a
healthy, supportive environment would solve his

problems. We soon revised that assumption!
We soon learned that most kids go through a

behavioral "cycle" after they move into the safety of a
group foster home. During his early days at the house, a
person will be very "good" while he feels out the people
and environment around him. Then as trust and security
build up, there is more testing of limits and acting out
against real or imagined threatening situations. Many
kids, having been starved for trust and affection for so
long, are extremely frightened by the warmth and
intimacy of the group foster home. After months of trial
and error, testing and acting out, a more open, healthy
person emerges, a peg son who, has learned to confront
and deal with his personal problems and who no longer
sees the world around him as a hostile "place.to live.

When we started Second House, we tried to simulate a
family, the counselors assuming parental' roles. It was
apparent that the kids tended,to regard'the counselors as
substitute parents, and as authority figures.

In these parental roles we took responsibility for the
kids' behavior, made many decisions for them, and



"mothered" them a lot. We assumed these roles in
'response to the needs we perceived in the young people
and as a result, set up a confusing situation, obviously
we're not their parents. We were too young and the
living situation was too temporary for us to be able to be
"good parents" to them, We compounded the confusion
by telling the kids we were not their parents, all 'the
while-fulfilling parental functions..They responded with
the same defenses that had served to insulate them from
their real parents.

We are continually reevaluating our roles as workers in
the group foster homes. This process has at times been
painful as we have had to reject many of the working
assumptions that-each of us has brought to the project.
The counselor must respond to the ages and needs of the
kids involved. His role depends on the amount of control
and structure that the individuals in the house need and
on the personalities and abilities of the workers involved.

Rules and structures can quickly take on a meaning of
their own. It is important to be aware of this and to
continually review the effectiveness of any rules and
structures you come up with. Remember the goal of .the
rule or structure and check out Whether or not it
facilitates arrival at that goal. For example, if your goal
is that kids take responsibility for helping keep the
house clean, do not take that responsibility from them
by forcing them to do work. Instead come up with
something that will encourage them to take the
initiative. Heavy Oes can sdfle kids' taking initiative to
act responsibly.

We were each raised within the American single family
unit. Therefore it is a continual struggle to develop new
ways of group living in the foster homes. We do not
want to be into a parental control trip and are learning
to relate to the kids in the group foster homes as.people,
not as "SAJA ,kids." Much of the demand for this
evolution of our idfias has come from the kids. We have a

lot more to learn from them.
As the group takes more poi:er and responsibility for

decisionmaking within the houses and within BAJA
staff, people are breaking out of their counselor roles. In
doing so, we are more able to be real, fallible human
beings. And we're breathing a sigh of relief I

As a paraprofessional project, a counterculture'
organization, and as an organization -operating-on the
brink of financial disaster, we are opposed to employing
housekeepers, cooks, etc. All tasks to be done in the
house are assumed by the people living in the house.
Everyone is responsible for doing dishes, and for cooking

dinners on a rotating schedule. Indeed, we feel it is
almost a political issue. Everyone has to cook
dinnermale and female, kids and staffor wash floors,
or take out the garbage. Our group.foster homes are
homes, not institutions, and cooks and housekeepers do
not fit that image. We .feel that it is important fpr kids to
learn to cook, clean, and work together as part of
learning to take are of themselves.

Our experience in0
the group foster home has a long

and often unsuccessful history with regard to getting
chores done. The best method seems to be sitting down
with the kids, deciding what work needs to be done, and
splitting it up among all the people in the house. Then
decide who will see that the jobs get done, what
penalties there should be (if any) for jobs allowed to
slide, and how to get occasional big jobs done. Good
luck at coming up with a working system for getting the
mundane work done. Our experience has been that we
have a meeting, set up a system which works for a while,
and when enthusiasm for that system winds down and
the mess becomes unbearable, we have another meeting
and try again.

Initially we required that all of the kids in the house
go to school. In time, however, we found that a
mandatory school policy was detrimental for many
reasons. The absentee rate at -the high school was
approaching 40 percent. There was an amazing prolifera-
tion of drugs. The racial discrimination, instability,
insecurity, and fear operating in the school were all the
things we were trying to alleviate in the lives of our kids.
Several of the young people at Second House had
learning difficulties, stemming from inadequate ele-
mentary school backgrounds. This made it extremely
difficult for them to keep up in class. The remedial
programs at the school were totally inadequate. It
turned out that society's and the welfare department's
demands that the kids go to school were actually very
destructive.

School attendance -is no longer a requirement at
SAJA's group foster homes. We do believe, however,
that a young person's time should be structured. Now
our -kids do not have to go to public school. They can
haie full time jobs, when appropriate, or can go to
vocational or trade schools. Also, SAJA's eventual
solution to the lack of individual attention and the
impossible learning situation in the public schools was to
start its own school, a free school, in the fall of 1971.
But that is another story.
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Structuring the Summer

lip first summer (1970) at Second House, there were
five kids in the house and we did not structure any
summer activities. The kids did not have jobs, nor did
they go to school, and the summer stretched into a long
period of boredom, The kids were around the house
most of the time and had very little to do. There was
also a much higher potential for them to get into
trouble, since their time was not structured. Contact
with each other 24 hours a day made everyone irritable
in the hot summer weather.

The next summer we decided to offer diversified
activities and to require that the kids' time be structured
somehow. We boriowed a farm in Maryland, about an
hour and a half from D.C. so that the kids could spend
time out of the city. We also created jobs for the kids in
the houses through Neighborhood Youth Corps program
that we set up In this way the kids were able to make
some money, meet new people, and feel that they had
accomplished something.

Structuring time so that the kids are out of the house
during part c` _ach day is important during the winter as
well as during the summer. This offers them diversified
contacts, and experiences and takes a great load off the
counselors. This can be done several ways. The
organization can offer programs, as we did, that give the
kids positive ways to fill their time. Volunteers may be
able to take individual kids camping or traveling, which
offers new experiences and much needed personal
attention. Or the kids can get jobs on their own, which
gives them a certain feeling of independence.

In October of 1971 we finally hired a support person
who would work in both houses and take some of the
load off the counselors. He is George Allen, 26, a
graduate of the University of Kentucky Law School. The
need for more staff in the group homes was apparent for
a long time but we were unable to afford another staff
person until th fall of 1971. This need became
especially clear when we hired a couple to staff Third
House For the first 3 months of their work at Third
House they were unable to take time off together
because there was no one to cover the house fOr them.

The swing counselor, who does not live in either
house, can gain an overview of the situation in the
houses. He. is a more detached person than the
counselors living in the houses, which makes his decisions

valuable Since his role is different than that ,of the
house counselors, he is another kind of person'erson for the
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kids to relate to. His role is still evolving as his job is
defined according to the needs of the separate houses,
taking into consideration his personality and abilities.

People often ask if we have regular counseling sessions

scheduled in the houses. We do not. Counseling is a
24-hour-a-day process. The young person's time is spent
as nearly as possible like any other teenager's. A Second

House kid lives at "home" with his "family"a circle of
people who care about him deeply. He does not live in
an institution. His friends come over for dinner. He
spends the daytime in school or at a job. He comes home
and does his chores or cooks dinner, and spends evenings
at home or out with friends.

One thing that differentiates our house from regular
family homes is the weekly group meeting attended by
all members of the house. Do.ring the time we were
planning Second House, we discussed the possibility of
weekly groups with our consulting psychiatrist who
agreed to be present at those meetings. However, he
never conducted the groups, and attended as a

nonparticipating observer.
Weekly group meetings have been used in a number of

ways. Sometimes they were used as business sessions,
.ometimes as legislative sessions establishing house rules
and schedules, sometimes they were heavy, emotional
sessions involving group confrontation of an individuci's
behavior. Eventually we decided to hold separate
business meetings so that regular rgroups could be
counted on as a vehicle for dealing with emotional
situations.

Group sessions have always been useful,r a alleviating
tension in the house because they provide aituation in
which it is O.K. to let down defenses, cry, or shout at
each other. This can be very important, but how well the
group is handled depends on the training and skill of the
people involved.

We still need time and money to better train our staff
in group techniques. When organizing a group home,
find a volunteer psychiatrist or psychologist who will
train and advise the staff in group work so they will
know what to look for and understand how the group
and individuals within the group react.

It was partitly for this reasonour inexperience and
inability to cope with some of the kids in the
groupthat we decided to get another psychological
consultant. This person was to advise,us in working with
groups and in specific. difficult cases. We also wanted
someone who could 1.1elp us with interpersonal problems
among the staff.



We're 'talking about counselors working under almost
impossible demands, 24 hours a day in an atmosphere
where crises often arise. Terrific pressure can build up
due to the time factor and demands from the kids. This
pressure and any interpersonal staff conflicts must be
Alleviated somehow. We found it extremely helpful, if
not vital, to have a safety valve structured into the work
week. This took the form of therapy sessions, or talk

.'sessions, for the staff members with a trained person to
whom the staff members could relate easily.

Counseling in one of our group foster homes is sort of
an asexual marriage. The personal consultant helps the
male and female counselors sort out the problems they
are having in living, working, and holding down
responsibility together. It is easy to fall into games with
the people with whom one is living. It'is vital to keep
this from obstructing the goal of the house: working
with kids. It is also important that the two people
working together be able to support one another and
honestly give each other feedback. Having a personal
consultant aids this process.

As time went on and problems presented .themselves,
we found that we were able to deal with or get around
most of the obstacles to the continuing operation of
Second Housei.e., financial and legal problems,
interpersonal conflicts, and problems with the kids. In
the process we built up a baek.up group of people who
could be termed consultants but might be more properly
called resource people. These were lawyers, doctors,
dentists, judges, plumbers, caseworkers, and friends in
general on whom we could draw when we needed them.
If itis ever useful, when you are applying for funds, you
might designate people as "consultants" who volunteer
time as resource persons. (But be sure to check with
each one before including him in your total number of
consultants.) We have often done this.

Most of the kids who come to us from welfare are on
Medicaid and can get free medical care from a Medicaid
registered doctor. It is a good idea to find a family
doctor, a professional you can trust, and talk him into
doing the paper work involved in registering for
Medicaid. Don't just go to any Medicaid doctor. If your
project is exciting, you should be able to attract people
for this purpose. Having a doctor you can rely on and
call at any time is extremely important.

When we started the Second House, in the 10bedroom
barn on 19th Street, we were planning to have two
counselors and 10 kids. After, several chaotic months
with two counselors and eight or nine kids, it became
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obvious that the kids were unable to receive the kind of
individual attention they needed because of sheer
numbers. In February of 1971, three kids we could not
cope with left Second House. We decided then to
maintain the house at a capacity, of six. This policy was
held to in our second group foster home, the Thirfi
House.

Paraprofessionals operating youth service projects, for
which there are few models, are often unsure of
themselveswe were, In organizing Second House,
unsure young adults caring for juveniles adjudicated
"delinquent." TherMAy grope toward a person;or a set
of theories, willing to provide "answers." Acceptance of
one consultant's point of view, or a rigid theory for
dealing with adolescents can severely limit the scope and
effectiveness of the program.

For a while we almost forgot that we were
paraprofessionals. This state of mind evolved while we
were consulting with a psychiatric social worker, who
was heavily into Transactional Analysis (T.A.) (re. Eric
Berne, Games Peopla Play), from, February 1970 to
September 1970. She had developed a very demanding,
highly structured, parental method of working with
schizophrenics. Due to our own insecurities, we accepted
her suggestions on how to structure the,huuses and how
to work with groups and, how to deal with indivkluals
within the houses.

This was destructive for us, for the kids, and for the
projects. In both Runaway House and Second,House, we
got into "therapizing" the kids. We spent hours rapping
with kids about their problems, the historical origins of
these problems, etc., rather than actively doing things
with them. At Second House we 'assumed heavy
parenting roles with the kids. Yet the counselors, who-
were in their early 20's, were obviously not parents. This
brought about.destructive dependency relationships, as
well as confusion and hostility among the kids.

Due'to this side trip Into therapy, we also felt that we
could handle Kids with whom we could not actually
cope. Some of the kids we took intoSecond House at
that time required a more structured environment and
more controls on. their behavior than the counselors
were competent to supply. This drained the energies of
the counselors'aiia also caused the kids, who did not act
out violentlY', to be overlooked in the chaos of the house.

Most of our training in counseling,, structuring the
environment within the houses, and running groups,
during that period of time, came from this one
cOnsultant. Although we 'finally recognized the dangers
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of the course we were on, it still took months of
questioning and relearning to "debrief" ourselves from
this tightly structured way of relating to kids.

To avoid becoming trapped in a narrow theory of
adolescent behavior, it is important to maintain a kind
of check-and-balance among professional consultants
and the theories of behavior that they are into. Make
sure that' you find therapists for kids who need
therapyyou can't supply it as an untrained para-
professional. Know your limitations. Take only those
kids who have a chance of success in your program.
These kids need no more failures in their lives.

There are no pat answers when you are Lying and
working with kids. There are lots of questions, and there
are ideas that grow and change with experience.
Although it may be uncomfortable, it is necessary to
operate without "answers" to respond and change as the
needs and problems of the project evolve.

Using Volunteers in the Group
Foster. Homes

When you come right down to it, we are pretty
skeptical of volunteers. It is veiy difficult tb shift
responsibility onto a part-time volunteer who has little
information about what has been happening among the
people in the house ono day to day basis. We are very
Protective of the houses and do not want the
effectiveness of the project to become diluted through
the piesence of several volunteers.

Because of the 24 hour nature of the counseling,job at
the group foster home, we maintain very dose contact
with all the kids. Therefore the need for volunteer
support in actually running the houte is minimal.

We select volunteers almost as.carefully as we select
staff members. We check out motives, personality, and
the kinds and amount of commitment volunteers can
make.

We refuse to live in a fish bowl. Psych students who
want to volunteer time to scrutinize and question
"nomadic minors" are told to look elsewhere for subject
matter for their term papers.

Most volunteers in the group foster homes have
specific skills to teach or they volunteer for specific
tasks. At different times we have had dance/yoga classes,
art classes, and old -time movies in the evenings. Other
People have volunteered to take the kids on camping
trips, to museums, etc. One girt offered to cook dinner
and answer phones at Second House to cut down on
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interruptions during Tuesday night group meetings. We
have people on tap to act as tutors and sometimes as
"big brothers" to individual kids.

We feel a lot of volunteers would be confusing to the
kisls. Many volunteers wandering through the house also
Intrude on the home-like atmosphere of the place. The
kids in the houses need a few, firm trusting relationships
rather than dozens of interested acquaintances.

We have always had, a problem with people who want
to "help" not showing up when there is actually work to
do. Therefore, w.-. test a volunteer at first by giving him
low level responsibilities such as answering phones and
the door during group. If he shows up on time, handles
the, task responsibly, and relates well with the kids, we
give him more to do. These decisions rest mainly on the
gutlevel feelings of the people in the house about the
volunteer. Some volunteers have become close friends of
they house, and as they have become more skillful, have
.bee'n given more responsibility.

Violunteers turn up from all kinds cf places. We get an
influx of volunteers (and staff applications) after each
TV1 special or news articles on SAJA.. Seminary
students especially, but all students, are a source of
volunteers. Some students can get university credit for
thi's type of work*.

i'llur personal friends are our best source of help,
particularly in covering the group homes during weekend
staff retreats. They spend a lot of time in the group
foster homes (our homes) and become involved with the
Itils and the house routine. The kids like and trust them.

'T e kids are happier when our/their friends help out at
the house. It has happened the other wayregular
v

I
lunteers have become our/their friends.

aintaining Contact With Referral Agencies

During the first several months of group foster home
cloperation we were lax in 'maintaining contact with
agency caseworkers referring kids to our houses. We kept
irregular contact by phone and occasionally invited
caseworkers to dinner, but we did not submit regular
ieports on the individual kids to the sponsoring agencies.
We were finally confronted on this by, a caseworker from

D.C. ar0 quickly got it together. We developed forms
which ,ere fairly easy to fill out and gave a clear
bimonthly report on the progress of individuals in the
group foster homes.

It iS vital to keep in .touch regularly with the kids'
caseworkers. Several caseworkers complained to us that



they only heard' from us during crises or when the kids
need health or clothing allotments. We eventually
learned to keep the caseworkers informed of the kids'
successes as well as 'their crises and established much
better relations with the agencies' referring people to us.

Coping With the Reality of Drugs

Most of the people referred to SAJA's group foster
hmes have had extensive experience with soft
drugSmarijuana, hashish, LSD, and mescaline. Many
have used drugs self-destructively. It would be absurd f rr
is to believe that we could get kids to stop using drugs if

we came down with a lot of moralistic claptrap. Nor do
punishments or restrictions stop self-destructive t,rug
use,We learned this from our "parent" stage.

We dc have a flat prohibition against drug possession
or use on the premises. Drugs in the house threaten the

entire'project and endanger the welfare of all people in
the house. A person caught with drugs in thp house is in
danger of being thrown out on his ear. This is made clear
during the initial interview with each individual. None of
us (and the kids agree on this one). will allow such
irresponsibility by one person to close down the entire
project.

Druguse- outside the house is a different story. We ale
unable and unwilling to police the movements of the
kids or to, regulate their contacts when they are out of
the house. The more responsible a kid is, the more
freedom he is allowed. We have learned to- recognize
some forms of drug use as self-destructive behavior and
therefore we tend to supervise the kids who are into
drugs a little more closely.

In concerning ourselves with excessive drug use, we
have, found that helping each individual learn that he is a
valuable, important human being is the most effective
way to deal with the problem. A kid who feels O.K.
about himself is not going to destroy himself by burning
his .1.:nd out on drugs.

Again, we are trying to help these kids learn to take
care of themselves. Therefore, instilling a sense, of self-
value is much more productive than a strict set of rules.
Rules do not protect an individual once he is living on
his own.

Establishing a Second Group Foster Home

After about a year, the number 'of referrals that- we

received at the Second House Indicated a need for
another group foster home and therefore we. put
together Third House. Third House was to serve the
same throwaWay population, to have six kids arid two
counselors, and to operate in much the same way as
Second House.

Organizing Third House was very dift.ent from
setting up Second House. We knew what we were doing
and had an established reputation as a child care agency.
We had alsb made and ,corrected a lot of mistakes
through our experience with Second House.

We applied for and received a $10,000 grant from a
local foundation as seed money for the Third House%
first few months of operation. We hired two ex4H
counselors to staff the Louse, Melinda Bird, 22, and
John McCann, 22. Both had been around during the first
painful, learning year of Second House and had many
new ideas of their own. Our doctor found us' a fine
house in the neighborhood which had once been a
rooming house. Four kids, who had been through
Runaway House, and had been taken into court custody,
were waiting to move into Third House. SAJA's second
group foster home opened its doors in January 1971.
With a couple of additional referrals from community
agencies, Third House was self-supporting in just 2
months.

Again, difficult procedures. The District required a

separate contract with Third House, a development we
had not expected. John did much of the required
renovation himself. However, this cut down on the
amount of time he could initially spend with the kids.
We've learned that as much of the licensing and repair
work as possible should be done before people move in.
(Yet the whole project should ?at be held up for this
reason ) At least the second time around, when you have
become established and won't be stopped by bureau-
crats, try to get this work done ahead of time. If you
can't get the work done ahead of time, contract
it out to some freAs 'who will work for little
money Try to arrange things so that counselors can
spet% 1 the first, formative weeks of the house with the
kids.

Before the house opened, the Third,House counselors
made several decisions about what kind of work they
were planning to do and whaNtmosphere they wanted
in the house. Their conclusions. evolved from contact
with Second House and from discussions with the RH
kids who were moving.into Third House.

John and Melinda decided to be sure to-take their
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elicited 2 days off each week. Therefore they had to
structure the house so that one person could cover it
while the other staff member was off duty. The Second
House counselors often went weeks without taking time
off and were nearly burnt out before they started taking
care of their personal' needs.

They decided to try to keep things in the house as
well-planned and scheduled as possible. This...included
taking allotted time off, splitting up responsibilities
without regard to male/female roles, keeping track of
the kids, etc.

The Third House counselors decided to do a "house
thing" with the kids once a weekgoing swimming,
skating, or to a movie. At -first this activity was
compulsorywhich caused huge fights. So instead of
putting energy into fighting they worked at creating
exciting things for the group to do together.

Agin, having learned from the SeCond House

expe 'ence, the peOple starting Third House decided to
look f r three consultants. They wanted a consultant on
group echnique, a personal consultant, and a "tech-
nical" house consultant.

The Third House counselors wanted a technical
consultant, which Second House did not have, who
could look at the structures in the house. They were
interested in an academically oriented profession& to
provide a dialogue abs . models for setting up structures
and working, with kids. Technical consultants can
constantly call the structure and the climate of the
house into question.

It is very, easy to get caught up in details. "We're
out of milk. Joey is late getting home from school.
I have to call the plumber_tomorrow." You can lose
sight of what is actually evolving in the house, how
it feels to the people living there, and what visitors
pick up while in the house. (That is probably what
happens to m; ly mients.) A semidetached observer,
who can pick up vibes and can maintain, an over
view of the ,ituation, is a great help in maintaining
the climate that you want in the house. This could
be a consultant, ,another member of the staff,. or
both.

The house counselors Must be aware of their own
feelings and not become defensive when told that the
atmosphere is tense, or that the kids seem disenchanted
with the place. We had this difficulty at Second House.
Staff members were very defensive about "their" house,
and it took a long time to convince them to relax and let
the house evolvelnore,naturally. It is important to stay
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open to criticism and to step back ore in a while to see
what needs to be changed.

Third House has helped to stabilize *cond House. The
counselors in the two houses are able to provide support
and insight into problems for each iither. Soon after
Third House got going, the counselors began meeting
once a vieek, with one of the administrators, to discuss
problems specific to the group foster homes. This
weekly meeting eventually, ,evolved into the group foster
home collective, a nature; staff grouping which makes all
operating, hiring, and intake deciiions ifor the group
foster homes. Since Third- House came into being, we
have been able to provide more appropriate placements
for the kids referred to us. We can offer a choice of two,
interdependent group foster homes which differ in the
personality of the group, age of the kids, personalities of
counselors, etc.

A case in point is Fred, 14, v,t,ho was placed
temporarily with our surnmer- farm program. Fred
needed a permanent placement and we had openings in
both our group foster homes. Fred pad been in reform
school for several months end had lived a pretty rough
life before that. He was loud, lied a lot, and got into all
kinds of scrapes. He spent a few days at Second I muse
and obviously would not make it there. The .;econci
House kids were older, more hip, and more verbal than
Fred and would not put up with his noise or his
shenanigans. So Fred moved to Third House. The kius in
Third House are slightly younger than those Jt Second
House, noisier as a group themselves,, and less into
"rapping." They saw Fred as a sort of younger brother, a
pain in the,neck perhaps, but a nice kid. Fred is working
out well at Third House. He's acting more responsibly
and cutting down on the lying. He fits into the group at
Third House and might not have made with the kids in
Second House.

The group foste. homes, as a part of SAJA, have quite
an extended family. All of our projects are in the same
neighborhood and therefore the workers in the SAJA
projects live nearby. The kids in Second and Third
House have over 25 staff members and ex-staff members
living in the urban village around Dupont Circle to
whom they can relate in a wide variety of ways. These
people also provide a pool of individuals to help out in
the house when counselors need time off.

Second and Third House are related families, About 10
of the kids from the group foster homes attend the
SAJA -New Education Project free school. There they
have another group of people to relate to.



Learning Limitations asking him to leave, largely due to our own limitations,
is not a favor.

One of the biggest lessons.we have learned is that our
own limitations mean' we cannot help everyone. The past
2 years have tempered the idealism that originally
founded Second' House. At first we took kids into
Second House who were quite emotionally disturbed.
However, we found we did not have the skills, or the
energy, to provide a sufficiently structured environment
thak would protect them from their own self-destructive
behavior.

Annie, whose story leads this chapter, had to leave
Second House after 7 months: She cut school one day

'and wandered to one of the most dangerous sections of
D.C. She was then "raped" in an abandoned office
building. She told us aftertivard that she had also been
"raped" the night before by a "friend" whom she 14)
invited to her babysitting job. Annie was obviously
looking for it. She could not handle the responsibility of
her freedom at Seco-t House.

Our predominantly white, middle-class staff is also
queitioning its ability to me the needs of deprived
black street youth. The dilemma is how to foster a
healthy black consciousness without black rolemodels.
We receive few counseling applications from black
people. This may be due tolheir unwillingness to work
for a white organization. Black people also can make
more money doing similar work in government or

munitygiiiiiSored projects that work with black
kids.

We haven't had much success with black kids who
were really street kids. No matter what kind of trust or
warmth was built up, a confrontation came down to
black and white. This was caused by fear, lack of
communication, and perceptions of the worldbut it
closed off all hopes of communication.

However, hundreds of black kids in the D.C.,area need
Placements so we've reevaluated our abilities. We will
now accept young blacks if they are fairly verbal, have
some experiel ':e relating to whites,on an intimate basis,

and do not' n,ed physical controls on their behavior. In
one -instance we worked out a "big brother"
arrangement with a black school counselor so that one
Of the black kids in Second House would have someone
as a model.

We are not willing to take a person we can't handle,
because he is the one Who is hurt by this largesse.
Housing someone for a couple of months and then

Counselor Transition

We try to make staff turnover as smooth as.possible.
The new staff member moves into the house at.least two
weeks before the old counselor leaves. In this way he can
receive on-the-job training from his predecessor and he
has a chance to build up friendships with the kids which
helps him to support them during the difficult time
when the old counselor moves out.

The entire staff of both houses changed in the months
from. April to July of 1971. In early AprilrChuok White,
29, an exseminary student, was hired to temporarily act
as a third counselor at Second House, eventually
replacing Jay Berlin. Later that month Sally Rodes
Wood, 23, moved into Second House to replace Dodie
Butler who left the first of May. Jay left in the middle of
June. His departure coincided with the actual moving of
Second House, from the barn on 19th Street to a
smaller but nicer home at 1748 S Street a block and a
half away.

Melinda and John, at Third House,, had both made 6
month commitments to the house, commitments that
were up around the end of June. During June, we hired
David and Alfhild Lindsun to be the counselors at Third
House. They are the first couple to work together within
a SAJA project. They moved into Third House in late
June. Melinda left the houSe in the'first part of July and
John moved out about a month later.

Counselor changeovers were rough at both houses.
The kids were ,extremely threatened by the idea that
the counselors whom they had grown to love and trust
wire leaving them. Some of the kids had come into
the houses fearing the warmth and imtimacy there
because they had been abandoned in the past by
people they had trusted. Some of the kids saw this
happening again When the counselors moved out of
the group foster homes. A couple of them acted out
.this fear and danger physicallyone boy ran away
several times.

We tried to explain our leaving in terms of our moving
on to another stage-in our lives. Each kid at Second and
Third House would"be doing the same thing eventually,
when he left the group foster home. We also made it
clear that we wanted to maintain the relationships we
had with the kids in the houses, and that they could
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build similar relationships with the new counselors. The
kids understood, yet were- still. afraid. As the new
counselors moved into their positions, and the old
counselors were phased out, the kids' were able to see
that things were working out well, and the turmoil
gradually disappeared.

We doubt if there is any way to get around the.few
weeks of uncertainty when old counselors leave and new
staff moves in. However, we are trying to cut down on
the number of times this happens to each individual in
the group foster homes by asking for a year's
commitment from new staff, rather than the former
6-month commitment. We also plan to hire new staff
members far enough in advance so that the kids can
built: trust with the new people before the previous
counselors move on.

Changes in the Houses

The group homes have continued to grow and evolve
over the past few months. Having survived our parental
stage, Second House is now working toward a collective,
communal spirit. The approach is-more egalitarian,-the
house is much less structured. The kids are taking a more
active role in running the house and send a voting
delegate to foster home collective meetings. While the
kids in-the house are demanding more participation in
determining policy, there is still a discrepancy between
this desire for participation and the actual acceptance of
the accompanying responsibilities.

The staff members do not cop out behind counselor
roles. Their approach is nondirective and noncon
frontation oriented. The counselors accept each kid in
the house as an important person and expect responsible

behavior to evolve from this acceptance. We feel it is
important not to hinge personal acceptance on

responsible actions. Second House is attempting to reach
the point where all conflicts and all decisions are
resolved by the house group, with counseiurs,having no
ttra group power. We are st:II in the groping stage.

When determining the type of.atmosphere you want I n
the group foster home and the approach staff members
will employ, there are several things to keep in mind.
You must determine wh'at mode you feel comfortable
with. (The new counselors at Second House were not
willing to put on a parent act.) You must figure out the
needs of the kids in the house. Several of the kids at
Second House have been around for a while and are
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pretty together. They can handle the responsibilities of
collectively running the house. Be careful not to sell
shot t die abilities of the kids to act responsibly. A 16. or
17-year-old who will be moving out to live on his own
must learn to think for himself. He does not have the
time to get into and then naturally grow out of- a
parent /child relationship. A 13-yearold' may want and
need a more structured environment and will have 3 or 4
years to grow to independence.

At Second House chores are still divided up among
everyone, but the counselors no .longer take responsi-
bility upon themselves to see that kids do their work.
This responsibility is shared by everyone in the house.
As the counselors have become less directive, weekly
group sessions have become the property of all the
members of the house. with little counselor/kid
distinction. Second House has a new consultapt4ting in
on 'group who participates much more than did the..
previous psychiatrist-He comments on the dynamics of
the group and facilitates open communication.

Third House is moving in the same general direction as
Second House although more slowlythe kids' interest
in direct participation is not as strong as that in Second
House. The workers in the house are definitely inclined
toward collective operation within the house, but feel
that some of the initiative for this participation must
come from the kids. '

The counselors rely on personal relationships and
talking in dealing with problems with individual kids.
They ar."not into laying,down rules "for the kid's own
go ." While structures for individual kids are looser
tfian in the ,past, Third House has decided to set up
stronger measures around things that affect everyone
mainly house maintenance. A reward system for daily
chores has beer. worked out. Each member of the house
draws a daily chore, to which, is assigned the value of his
weekly allowance. If a person doesn't-do his chmes,on a
particular daymaybe he just does not feel, like
it-someone in the house can complete the task and
vv;11 receive one day's percentage of the allowance of the
person responsible for the job. (The kids receive $3.00
per week regular allowance and $15.00 per month for
clothing.) So far this has worked well. This is another
way of sharing responsibility for getting work done.
The group at Third House is beginning to take

responsibility for more house decisions. The collective
meetings are nondirective and definitely a forum for
everyone equally.

The two houses have developed very different cultures



or atmospheres. This'is primarily due to the types of
kids who have moved in..Second House kidi are hip and
verbal; the house has a definite freak culture. Third
House has a younger feeling and is noisier. The kids in
the house, black and white, are into more of a. black
street culture than a hippie trip. The animal population
at Third House includes two kittens, a half-grown dog,
one monkey, one gerbil, and two love birds. So far,
Second House is content with a dog and a cat.

SAJA's group foster home program has changed
considerably in the past 2 years. What began ast:3a
temporary placement for the throwaway kids living at
Runaway House, has grown into two group homes,
available to the people living in them =as long as they
need to live there. Second and Third House now serve 12
kids. There are four resident staff people and one swing
counselor. Each house has psychiatric consultants
providing criticism aryiritipport forthe staff. The,kids
are beginning to Jake more poWer over'their Own lives
through the p6ium of the group. One representative
from each' house belongs to the foster home
decisjoem-aking collective.

Tfcis evolution is operating Continually. During the
reek. that this chapter was being written, the kids and
''staff in the group foster homes tentatively changed the
intake procedure for new-residents so that the kids in
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the houses could participate in the decision. it was
proposed that a representative of the kids be included in
the initial interviewformerly made up of the person on
referral, the consulting psychiatrist, and the two staff
members. After the intake interview the person on
referral would stay at the house 'for dinner, and
afterward would meet in t, group with the kids in the
house. This would be followed by a meeting of the
whole house, staff, and kids, to decide on the person's
admission into the house.

There have been five "graduates" of our group fo- er
homes; aids who completed their stay in the house and
moved on. Two returned, to their parents as planned.
Three are living on their own and are still closely
involved with SAJA people. Two of these kids attend
the SAJA New Education Project Free School. They live
in the neighborhood and are an important part. of the
peer group in the houses. Three more people are
preparing to move out. They, too, will.be living in the
neighborhood and will continue going to the free school.
All of these kids were candidates for reform school when
we met them. Our group foster homes were their only
alternatives to institutionalization. Now they can take
care of themselves, and with the support of the SAJA
extended family, can live productively in the
community.
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OTHER NICE THINGS TO DOGROUP FOSTER HOMES

1. Check into buying food wholeseie. If you have adequate storage facilities, time and money
can be saved this way.

2. Have 6r. open house for teachers and tdministrators if your kids go to public school. The
teachers are thrilled to find someone interested in'the school. It is good to know several of
the teachersespecially if one of your kids gets kicked out of school and you're trying to pull
strincis to get him back in.

3. Have a nouse dog. Hell be a good watchdog and good for the kids. Our house cat had kittens
which was a real tree., but we had a hard time getting rid of them. Remember that hamsters,
Gerbils, and white mice have a tendency to procreate profusely.

4. Set up a schedule so that everyone (male and female, counselor and kid) gets involved id
cooking meals, doing dishes, and cleaning house. This quickly cuts down on role
differentiation I

6. Check about free tickets to movies, circuses, concerts, etc.

6. If you get to know people in the city recreation department you may be able to use city
pools, etc. for free.

7. Many organizations dc., service projects for ,underprivileged kids. Get your name on that list.
Then only accept projects that will help you outfurniture and clothing drives, money, food,
etc. will be more helpful than a party thrown for the kids by a fraternity or'sorority.

8. Planning a trip? You might get the use of a car from a car rental agency or dealership if you
plan far enough in advance. Or see if someone outside the organization will rent one for you.
Again, planning ahead for the trip,, you may be able to find 'omebody who knows somebody
(ad infinitum) to house you and perhaps a social service organization so enamored with you
that they'll provide money for you to take the kids out to dinner. (We did this in Akron,
Chio, on our way to Michigan with the Second House kids at Christmas.)

9. Fprniture stores will donate rug ends and perhaps furniture to y.s. .1 you contact them and
then write a letter on organization stationeryprobably tax deductible forthem.

)0. Know what to do if one of your kids gets busted. Do you need papers identifying you as legal
custodian? If so, have these for all your kids. Also, know a good lawyerand it is nice to have
a friend in the juvenile division of the police.force.

11. Area mental health clinics may be wilding to define your kids as area residents (there may be a
hassle If kids come from another jurisdiction) for therapy if that is called for.

12. Social service agencies often have monthly meetings when supervisors and, caseworkers get
together. Find out when these are and see if you can speak to them about your project. You
can often reach 20 to 30 people this way.

13. Figure out a satisfactory phone arrangement. Perhaps have two phones, one for the kids'
incoming and outgoing calls and one for "business" calls. Agree on a method for taking
messages. A bulletin board or notebook near the phone may be helpful..

Eau



14. Sometimes it is helpful to make "contracts" with individual kidsverbal or written
agreements outlining what he wants to get out of his experience at the house and what the
people in the house are willing to do to help him. A discussion:esoon after he arrives, about
why he is in the group foster ho'me and establishing goals for his stay in the house helps
clarify the house expectations for him, and his expectations forthe house. These contracts, or
goals, may grow and change during his stay at the house.

15. For a while, we had a "fairy godmother" for Second Housea wealthy woman who did nice
things for the kids.

. .

16. Check into commodity foods from the Agriculture Department, State surplus food programs,
smd try to qualify for food stamps.

.

/

/
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CHAPTER IV. FUNDING:with a P.S.
on scrounging

Most people organizing youth service projects think
that they need about three times as much money to start
a project as they actually do need. If you have to pay
rent on a building and at least to feed your staff, you
must have a few hundred dollars to cover the first few
months of the project, but that is all yo.. need to get
going. These first few hundred can usually be found in
people's persbnal savings, or can be scraped together
frorrl churches in the area. Pull together enough money
to get started, get the project rolling, and then attack the
more difficult business of long-term fund raising. It is
easier to get foundations, churches, etc. to donate
money fo an established project than to a blueprint.

The urgent expenses, of course, are rent, utilities, and
staff salaries. You can get around the last by housing the
staff in the project and, if necessary, staff members can
hold down part-time jobs to make money for food. This
is how the Runaway House operated during its first 10
months.

When Runaway House first opened, we were really shy
about asking for money. We thought we would rather
starve than ask for moneyand nearly did! Money given
to the Mustar' Seed coffee house for work with
runaways ($2,500)- covered rent and utilities on the
building which ran around $365 a month. Other house
expenses were paid for by the counselors themselves
the phone bill, their fovd, etc. During most of the first
year of operation, donations just covered rent and the
counselors worked part time to make personal expense
money.

After Runaway House had been open for several
months and had become established as a good project,
meeting a real need in the community, we approached a
local foundation, the Public Welfare Foundation. We
showed them our project and received a $5,000 grant.
At that time we also received $2,000 from a suburban
church. So after 10 months of operation we were able to
offer our three staff members a.salary of $20 a week.

We feel that we had to start this first project the way
we did, because we didn't have a reputation that would
attract funding. We needed time to build that
reputation, yet were not willing tyret the opening of the
house wait due to lack of func134/ -

Everyone is not suited ,t6 fund raising, either by
personality or inclination 'if you are working with kids,
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but are not into fund raising, find someone who enjoys:
that kind of wheeling and dealing and get him to work
with you. A well-connected salesman can pull off money
for any project at first, but as time goes on you are
better off with a good project and a lousy fund raiser,
than vice-versa.

SAJA has been able to preserve a great deal of
independence nom outside pressure. We have not shaped

Runaway House, group foster homes, or other projects-
to meet the expectations of people outside SAJA.
Groups giving us money have no power over how we
operate. If they do not like the way we handle things,
their only option is not to give us more money. (This has
not been a problem.)

It is important to figure out what your possible
sources of income are. A group foster home, as we have
said before, can get child support stipends for the kids it
receives on referral. Kids who come-,to you via street
programs, or Runaway Houses can be taken to court or
the child welfare department and then placed with you
on a child support stipend. Other sources of child
support may be the parents, churches, private
individuals, or combinations of the three.

Fund raising seems to have a certain chronological
order to it. First, approach local contacts. Initial funding
can be found among local churches and foundations.
Then as the program becomes more established check
out sources further away, There are various State
funding mechanisms that we know little about, State
planning commissions for youth, State juvenile delin-
quency prevention programs, etc. Also check into the
possibility of the Justice Department's Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration juvenile delinquency
prevention funds, although these may have too many
strings attached. Eventually, when the project is well
enough established to afford the time and energy spent
on big time funchaiziny, check into funds from national
fourydations and the Federal,Government.

Funding from churches usually comes with few strings
Attached and with far less effort than government or

national foundation money. Episcopal churches are
probably the best source of funds. Each pastor can
strongly influence the decision about the distribution of

, church donations. Social-action oriented Friends Meet-
ings, and Unitarian churches, are often helpful for short,
term, small amounts of funds. In our experience, other
church groups take longer to donate financial support
because several people are involved in the approval of a
grant. Catholic churches-are already committed to the



many social welfare institutions and schools run by the
Church and therefore donate little money,. to other
projects. Their funding mechanisms are inflexible and
parochial.

The District of Columbia has a black administration
which is unwilling to use limited city funds to deal with
the problems of white, suburban youth who come into
the city. Therefore, we have been unable to obtain city
funds for Runaway House and our other projects and
have little experience with the problems of programs
partially funded by local jurisdictiOns. Projects in

Boston, Milwaukee, and San Diego have received local
government funds, however.

The local governments in the suburban cities in

, Maryland and Virginia are unwilling to spend money on
our projects in the District, even though most of the kids
at Runaway House come from these neighboring

jurisdictions.
However, people in other cities should check out

possible local government funds, .and any strings

attached to them. Also, approach community recreation
departments. They might think that your work in
keeping runaways off the street is worth money.
Community mental health organizations might also be
able to cream some money off their budget in your
direction.

SAJA has just begun contacting the large foundations
that fund projects on a nationwide basis. Initial contacts
show that effective presentation is vital. We are presently
learning how to present the kind of proposals that will
describe our projet.ts accurately and will intrigue the
members of these foundations' boards.

It takes hard work to write clear, concise proposals for
foundation and government grants. We have never
written very professional proposals. In the past we have
asked representatives of foundations, and government
funding agencies, to come to the projects, meet us, and
get a feel for what we're doing. This has been a simple
matter as far as local foundations are concerned, and the
Federal Government is right down the street. However,
we will have to work harder to convince the

out-of-town, national foundations to fund our work.
We've found that if we are fairly diplomatic ant.

present a workable project, foundation board represen-
tatives respond favorably. They are intelligent people
who can recognize a good project.

It has beer, most difficult for us to get funding from
the Federal Government. In the main, Federal fundii,q
programs are not geared to meet the needs of low-

budget, grass-roots, parapro essional agencies. For in-
stance, if you receive a $3,000 project grant from the
National Institute of Mental Health, and you have not
been funded before by the Department of wealth,
Education and Welfare, it will take two or three months
after you are notified that you will be funded, for you
to actually get the money. So you will need to have
about $3,000 in your organization's bank account to
cover the cost of the project until you receive the
Federal funds. Government agencies have very few grant
programs that do not have such a t&ne lag. The bank
balances of low-budget organizations like SAJA are
chronically low. This makes it very difficult for us to
apply for grants from programs from which money is
not immediately available.

The absurdity of this situation emerges when one
realizes that money could be saved by the Government if
it funded, for example, private, low-budget group foster
homes. These group foster homes are inexpensive in
comparison to professional, institutional facilities, for
example, low security "boarding schools" which house
kids adjudicated beyond parental control. This is the
same population housed by our group foster homes, yet
these institutions are often granted Government funds,
because they can afford to wait for reimbursement.
Organizations like SAJA cannot. Yet SAJA serves the
same population, and for less money.

Unless the Government creates funding mechanisms
that correspond to the reality of low budget, grass-roots
organizations, it will not be possible for these

paraprofessional groups to afford Government grants.
Small grants, donated outright to the general budgets of
these organizations, must be developed. These may be
used for staff training, project expansion, improvements
on project buildings, etc. Small, ward funding grants
which are not preceded by months of red tape and do
not require polished, professional proposals are needed
to provide seed money for new projects. Parapro-
fessional youth service agencies complement the existing
community mental health services. It would seem to be
in the interest of he people, and therefore, the
Government, to support these private groups which ire
dealing with youth problems that other, established
agencies are unable or unwilling to approach.

It has been our experience that the attitudes of
foundations, and especially the Government, fluctuate.
Sometimes they feel that runaway youth are a very
important problem and at other times they have found
other major social evils to combat with their limited
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funds. We've learned not to depend on one source of
capital for very long, and spread our money as thin as
possible to cover the times when runaway and
throwaway kids are not popular. We also keep in touch
with many funding sources, and keep looking for more
funding even when we are adequately covered for
awhile.

SAJA has diverse sources of funds fors-its youth service
projects. Others often have one major source of funding,
a Government or private grant covering the project for
an entire year. Depending on one source can be pretty
shaky. Many grants are given to initiate experimental
projectsit is much more difficult to raise money from
the same source to keep a project going year after year.
It is important to stay on top of this and to do fund
raising well in advance.

While fund raising we do' have a community of people
to keep in mindthe countercultural, free community
that SAJA is a part of, and the kids that we work with.
Were we to apply for money from Dow Chemical
Company, for example, they would be really turned off
and would question SAJA's motives and ethics. This is
something to keep in mind.

Of course, our precarious fund raising approach
depends heavily on finding staff members who are
willing to continue working when money is scarce.
Again, this is easier for people living in a project because
they do not have to pay rent. Also we work in a very
casual setting and do not have many clothing expenses.
People worked at 'RH for the first seveiat months
without pay. A year later, during the financially dry
summer months, the staff members (then just RH and
Second House) voted to halve their salaries. We did this
for several reasons. It was difficult.to raise money in the
summer. Second House had been slow in filling up and
was losing money until the fall of 1970. We cut our pay
because we did not want to carry a huge debt in staff
salaries on the books. Had we not cut our salaries, during
those dry months, any money received in the fall would
have been *wiped out in paying past debts to the
staffand we would still have been brokel

Try as we might, we have found that there are
inevitably some dry times when there just Isn't any
money coming in. Foundation boards go on vacation,
but our financial needs don't. During the times when we
are nearly broke, we pay rent, and buy food for the
counselors and the kids in the group foster homes."Since
these are the only absolute expenses, we've been able to
make it. This is another good reason .to hire young
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adults, who do not have families to feed. Now that
SAJA has grown to include 25 staff people, several living
in apartments, it is more difficult to cut salaries. People
living outside of the housed projects have the expenses
of food and rent and are unable to spare much out of
their $75 per week. (Staff in houses now make $50 per
week.)

This tight financial situation severely limits variety in
the SAJA staff. Married people supporting families
cannot afford to work with us. We have also had great
difficulty in hiring black people to work for such low
wages. This is understandable. Black people can do
similar work and make much more money working for
city and State youth programs. We really.peed to attract .
black people to our projects, especially to work in the
group fosterthomes. We will not be able to do this until
we are more financially secure and can offer higher
salaries. Eventually we would like to raise salaries so that
trained SAJA staff people can afford to stay with the
organization for longer than the original 6month or
1-year commitment they make when hired. Their skills
and . personal commitment would be valuable in
furthering the long range goals of SAJA.

We have not worked with a board of directors or, an
advisory board. Although we did assemble a group of
people influential in the community when Runaway
House was started, their purpose was lend legitimacy
to the operation, they were not really a functioning
board. We have not felt the need of a board to do
fund-raising for us. Foundations that are interested in -
funding small, grass-roots organizations prefer to talk to
the people actually doing the work, and we prefer to
talk to them. However, other projects around the
country do have boards of directors and work with them
to varying degrees of success.

Perhaps the best of both worlds would be to set up an
advisory board of people who are politically influential
in the community and are willing to make contacts for
you and will help you out of tight spots. However, at
least from our point of view, it would be important to
make clear to these people that your staff is in charge of
the project, that these advisors are in it to help when
you need them, but have no power over the operation of
the project. We have a similar, although unofficial,
backup group of .people, people we have met while
organizing projects during the last 3 years, and others
who know of SAJA through Bill Treanor's involvement
in local politics. If you are not into local politics, or if
political wheeling and dealing does not suit the



personalities in your organization, an advisory board
might help to provide many of the community contacts
you will need.

Any group with lorg term goals should incorporate as
a nonprofit, tax exempt corporation as soon as the long
range possibilities of the organization become apparent.
Incorporation is important as a step towards becoming
an independent, organization. Before incorporation and
receiving tax exempt status, find a church or another
nonprofit group to front for, you. Donations sent to
your organization, via the church, will be tak exempt.

According to the Government, the length of time that
an organization has been in operation dates from the
incorporation. It doesn't matter how long you have been
doing good works before that time. Certain Government
funding agencies, and perhaps some foundations, require
that you be in operation for 2 years before they'll touch
you. We incorporated after RH had been open for
a year and a half, just as Second House was pulling
together (December, 1970). We should have done it
much sooner.

You can file the incorporation papers yourselves, but
pit would probably be better to find a lawyer who will do
it for you for free. (You'll need lawyers to handle other
matters for you, at no cost, so track a couple down early
in the game.) Incorporate as a nonprofit organization.
This reduces taxes, allows you to receive donations with-
out being taxed, and allows other benefits on insurance,
buying, etc. You must apply to both Federal and State
tax structures. You can even be exempted from paying
sales tax. This process may take a long :me, depending
on the State, etc., so start early. You may be able to get
some kind of applicationpending status and receive the
benefits of nonprofit, tax exempt status while the
application is still in the works.

Although our method of fund raising is obviously
hazardous, we werep able to start and maintain our
projects with little financial backing. Using this
approach, we have been able to organize projects when
the need for them arose, rather than waiting for months
to be on secure financial ground. This method works for
us, it has for the past 3years. We would like to have a
lot more money, of course. We're not singing the praises
of poverty. Financial backing is important, but, when
necessary, we know how to start a program on a
shoestring. Money eliminates a lot ...f hassles and time
spent doing part time jobs, etc. If we had more solid
financial resources, we would be able to diversify our
staff more, expand our existing programs, a d start

new ones more readily. But finances alone do not
determine our plans and are not first priority in
deciding Whether or not westa'rt new projects. The
determination of a need starts the project (we have
always been able to find ways to get it together) if the
need is great enough.

Thoughts on Scrounging

1. There is no point in saving money by scrounging
food, furniture, and clothing if you waste money, in
other places, so it is important to be thrifty and
frugal you might even be able to buy something
once in awhile.

2. When scrounging, consider the time and expense
involved. Renting a truck makes whatever you get
fairly expensive. So make a friend who has a truck,
and plan to save time'by making rounds to the places
you pick up furniture, food, etc. Spending an
afternoon driving 40 miles to pick up one sofa costs
half a day's labor. We eventually bought a used van in
which we haul furniture, food, and kids.

3. Keep an eye on ads in the newspaper, perhaps
someone selling a bed will give it to you if you call
him and clearly explain your need.

4. Have Goodwill Industries and other social service
agencies refer what they can't use to you.

5. Talk to lumber supply stores about damaged lumber,
etc.

6. Paint stores will often give away paint in colors no
longer being manufactured.

7. Check with grocery stores; and wholesale food places
about their day-old bread, damaged vegetables, etc.

8. When you get publicity, TV or newspaper, mention
the things you need and where people can call to
make donations.

Scrounging all your food, or most of your supplies is
Possible, at least in large metropolitan altos. However
there is a tremendous amount of work involved. If you
decide to take on bi.i-time scrounging, it will probably
be necessary to have at least,one person who scrounges
full time. We are .,onsidering this, but have yet to
actually hire a scrounger.

Even when it comes to buying things, you can often
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swing excellent deals. Maybe someone knows a man who really brainstorm, you discover that someone always
sells appliances wholesale, or a lawyer who handled a knows someone who knows who can give you a good
case for a min who sells appliances wholesale. When you deal.
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CHAPTER V. STRUGG'..ES OF
COLLECTIVISM

Paraprofessional youth service projects around the
country employ a variety of decisiOnmaking structures.
Many are tied in with a YMCA, a church, or a board of
directors which makes the broad policy decisions for the
project and supervises much of the daily operation.
Others are run by professionals who shoulder most of
the decisionmaking power and employ paraprofessionals
in lower status jobsas counselors or "rappers." Some
try to work collectively, or communally, and fail
because it is much more difficult to rapidly and
effectively organize a project when decisions are made
by a group. (Rumor has, it that the camel is a horse
designed by a committee.) However, other projects have
succeeded in working collectively (probably by starting
with a very small group), and sharing responsibility,
while carefully and clearly defining differentiated
'functions among the members of the group.

Evolution of the Collective

SAJA grew from the Runaway House which had a
residential staff of three counselors to a nonprofit
corporation operating a variety of projects with a staff
of 22. Decisionniaking changed from benevolent
despotism to a collective proces with shared overall
responsibility but differentiation of work roles.

Bill Treanor was the benevolent despot.'He lived at RH
for a year as other workers moved through. Bill, with the
support and /advice of Reverend Tom Murphy, made
most policy:decisions and ran the show. As the only
longterm member of the staff, Bill was the sole person
with much information about the community, possibie
counseling resources, sources of funding, and knowledge
of how to run the prOject. Even after he moved out of
the house, he maintained control. of this information
because RH counselors moved through too quickly to
build up such information for themselves. Counselors
had to turn to him for help during problems with kids or
crises with parents and police:-So Treanor was in control
for the first year and a half.

In December of 1969, as Second House was being
organized, the two projects were incorporated under .an
umbrella, nonprofit corporation, Special Approaches in
Juvenile A.sistance. Under the articles of incorporation,

Bill Treanor, Tom and lawyer Peter Lamb were
named directors.

In January, Bill split for a 4month vacation in Mexico,
taking with him his informational' service. Judy Seckler,
who later became one of the directors of 'the Washington
Free Clinic, temporarily took Bill's place. By this time
the staff had grown to include seven peopleJudy, Tom,
the three RH counselors, and the two staff members at
Secork., :louse. During the four months that Bill was on
vacation, the staff developed a concensus process of
decisionmaking. All staff members shared responsibility
for making policy decisions for Runaway House and
Second House and for SAJA as an organization.
Day-to-day decisions, of course, were made by
individuals in their respective jobs.

'During this time, staff members developed feelings of
SAJA rather, than working fur it. RH and

Second House belonged to them as much as the
organization belonged to Bill or Tom. These staff
members were staying with the projects for a longer time
than had previous counselors. Therefore they built up a
backlog of skills and information, making Bill's role, as
the man with all the answers, less important. The
workers also built .up a commitment to The success of
the organization similar to Treanor's.

Bill returned in May. It took the next 6 to 8 months to
evolve a real collective method of decisionmaking.
Treanor was extremely committed to the projects and
was accustomed to being in control and shouldering
most of the responsibility. He was afraid to give up
control. Not trusting people's capabilities and judge-
ment, he feared that the projects would fail if deusions
were left to the group.

Individual staff members were not willing to give up
their feelings of involvement in the organization nor the
concensus method of decisionmaking that had developed
while Treanor was gone. There was quite a struggle
during weekly staff meetings. But no one quit, no one
was fired, and a new collective process of decision-
making evolved.

Tom Murphy was instrumental in facilitating this
change. Although he was a director of SAJA, Murphy
worked '_r the Metropolitan Ecumenical Training
Center dealing with adults in the suburbs. He was the
one person at staff meetings who was not involved in the
day today operation of the organization. Therefore, he
was able to step back from the situation, observe Nhat
wa: going on and mediate disputes. We also had a
personal consultant for the whole staff who helped
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iron out interpersonal conflicts in weekly sessions. A
consultant in this role would probably be valuable in
helping other organizations through growing pains.

Thus SAJA became a staff collective. All members
shared responsibility and concern for the organization.
By the winter of 1970, all policy decisions and staff
hiring decisions were made within the weekly meeting of
the collectiveTreanor, Murphy, RH, ancrSecond House
staffs and newly hired admin;strator Steve Lefkowitz.
Steve was hired to share the administrative burden with
Treanor so that both would be ible to spend time with
the projectscoordinating things end giving the workers
the individual project's "objective" feedback and
support.

By the spring of 1971, SAJA had grown to include the
Runway House (Which by then had four workers),
Second and Third Houses, the Job Co-op (a free
jobfinding service), two administrative workers, and the
secretary. The summer program was in the worksa
farm project and a neighborhood youth employment
program.

Weekly staff meetings involved 14 people which made
consensus difficult. There was also a division of interest
and information For example, the Runaway House
counselors felt they had little input to give during
discussions of the problems of group foster home kids.
An effort was made to cut down on the time spent in
these large meetings by establishing separate meeting
times for the RH and group foster home workers to
discuss problems specific to their projects, with the
administrators. Staff meetings were reserved for the
discussion of SAJAwide issues and more general reports
on the individual projects. By the summer, we had
established a collective decisionmaking structure, which
makes theecisionmaking process more effective. We set
up a decisionmaking subcollective for each project.
(Tom Murphy phased himself out at this point becauie
he could not attend so many meetings.)

The decisionmaking structure was decentralized into
natural groupings of staff interest. At the present time
(winter, 1972) the Runaway House, the group foster
homes (Second and Third Houses), the Job Co-op, and
the SAJA free high school make up four project
collectives. (In the summer of '71 we had a summer
project collective of the farm and Neighborhood Youth
Corps project staffs, which eventually broke down into
two smaller collectiyes.) These collectives are made up of
the staff members of the individual protects plus the two
SAJA administrators who act as coordinators between
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collectives. We tried an exchange of representatives
among collectives, but that did not work. People were,
constantly attending meetingsnot working with kids.

Decisions concerning, the individual projects
especially staff selectionare made at a weekly meeting
of each collective. Decisions, about new projects,
distribution of finances, and other issues concerning the
whole community of projects are made at "superstaff"
meetings. This is a gathering of all the SAJA workers
every Friday. We also have weekend retreats approxi-
mately every 4 ,months to hassle out more time-
consuming problems and plansand to play together.

We have found that the projects that form a
subcollective must have some kind of relationship, so

that their working together is complementary. There has
to be a reason for these people to meet together. We
originally formed a "summer projects collective"
lumping together the farm project and the city-based
neighborhood youth employment- program (which we
subcontracted from the citywide Neighborhood Youth
Corps program). We put the two programs together in
one collective because we thought that the NYC kids
would use the farm a lot. However, the NYC program
stayed city-focused and there were no decisions that the
staffs of the two programs needed to make together.
Because the summer program collective was not a
natural grouping of interest, and the two programs did
not overlap as we had thought they would, we split the
collective up and the two staffs met with the
administrators separately.

It may seem strange to set aside specific meeting times
for people who work and live together all the time
anywayas in the case of the Runaway House collective.
However, individual workers' time off plus the amount
of work that needs ,to be done often get in the way of
everyone just sitting down to talk. We have found that it
is very important to establish a specific time each week
in which project decisions can be made and interpersonal
conflicts can be discussed with the support of one of the
administrative workers.

Collpctivism in SAJA involves shared responsibility
with differentiation of jobs among the workers. Staff
morale is high, stemming from our feelings of identity
as members of the collective rather than employees of a
corporation. Pesonal commitment and control of the
individual projects by the people working in them also
contribute to this feeling of well-being. There is a

philcisophical difference, if not is prac,ti cal difference,
between freei fin and responsibility that is given to a



staff by liberal executives, who are actually in control of
a program, and the freedom and responsibility that arise
out of the interaction of equals. The collective method
of operation makes what we do completely ours. This is
our communal struggle and responsibility.

This collective structure hai special advantages for
projects that work with people. Social service projects
must be flexible and responsive to the changing needs of
the community and the individuals with whom they
work. Although workers in traditional social service
agencies may recognize a need for flexibility within their
agencies, these workers have little power to change the
institutions. A juvenile cot.rt worker may realize that
'present laws aryl ,.:ourt procedures are inadequate, but is
unable to change them. A psychiatrist in a community
m..intal health clinic often has little power or
Ur/ailment) in influencing the orientation of the clinic.
Our collective method gives us the ability to' change,
when SAJA workers see the need for it,"without red tape
or bureaucratic hassles. (We don't have to send ih
reports, we don't have to seek permission from a board
of directors; it doesn't take months to effect necessary
change.)

There has been no .problem with rapid, chaotic change
for the sake of change itself. If anything, we are over-
cautious. We don't legislate untested "good ideas" but
make decisions for change that evolve naturally from our
past experience. Thus the group foster homes, for
example, have changed from .. structured, nuclear family
type setup to more of a communal living situation with
the kids integrally involved in making house decisions.

Sometimes it is difficult for us to share responsibility
because of old male/female roles. During collective
meetings women may sit back while the more aggressive,
and vocal, males take over. On the other hand, the men
are set up by the women to "take care of things" and
generally get stuck with making difficult decisions or
dealing with bureaucrats. This can happen especially in
the group foster homes where it is very easy to fall into
traditional male/female roles. We are all working to
maintain an awareness of this problem to free ourselves
frOln Stereotyped ways of relating to each other and to
better share work and responsibility.

When responsibility for decisionmaking is shared
equally by many people with different interests, it is
often difficult to set priorities. A very produzive
tension has sprung up as a result of some 'SAJA
members' desires and abilities to start new projeots and
the desires of other workers that existing programs be

strengthened or expanded before energy and money are
put into new programs. This natural system-of checks
and balances has allowed us to maintain the creativity
and potential of the organization, which gives it life and
vitality, while-moving slowly enough to make sure that
existing projects are stable before energy resources are
diverted elsewhere.

At times the needs of different project collectives
come into conflict during superstaff meetings. This
happens primarily when we are attempting to decide on
the division of our financial resources. This is always
hassled out collectively,-with each individual presenting
his or her project's needs to the rest of the SAJA
workers. Sometimes this conflict of interest takes a long
time to work out collectively, but we feel that this is the
most effective means of dealing with people's interests
and feelings.

-Policy can be very vr,:ue when made -v a group. Each
member may leave x le gthy, laboriev. staff meeting
with his own intew dtaticn of the decisions made. It is
very helpful if at leab, ..,ne member of the group is
skillful in clarifying and defining what has been going on
at the end of the meetings.

Decisions can also be heavily influenced by the
strength of individual personalities, by personality
clashes, and by time factors. We've found that business
decisions are Influenced as much, if not more, by
personalities as by practicalities. This is not bad, it is just
true. Interpersonal problems which influence decision
making can be dealt with through a high level of
awareness by all members who .must be willing to

honestly confront, these conflicts. Since the outcome of
superstaff decisions affects all of us, it is everyone's
business to intervene if it becomes obvious that workers
are clashing over interpersonal problems,rather than the
issue being discussed.

Our most .ague decisions are reachertat the tail-end of
a 4 or 5 hour meeting. dt is important for, group
members to be aware of the time factor. Many people
tune out of the discussion from weariness. The skills of
the "definer" are again useful here. We usually try to set
up a manageable agenda of things to be discussed and
attempt to keep to the approximately S'/2 hour time
limit that we set.for superstaff meetings.

While responsibility is shared collectively, there is still
a need for role differentiation and delegatiOn of work.
Therefore we have defined job slots;.worker at Runaway
Hotfse, worker in the y. vtip homes, worker in the Job
Coop, administrator, etc. Work like fundraising, com-
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munity contact, and keeping the books takes time'away
from -the actual purpose of the youth project - working
with kids. If these f.. ions can be delegated to one or
two workers who like dealing with these vital details, the
other workers will be free carry on the project.

Work within the project can be divided up so that
routine work shared, and interesting work is divided
up according to individual desires and abilities. For
example, in Third House, one worker handles the books,
correspondence, and agency contact details, while an-
other of the workers is responsible for upkeep, repairs,
and licensing of the SAJA vanwhich Third House uses
a lot. They all share the work with the kids. We have
found that the only way to actually get work done is to
defin. pretty clearly who does what. Otherwise, every-
thing gets muddled-Au:1 work may be done doubly, and
routine work slides by

Collectivism involves mutual support and mutual
criticism. This calls for a high level of awareness in each
individual. He must know what the othr people
working around him need in terms of emotio&I support
and constructive criticism. This demands a high level of
respect among workers plus a willingness to be honestly
critical. It calls for a lack of defensivenessan
openness to criticism.

To facilitate our working together supportively, yet
critically, workers in the individual projects meet with
volunteer consultants. These consultants provide further
feedback on the operation of the various programs and
help project workers deal with their problems with each
other. We are working towards a willingness to accept
criticism, but we are all human. We are all very

personally tied to the projects with which we are
working. TheiefOre the extra support and feedback from
project consultants is extremely important in keeping us
aware of what we are Jong and in cutting down on
defensiveness about our work. (Information about
finding and working with consultants is detailed in the
Runaway House and group foster homes chapters.)

This collective operation, mutual support, and mutual
criticism, leads to a feeling of interdependence among
staff members. Working in SAJAespecidy in the
24 hour per day jobs -demands a total involvement and
commitment to the goals of the organization. Tt.silefore
the ceective model is vital. It allows for this
comm:tment and foi the importance of each individual
within the organization.

Although everyone is, to be equally critical in a
collective, one person may be set up to be the "bad
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guy." Often groups will define one person as the
"parent" of the group to make people toe the line so
that individuals do not have to take total responsibility
for setting their own expectations. Many of the
difficulties we have had stem from our inability to set
and meet expectations for ourselves. We have no
collective models to draw from. Bill Treanor had
difficult, extricating himself from the role of benevolent
despot because members of the staff continually set him
up to "parent" the group. Since this fit into his former
way of doing things it was difficult for him to resist.
Treanor is now refusing acceptance of this role as much
is possible which forces responsibility back onto the,
group. Our combined past experience has involved living
up to others' expectations in school, at home, and in
previous jobs. Setting our own expectations is a constant
struggle.

SAJA's division into sub-collectives, i.e., breaking

down into natural groupings of common interest in a
specific activity, facilitates the collective decisionmaking
process. This allows the organization to grow without
becoming cumbersome. The collective structure allows
decisions specific to individual projects to be made by
the people. with the most information about the

program. The input of the administrators, who are also
members of the four project collectives, coordinates the
work of the projects.

Breaking up into smaller collectives can be divisive,
leading to competition among projects for money or
prestige. Total identification with a project can lead to
defensiveness and rigidity by staff members. If this
parochialism cuts down on identification with.the larger
SAJA collective, the staff may become afraid of
innovation and may hinder development of new projects
and extension of existing programs. Therefore the
cuordinating skills of the administrators are vital in

keeping this from happening.
There has been much discussion lately an ..ng SAJA

workersbout where things are heading. There are a
couple of clear points of view. Some workers see the
larger collective, superstaff, as the most exciting part of
SAJA. They are into community buildingdeveloping
ways that a large group of people, who share common
goals although have different interests, can work
together and develop healthy personal relationships that
go beyond functional work relationships. They see a
potential for creativity in the larger collectivemutual
support and feedback as well as membership in a

community of people. These individuals are excited by



the strength shown in the smaller collectives and want
that to develop again in gatherings of the larger group.
(Back when the staff numbered only eight or 10, staff
meetings were fun,,stitnulating, and at times heavy with
confrontations. People dealt with each other on i very
personal level even during meetings. This does not
happen as often now that the group has grown to 22.)

Another group of people on the staff want to devote
their time and energies more exclusively to the smaller
collectives: They seP more potential for personal support
and satisfaction among a smaller group of people. These
individuals want superstaff meetings to evolve even more
into business meetings. This would leave the heavier
confrontations and personal relationships to the more
intimate project collectives where there is more common
ground among the members.

This shows, in part, an alienation from SAJA. People
who are new on the Staff have a tendency to fall into the
feeling of working "for" SAJA rather than "beinI'
SAJA. If SAJA becomes a "thing" in people's minds, if
.the corporation becomes inanimate to the projeCt
workers, we will fall into the same alienation felt by
workers in traditional jobs. We all share a responsibility
to new staff members to draw them into the collective
SAJA so that they do not feel that they are working for
the "thing" SAJA. Those of us who have been around
for a while have an identification with the collective,
having shared in its evolution, that must be encouraged
in each new member. We are beginning to develop a staff
training program that will quickly integrate new workers
into the collective by providing better training in their
specific jobs as well as involvement in all the other SAJA
projects. Hopefully this will help to speed up the process
by which new workers come to*feel that SAJA is theirs.

Our collectivism depends upon very selective staffing.
Hiring is crucial because each worker must be a member
of the tribe as well as effectively working with kids.
Many people who can relate well to the young people in
the houses cannot live and work with their peers in the
intense atmosphere of Runaway House or the group
foster homes. Hiring depends on the personality of the
individual and how he complements the, abilities of the
people already in the project. Yet we are a very diverse
group. We are not looking for identical people, but for
individuals who add to the total capability of the project

- in dealing with problems with kids and wcrking
collectively. Therefore SAJA is made dr of fairly
strong-willed, opinionated, creative peopledifferent in
personality but alike in their commitment to the goals of

the working collective. Since we are living/working
philosophy and a.lifestyle, that commitment is vital.

Hiring Staff

a

New staff members for Runaway House were
originally hired by Bill Treanor in consultation with
Tom Murphy and the existing RH staff members.
However during the months that Bill was in Mexico in
1970,.new counselors were hired. by staff consensus. The
consensus method has stuck ever since.

When SAJA was only RH .and Second House,
, applicants were required to meet all members of the

st ff and to spend several days working in both houses.
T entire staff made the final hiring decision by
Consensus at .a weekly staff meeting. This was very
productive when the organization was small. All staff
members developed skills in running both houses.
Therefore counselors in the two houses could sub for
each other. Also, in the living/wOrking trial situation, the
applicant had a good chance toget to know everyone.

However, by. the time Third House was added to the
collective,.the applicants were getting lost in the shuffle
between houses as they tried to meet and work with
nine people. So we changed the policy, requiring people
on trial to work in the project to which they were
applying and to meet as many staff people as they
could.

Eventually the collective structure evolved. It had
become extremely difficult for all staff members to get
to know a new applicant. Therefore staffing decisions
were delegated to the separate subcollectives. (The
whole collective decides on hiring administrators, since
they work with all the projects,) Decisions on new staff
are now made by the people involved in the collective
containing the project in which the applicant wants to
work:

Since we operate collectively, people who write in
asking about jobs are told that they must come to town
to meet everyone before they can be hired. (They are
warned, that distance traveled has no bearing on the
hiring process.) People looking for work with SAJA are
first interviewed at the office by one of the
administrators. The purpose of this initial interview is to

' let the individual, know what we do and what we're
looking for. We can also find out what he is into and in
search of. This interview weeds out people who
obviously have no potential for being hired as well as
those who decide they don't want a job with us.
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The applicant is then introduced to the workers in the
project he wishes to apply to. The workers talk with him
for a long time and must decide if there is a possibility
that he could fit into the job. If they feel that he can, he
is asked to return to the project to work for a week or
so, on trial (and to live in the house if the prbjeCt is
housed). He is expected to do the same kind of work the
staff does, working closely with individual staff
members. The applicant is also expected to take
initiative in meeting and talking to the other members of
the collective. For example, if he applies to Second
House, he must work with the Second House counselors
and must also spend time with the two admansuators,
the support worker for the two group homes, and the
two workers at Third House. These people make up the
grou, foster home collective and are responsible for
making the final decision °Airing.

Selecting staff is difficult because most of the qualities
we are looking for are intangibleslike sensitivity to
kids, the ability to perceive and relate to a wide range of
personal needs, and compatibility with people already
working in the project. We have no requirements for
college background or degrees. Most of the people we
hire are over 21 We expect staff applicants to show
initiative and enthusiasm. New staff members must be
able to work well in an unsupervised environment,
therefore, initiative and creativity are especially

important. Often it comes down to the fact that a
person "feels right" for a wide variety of reasons.

Obviously our reasons for not hiring an individual may
be equally nebuloushe or she ma *ust not "feel right."
We do feel strongly that ers of the collective must
be unanimously positive about a person t..:ing
However, this urianiniity may contai:i certain reser-
vations that are communicated to the individual and
resolved during the first trial monti-i after he is hired.

Many people weed thetnselves out during this hiring
process- Sorl9.do fat feel that they can work in such a
demanding but unstructured situation. Others feel that

they cannot make the emotional commitment to the
kids or to the collective or the time commitment
required by SAJA. This is why the Irving/working trial
period is necessary. °eople can finest -about the job by
living/working without m>ng a' final commitment.

After a week or so, the tentative hiring decision is
made by consensus in a meeting of the project collective
directly concerned. If an applicant is hired there is a
39day trial period. He becomes a fully responsible
member the collective, but he is not finally accepted
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until a review meeting 30 days later. The new staff
member sits in on this review session la policy begun by
the fall, of 1970). Thus he can hear the criticisms that
people have of him, as well as their support. This
feedback is very important for the new staff member.
These .meetings can be _extremely awkward as workers
try,to honestly express their doubts and feelings about
the new member. So far, no one has been asked to leave
after the 30,-day trial period.

Staffing decisions are personal and, quite difficult.
During the applicant's initial trial weeK, we spend a lot.
of time working and talking with him. Often we really
grow to like an individual, yet do not .feel that he can
handle the job in question. It is really painful to tell a

inew friend that we are not willing to hire him. Back in
the old days Bill Treanor was stuck with this distasteful
chore, but now the responsibility is shared by the
members of the project. We try to be very honest with
him and also to deal with his feelings about not.being
hired. While this method of hiring is time-consuming and
even painful, we feel that no other process will ensure
that competent people are hired. Rather than hire
people who are not effective and compatible, we often
work for months short of staff. This is rough, but we see
no alternative.

We have had co staff training program per se and are
now in the process of developing one. Under this
program, new staff members would work in the houses
into which they were hired. They would also work for a
short time in SAJA's other projects in order to get a.feel
for the operation of the community of projects. The two
training coordinators hired for the program would set up
training sessions involving representatives of public and
private social welfare agencies, the police and the caul ts
as well as psychiatrists and psychologists. This would
give our staff members a head start in knowing the
community resources available to them and would train
them in counseling skills. Youth workers from other
cities would receive training structured to specifically
meet their needs.

Right now a new staff member is trained in the project
into which he is hiredlearning by doing. He works.
closely with the SAJA workers, at first sitting in on
counseling sessions, job interviews, or groups, as an
observer. The new worker gradually takes on more
r sponsibility over a period of a few days as he shows
s ill and confidence in handling things. He picks up most
of his knowledge of community resources by rapping
with the other workers and as he works with, the



problems of individual kidstracking down lawyers,
caseworkers, psychiatric help, school placements, and
jobs. He also works with our volunteer consultants and
picks up a lot of knowledge from them.

At this stage of the game the new workers do not
spend Much time, while training or otherwise working in
the other SAJA projects Therefore, it takes a long time
for them to get an overview of the entire organization
and to feel a part of a working community. This leads to
the problems described beforenew workers may
feel that they work "for" SAJA rather than feeling
membership in SAJA.

It takes 2 or 3 months for a new staff member to
reek become effective since he has to learn by osmosis.
Project workers do not have the time to spare to
.introduce him to contacts in courts; mental health
clinics, job situations, etc. He pretty much has to make
his own way. We had not had the money to hire anyone
to spedifically handle staff training until the NIMH grant
came through.

The struggle that we went through to become a
collective was pretty natural.. It came about as each of us
became aware of our own importance and needs for an
equal share in making. decisions. This evolution would
not have come about were we not deeply committed io
SAJA people and the projects we were sharing in. The
Rasberry book on free schools (Rasberry Exercises: How
to Start Your own School and Make a Book, by Robert
Greenway and Salli Rasberry) suggests that people
organizing projects might start with an authoritarian in
charge to get things rolling quickly because the natural
struggle for shared responsibility will follow. This is
certainly true in the history of our organization.

HoyveVer, other groups who want to start with a
collective model should be able to do so, if the original
group is mat too large (perhaps five to seven people), and
if a clear decisionmaking structure is agreed upon. Work
must be divided and functions agreed upon so that
'people can get on with the dayto-day Work of the
project without continual hassles about who does what.
Broad decisions fall to the larger group, but the
individuals within the collective must have a clear idea of
their own functions and what decisions are left to them.
This calls for trust and honesty among the members of
the collective as each member makes a lot of decisions
on his own, with the support and feedback of the

It may be importart for the collective to designate
someone as a coordinator who deals with the outside

world agencies, police, housing inspectors, funding,
sources, and public contact. It is very helpful if one
person handles all the details of dealing with such
bureaucracies. You have to be able to cope with them
and will run into trouble if your dealings with them are
confUsed and chaotic. It is important to present a

consistent, united picture to the rest of the world. This
coordinator function also frees the rest of the people to
devote most of their time to working,with kids.

Because the coordinator has a corner on most of the
informatidn about what is going on between the,project
and the various bureaucracies and the community, it is
vital that he share this information with the other
members of the collective,He has all the contacts and is
the only one who knobs how to raise money, how to =

deal with agency. heads, etc. If he leaves, without
transferring this information, the project will become
isolated, unable to deal with the society in which it

-exists, and will Wave to regress while contacts are made
all over again.

We have been muddling along with this problem of the
centralization of so much information about SAJA in
the hands of the administrators for a long time now and
have not come up with much in theway of a solution.
While some SAJA workers in the projects complain that
they are not informed about what is going on in the
office, the administrators counter with the fact that few
of the workers take the time to find out what is going on.

Time 'is the problem. Everyone is overworked and
people can't devote much energy to staying on top of
the information that the administrators are acquiring.
With 'no solutions at hand, we are stating that this is a
problem' that people organizing projects must be aware
of.

ahe evolution of the SAJA collective has been the
project of our own personal growth and changing levels
of awareness. For example, after 3 years of operation,
we became aware of the "age chauvinism" that we had
been practicing in leaving the young people we were .

working with out of the decisionmaking process. White
we considered the kids part of SAJA, they actually had
little of the control over their own lives that we wanted
so much in our lives. When we came to that realization,
things started changing. Now the school and the group
homes operate collectively. A few of the kids in the
group foster homes have started working in other
projects. For example, one of the girls in Second House
is a regular worker in the Job Coop. These young people
are,regular members of the SAJA superstaff.
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SAJA is .continually growing and changing and being
reshaped as we add projects and new staff and as we feel
different organizational and personal needs. We have a
commitment to concnnsus and collectivity as goals

toward which we are working. Yet we do not have a
commitment to a specific structure of organization and
will continually reevaluate and revise the working
structures within which we operate as a collective.

GLOSSARY

There are certain words in this handbook that are not used in their strict literal sense. They have
been given more imagistic definitions that describe situations often encountered by members of
urban "street cultures." Translations follow:

Bustedarrested
Collaredinhibited, entrapped, held
Crashto stop, to sleep, withdrawing from drug trip, exhaustion
Crash padplace to relax, agitation free refuge, haven
Creamtake from the top
Creamedstruck hard
Freaka heavily involved individual or one who exhibits unorthodox behavior
Freak outconsequences of excessive involvement
Hasslea disagreement, or to agitate
Hipaware
Narcnarcotic officer
Numberprocedure, a study of someone, following one's own impulses
Rapconverse
Scroungingscavenging
Shrinka psychiatrist
Tripan experience
Together stable
Truckingsustained effort, continuing some activity
Vibesfavorable or unfavorable reactions from someone
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